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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Context and motivation

The fifth generation of wireless networks (5G), whose standardization is planned for 2020, en-
visions machine to machine communication and the Internet of Things: a unified network of
connected objects including embedded sensors, medical devices, smart meters, and autonomous
vehicles. While 4G revolutionized the smartphone experience, 5G will have an even bigger im-
pact on smart consumer items. The anticipated explosion of device-to-device communications,
with the perspective of 30 billion connected devices by 2020, creates new challenges. The new
networking standard will not just be about faster communications, but it will also support the
next wave of technological innovation, from connected cars to factory automation, smart cities,
robot-assisted surgery, virtual reality and edge computing.

Although in the past communication networks have traditionally been designed with the
purpose of reliably conveying information, it is crucial for the next generation of networks
to ensure the cooperation and coordination of the constituent devices, viewed as autonomous
decision makers. In this context, we consider coordination as a way to enforce a prescribed
behavior.

We can think of a variety of applications that would benefit from coordination in this sense.
The nodes might be agents playing in a cooperative game, having either the same objective or
different purposes [50]. Alternatively, they might be computers which are part of the same net-
work and cooperate in order to distribute their tasks appropriately, dealing with a work load that
might be varying over time. They could be smart vehicles that receive live traffic information
and improve the calculated route based on the current situation, or household appliances that
not only manage their operation times to reduce peak power consumption, but also take into
account external conditions (such as time of the day, temperature, humidity) in order to assign
priority. One other interesting application might involve medical sensors that monitor health
parameters and coordinate with the infusion pump to deliver the medication.

As a motivating example, consider the particular case of autonomous agents in charge of
airport security. Suppose the agents have to check the airport surface, but the insufficiency
of security resources prevents complete coverage and allows adversaries to exploit patterns in
patrolling. Thus, the agents’ walk should mimic a random behavior, otherwise its purpose will
be defeated rather easily by observing the agents for a certain amount of time. Moreover, the
agents want to coordinate their behavior in order to ensure the highest level of security, and over
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

time all the terminals surface should be checked with the same probability. In this example,
communication takes place between the agents, but they may also be assisted by a common
source of information. In particular, this permits them to communicate as little as possible, so
that if someone could intercept the messages exchanged by the agents, it would not be enough
to guess their next move.

We now provide a more formal description of the above example. We consider the case of n
agents. For simplicity, we model their actions as movements on a finite grid as in Figure 1.1, in
which the agents perform random walks by taking actions left, right, up and down, represented
respectively by 0, 1, 2, 3. Observe that when the agents reach the border of the graph not all
the directions are still possible, and their walk is constrained by the nature of the perimeter. Not
only the agents communicate to each other, we also assume that they have access to a source
of common randomness such as a satellite time-stamp. Here, coordination is meant as a way
to impose a known and fixed joint distribution of actions at all nodes in the network. Then, the
goal is to ensure that the distribution of the actions taken by the agents after communication is
close to a prescribed distribution, which in this example is the uniform distribution.

Figure 1.1: Autonomous agents perform random walks on a grid. They communicate with each other and share a
source of common information

1.2 State of the art

A large variety of research addresses the topic of coordination: the information-theoretic for-
mulation of the coordination problem that we consider in this thesis was put forward in [25],
related to earlier work on quantum information theory [4, 65, 36, 68]. This framework also
relates to the game-theoretic perspective on coordination [29] with applications, for instance, to
power control [39]. Here, we outline the state of the art which is more significant for this work.
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Figure 1.2: Example of a general network, where the actions A1, A3 and A5 are chosen by nature and the actions
A2, A4 and A6 are generated through communication and common randomness C. The purpose of coordination
is to establish which joint distributions P̄A1A2A3A4A5A6

can be achieved.

Information theoretic framework A general information-theoretic framework for coordina-
tion in networks was presented in [22, 25]. In [25], the authors consider a network represented
by a graph with a certain number of nodes, as in Figure 1.2. Some of the nodesNi, i = 1, . . . , 6,
are connected by unidirectional communication links with rates Rj , j = 1, . . . , 7. A uniform
source of common randomness C of rate R0 is available to all nodes Ni, i = 1, . . . , 6. For
every i = 1, . . . , 6, the node Ni performs an action Ai which belongs to a set Ai of possible
actions. Some of these actions, A1, A3 and A5, which belong to the set S ⊆ J1, 6K, are as-
signed by nature and behave according to the fixed distribution P̄A1A3A5 . On the other hand, the
actions A2, A4 and A6 are generated through communication between the nodes and through
common randomness C that is available to all nodes. An interesting problem is to characterize
which target joint distributions P̄A1A2A3A4A5A6 are achievable, in the sense that it is possible to
induce, through the communication among the nodes, a joint distribution PA1A2A3A4A5A6 that
approximates P̄A1A2A3A4A5A6 .

Observe that, if the set S is empty and common randomness is unexpensive, the problem
becomes trivial. In fact, the nodes can agree on how they will behave and use common random-
ness to generate any distribution P̄A2A4A5 [25].

Two notions of coordination have been proposed to measure how the induced joint distri-
bution approximates the target distribution [25, 23]: empirical coordination, which requires the
joint histogram of the devices’ actions to approach a target distribution, and strong coordina-
tion, which requires the joint distribution of sequences of actions to converge to an i.i.d. target
distribution, e.g., in variational distance.

A variety of works has focused on solving the coordination problem in different network
settings based on both empirical and strong coordination. Coordination via a relay has been
considered in [30, 10], while in [9, 66, 67] the authors study coordination over a line network.
While most works on coordination involve an error-free communication link, in [24] the au-
thors consider joint empirical coordination of signals and actions with a noisy communication
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channel. This setting was extended in [44] to include two-sided state information, and in [43]
to include channel feedback available at the encoder.

Figure 1.3: Synthesis of a memoryless channel by using communication and common randomness: it is possible
to characterize the rate R and R0 such that the conditional distribution induced by the code PBn|An is close in total
variational distance to the target channel P̄Bn|An .

Channel simulation Particularly relevant for this work, coordination through interactive com-
munication can also be studied from the point of view of channel simulation [23]. In fact, since
some of the actions are imposed by nature, achieving a certain i.i.d. joint distribution is equiv-
alent to inducing the corresponding conditional distribution, which can be viewed as a discrete
memoryless channel (DMC). The notion of strong coordination can be revisited as mimicking a
DMC, and [23, 71] characterize the minimum rate of communication and of common random-
ness needed to achieve a joint distribution that is statistically indistinguishable (as measured by
total variation) from the distribution induced by a memoryless channel. The channel simulation
problem was further studied in [31], in which the authors simulate a noisy channel using an
other noisy channel.

Quantum information theory These works on channel simulation are also related to earlier
work on “Shannon’s reverse coding theorem” [4]. The idea of [4] is to to generalize Shannon’s
coding theorem [63] to channels with quantum effects, and to prove its optimality by showing
that a noisy channel can be simulated through a binary error-free link sending information at
channel capacity. The construction based on channel simulation proposed in [4] has inspired the
work on efficient compression of stochastic sources of probability distributions and mixed quan-
tum states [68]. Independently, in [65] the authors consider channel synthesis with unlimited
common randomness for the quantum data compression problem. The problem of compressing
not only quantum states, but also of compressing the outcomes of quantum measurements, is
studied in [36]. In [35, 36], the authors solve a rate distortion problem by proving the exis-
tence of a code with minimal amount of information exchanged, such that the joint empirical
probability distribution of the signals is close to some desired distribution.

Game theory The topic of coordination has also been of interest in game theory, using the
notion of implementable probability distribution [29], related to empirical coordination. In [29],
the authors investigate a cooperative sender-receiver game by formulating a coding problem
and by using information theoretic tools. The game theory setting differs from the information
theory one because it considers several rounds of interactive communication: a repeated game
takes place between the agents and at each stage the chosen actions may take into account
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past actions and the state of nature. The authors characterize the set of target joint probability
distributions that are implementable by a choice of strategy of the agents; these distributions
determine the expected utility of the game. Note that the concept of utility function is general
and captures the different objectives of the coding process: it can be a distortion function for
the source coding problem, a cost function for the channel coding problem or a payoff function
for the players in a repeated game as in [29]. In [38, 39], the authors extend [29] by considering
a noisy channel with an application to power control.

Strategical coordination The problem of the strategical coordination, at the intersection be-
tween game theory and information theory, considers encoder and decoder as players that have
distinct objectives and choose their encoding and decoding strategies accordingly. This rep-
resents a significant difference with classical information theory, where transmitters are either
allies that have a common goal, or they act as opponents. In contrast, in strategic communi-
cation the nodes disclose their information according to their own objectives. Repeated games
involving distinct utility functions are studied in [3, 54, 28], without explicitly mentioning coor-
dination. Related to these works, in [48–51] the authors investigate strategic coordination with
a noisy channel.

State dependent networks The analysis in [29] emphasizes the need for updating informa-
tion, and studies the communication dynamics in a model where the state of nature evolves over
time. In [38, 39] power control is used to encode embedded data about the channel state in-
formation, and this method is further considered in [40, 41] that extends [39] to the symmetric
scenario where each agent has access to state information. Joint empirical coordination in state
dependent networks has been studied in [42, 44].

Coding theory All the previously cited works focused on establishing the fundamental limits
of coordination, and their aim is to characterize the set of achievable behaviors and minimal
communication rates to obtain coordination. Another class of works considers the design of
practical schemes for coordination. In the field of coding theory, polar codes [1, 2] prove
themselves to be particularly well suited to translate information theoretic properties such as
coordination. Schemes for coordination based on polar codes have been proposed for empirical
coordination in cascade networks [5], and for strong coordination with error free links [11, 15].
Polar codes for strong coordination of actions with noisy links have been designed in [56, 57].

1.3 Contributions and main results of this thesis

In this work, we address the problem of strong coordination in the two-node network of Fig-
ure 1.4 comprised of an i.i.d information source Un with distribution P̄U , and a noisy chan-
nel parametrized by the conditional distribution P̄Y |X . Both nodes have access to a com-
mon source of randomness C of rate R0. The encoder selects a signal Xn = fn(Un, C),
fn : Un × J1, 2nR0K→ X n as a stochastic function of the source and the common randomness.
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The signalXn is transmitted over the channel and the decoder selects an action V n = gn(Y n, C)

as a stochastic function of the output of the channel Y n and the common randomness.

Figure 1.4: Coordination of signals and actions for a two-node network with a noisy channel.

For this setting, if the communication link is error-free, in [25, 23] the authors completely
characterize both the empirical and the strong coordination region. Contrarily to the majority of
works on coordination that have dealt with noise-free channels, we consider the more realistic
case of coordination over noisy channels. This problem has already been considered for empir-
ical coordination by [24, 46], and for strong coordination of actions in [31, 56, 57]. However,
in this setting, the signals exchanged between the users can also be viewed as part of their ob-
servable behavior. Therefore we investigate the joint strong coordination of signals and actions.
In this case, not only the signals sent from the encoder to the decoder allow to coordinate the
actions, but additionally they have to be coordinated. In the setting of Figure 1.4 we derive
an inner and an outer bound for the coordination region both with a non-causal encoder and a
non-causal decoder and with a strictly causal encoder and a non-causal decoder.

Figure 1.5: Coordination of signals and actions for a two-node network with a noisy channel with state and side
information at the decoder.

This setting can be generalized to include situations where the environment changes over
time such as state-dependent channels and and side/state information at the decoder, as in Figure
1.5. As in [42, 44], we introduce a random variable representing the effect of the environment
and the side information available at the decoder, and we prove and inner and an outer bound for
the strong coordination region when the encoder and decoder are both non-causal. In particular,
the inner bound is proved by proposing a random binning scheme and a random coding scheme
that have similar statistics.

As is the case for the best currently known bounds for empirical coordination [24, 44], our
inner and outer bounds do not match, keeping the generality of our achievability scheme an open
problem. However, we show that we successfully characterize the strong coordination region
exactly in some special cases: i) when the channel is noiseless; ii) when the decoder is lossless;
and iii) when the random variables of the channel are independent from the random variables
of the source. In particular, the inner bound in all these cases is derived by specializing the
random binning and random coding schemes to the specifics of every setting, suggesting that
our achievability scheme is general enough.
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Then, inspired by the binning technique using polar codes in [12], we propose an explicit
polar coding scheme that achieves the inner bound for the coordination capacity region.

1.4 Organization of the thesis

The remainder of the document is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 introduces the notation and the information-theoretic framework of the coordina-
tion problem. We define empirical and strong coordination: empirical coordination captures an
“average behavior” over multiple repeated actions of the devices; in contrast, strong coordina-
tion captures the behavior of time sequences. We state the main properties of the metrics of
choice of strong coordination, K-L divergence and total variational distance. Furthermore, we
introduce the random binning tools that we use to prove the achievability for strong coordina-
tion.

Chapter 3 considers the case of a non-causal encoder/decoder and derives an inner and an
outer bound for the strong coordination region, first in a simple model in which there is no state
and no side information, and then in the general case of a noisy channel with state and side
information at the decoder.

Chapter 4 characterizes the strong coordination region for three special cases: i) perfect
channel; ii) lossless decoder; and iii) independence between source and channel. The com-
plete characterization of the strong coordination region, even if only in specific cases, allows
us to derive some conclusions on the nature of coordination. In particular, we show that the
separation principle does not hold for strong coordination. A byproduct of strong coordination
is that it enforces some level of “security”, in the sense of guaranteeing that the sequences of
actions will be unpredictable to an outside observer beyond what is known about the target joint
distribution of sequences. Consequently, at the end of the chapter we investigate the secrecy
implications of strong coordination.

Chapter 5 introduces a general technique to turn achievability proofs based on random bin-
ning into explicit polar coding schemes, and it presents a polar coding scheme for the simpler
setting where there is no state and no side information.

Chapter 6 considers strong coordination with a strictly causal encoder. We derive an inner
and an outer bound for the coordination region, and we propose a polar coding scheme for this
setting.

Conclusions and perspectives examines the implications of our results and proposes some
ideas for further developments.
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Some complementary material is provided in the Appendices, including definitions, classi-
cal information theory results, and additional proofs of technical lemmas and theorems. More
precisely:

Appendix A consists in a summary of useful information theoretic definitions and properties,
and proofs of preliminary results.

Appendix B details all the achievability and converse proofs omitted in Chapters 3, 4 and 6.
In particular, it details the complete proofs of the inner bound for i) the general case of channel
with state and side information; ii) the case of the strictly causal encoder.

Appendix C includes the missing proofs of Chapter 5. Moreover, it presents the polar coding
achievability schemes for empirical coordination with both a non-causal encoder and a strictly
causal encoder.
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International conferences

- G. Cervia, L. Luzzi, M. R. Bloch and M. Le Treust, “ Polar coding for empirical coordina-
tion of signals and actions over noisy channels”, in IEEE Information Theory Workshop,
Cambridge (U.K.), September 2016

- G. Cervia, L. Luzzi, M. Le Treust and M. R. Bloch, “ Strong coordination of signals and
actions over noisy channels”, in IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory,
Aachen (Germany), June 2017

- G. Cervia, L. Luzzi, M. Le Treust and M. R. Bloch, “Strong coordination over noisy chan-
nels with strictly causal encoding”, in Proc. of Allerton Conference on Communication,
Control and Computing, Monticello (Illinois, U.S.A.), October 2018
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2 PRELIMINARIES

In this chapter, we give a general introduction to the coordination problem. First, Section 2.1
introduces the notation that we use throughout this document. The definitions of empirical and
strong coordination are presented in Section 2.2. Then, since both the achievability and the con-
verse proof rely on properties of the total variational distance and Kullback-Leibler divergence,
these are presented in Section 2.3. Finally, a general achievability technique based on random
binning is explained in Section 2.4. The proofs of the original results are in Appendix A.3.

2.1 Notation

We define the integer interval Ja, bK as the set of integers between a and b. Given a ran-
dom vector Xn := (X1, . . . , Xn), we note X i the first i components of Xn, X∼i the vector
(Xj)j 6=i, j ∈ J1, nK, where the component Xi has been removed and X[A] the vector (Xj)j∈A,
A ⊆ J1, nK. Given two random vectors A and B, A ⊥ B indicates that A and B are inde-
pendent. We denote with QA the uniform distribution over A, and with Ber(p) the Bernoulli
distribution of parameter p ∈ [0, 1] which takes the value 1 with probability p, and the value 0
with probability 1− p. We define the following conditional distribution

1Â|A(a|a′) :=

{
1 if a = a′,

0 if a 6= a′.

We use the notation f(ε) to denote a function which tends to zero as ε does, and the notation
δ(n) to denote a function which tends to zero exponentially as n goes to infinity. The total
variational distance between two probability mass functions P and P ′ taking value in A is
given by

V(P, P ′) :=
1

2
‖P − P ′‖L1 =

1

2

∑
a∈A

|P (a)− P ′(a)|.

The Kullback-Leibler divergence (or K-L divergence) between two probability mass functions
P and P ′ is

D(P‖P ′) :=
∑
a∈A

P (a) log
P (a)

P ′(a)
,

where the logarithm function log is assumed to be base 2 unless specified otherwise.

9
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2.2 Empirical and strong coordination of actions

In a decentralized network of connected objects, devices communicate with each other while
sensing or acting on their environment. It is essential that these devices, considered as au-
tonomous decision-makers, cooperate and coordinate their actions. From an information theory
perspective, rather than sending information from one point to another with a fidelity constraint,
we are interested in quantifying the amount of communication needed to control the joint prob-
ability distribution of behavior among the nodes in the network.

Before presenting our setting, we try to clarify the purpose of coordination in the simplified
scenario of Figure 2.1 studied in [25].

Figure 2.1: Coordination of the actions Un and V n for a two-node network with an error-free link of rate R.

In [25], the authors consider two nodes connected by a one-directional error-free link of rate R
and sharing a common source of uniform randomness C of rate R0. At time i = 1, . . . , n, the
nodes perform the actions Ui and Vi respectively. The source sequence Un is assigned by nature
and behaves according to the fixed distribution P̄Un . Then, the encoder generates a message M
as a stochastic function of Un and the common randomness C of rate R0, that is available to all
nodes. The message is sent through the error-free link of rate R and the sequence of actions V n

is generated as a function of the message M and of the common randomness C.
In [25] two different notions of coordination are proposed, empirical and strong coordi-

nation, both associated with a desired joint distribution of actions. Empirical coordination is
achieved if the joint histogram of the actions in the network is close with high probability to the
desired distribution P̄UV , and does not require common randomness.

Definition 2.1 - Achievability for empirical coordination [25, 22] A distribution P̄UV and a rate of
communication R are achievable for empirical coordination if there exists a sequence (fn, gn)

of encoders-decoders such that for all ε > 0, there exists n̄ such that for all n ≥ n̄:

P
{
V
(
TUnV n , P̄UV

)
> ε
}
< ε

where

TUnV n(u, v) :=
1

n

n∑
i=1

1{(Ui, Vi) = (u, v)}

is the joint histogram of the actions induced by the code (fn, gn).

Definition 2.2 - Empirical coordination region [25, 22] The empirical coordination region Re is
the closure of the set of achievable pairs (P̄UV , R).
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While empirical coordination is only interested in controlling the joint histogram of the
actions, strong coordination deals instead with the joint probability distribution of the actions.

Definition 2.3 - Achievability for strong coordination [25, 22] A sequence (P̄UV , R,R0) is achiev-
able for strong coordination if there exists a sequence (fn, gn) of encoders-decoders with rate
of common randomness R0, such that

lim
n→∞

V
(
PUnV n , P̄

⊗n
UV

)
= 0

where PUnV n is the joint distribution induced by the code (fn, gn).

Definition 2.4 - Strong coordination region [25, 22] The strong coordination region R is the clo-
sure of the set of achievable (P̄UV , R,R0).

Remark 2.5 - Convexity. While the empirical coordination region Re is convex, the strong co-
ordination capacity R region is not convex in general. Suppose for example that we consider
a network with no communication and no common randomness. An arbitrary joint distribution
is not achievable for strong coordination without communication or common randomness, but
in [25] the authors prove that any extreme point in the probability simplex corresponds to a
trivial distribution that is achievable. Hence, the convex combination of these distributions is
not necessarily strongly achievable, in contrast with empirical coordination.

Remark 2.6 - Boundary issues. As in [25], we define the achievable region as the closure of the
set of achievable rates and distributions. This definition allows to avoid boundary complications.
For a thorough discussion on the boundaries of the achievable region when R is defined as the
closure of the set of rates for a given distribution, see Appendix A.2.

Remark 2.7 - Empirical versus strong coordination. Whenever average behavior over time is the
concern, the control of the empirical joint distribution is enough. However, strong coordination
is to be preferred form a security standpoint. For example, in situations where an adversary is
involved, it might be useful to make the sequence of actions appear impenetrable to an outside
observer. Suppose an opponent observes the actions of the nodes and tries to anticipate and ex-
ploit patterns; in this case empirical coordination is not a constraint stringent enough to prevent
the adversary to guess some information. On the other hand, suppose the adversary performs
a statistical test to decide if the distribution detected, the distribution P induced by the code,
is indistinguishable in total variational distance from the i.i.d. distribution P̄ (hypothesis H0).
We denote α the probability of Type I error (rejecting H0 when true) and β the probability of
Type II error (accepting H0 when wrong). The analysis of α and β has the Kullback-Leibler
divergence and total variational distance as metrics of choice [6], linking hypothesis testing to
strong coordination. In [52] it is proved that it is possible for the adversary to design blind tests
ignoring his channel observations that achieve any pair (α, β) such that α+ β = 1, and that the
adversary’s optimal test satisfies

α + β ≥ 1− V(P, P̄ ).
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Therefore, by minimizing the total variational distance between the two distributions, we ensure
that the adversary’s best statistical test produces a trade-off between α and β that is not much
better than that of a blind test.

Remark 2.8 - Actions assigned by nature. Observe that without the assumption that some actions
are assigned by nature, the problem becomes trivial. Suppose that the two nodes can choose
their actions and that common randomness is available at both nodes. In this case, no commu-
nication is required between the nodes and, if the nodes can agree ahead of time on how they
will behave in the presence of common randomness (for example, a time stamp used as a seed
for a random number generator), any conditional distribution P̄V n|Un can be generated [22].
However, the problem becomes interesting when the actions of certain nodes are imposed by
nature. Hence, since P̄Un is fixed, the joint distribution PUnV n depends only on the conditional
distribution PV n|Un . Then, we want to characterize the conditional distributions PV n|Un which
are compatible with the network constraints.

Remark 2.9 - Communication is suboptimal. Of course, in the setting of Figure 2.1, a trivial so-
lution to the coordination problem would be to have the first node communicate its randomized
actions to the second node using the error-free link, which would require a rate of at least H(U)

bits per action. Then, the second node would just have to simulate a discrete memoryless chan-
nel PV |U using local randomness. However, it turns out that this strategy is an excessive use of
communication. The empirical and strong coordination regions are characterized in [25]:

RCuff,e :=

{
(P̄UV , R) P̄UV = P̄U P̄V |U

R ≥ I(U ;V )

}
, (2.1)

RCuff :=



P̄UV = P̄U P̄V |U
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UV , R,R0) P̄UWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄V |W
R ≥ I(U ;W )

R +R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )

|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1


. (2.2)

Remark 2.10 - Relation to Wyner common information. Note that

R +R0 ≥ I(UV ;W ) ≥ C(U ;V ),

where
C(U ;V ) := min

U−W−V
I(UV ;W )

is Wyner common information. In absence of common randomness, the minimum communica-
tion rate R required to achieve strong coordination is Wyner’s common information. This result
is coherent with Wyner’s intuition [69] that, in order to generate Un and V n separately as an
i.i.d. source pair, they must share bits at a rate of at least the common information C(U ;V ) of
the joint distribution.
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Example 2.11 The trade-off between R0 and R characterized in RCuff (2.2) is better shown in
an example. We consider the case of a source U generated according to Ber(1/2), and a target
distribution P̄UV where V is an erasure with probability pe and is equal to U otherwise. In [23,
Appendix 1] the authors show that the optimal choice for the joint distribution P̄UWV in (2.2) is
the concatenation of two erasure channels P̄W |U and P̄V |W .

To prove it, observe that for any w ∈ W , by the Markov property U −W − V , we have

P̄UV |W=w = P̄U |W=wP̄V |W=w.

Figure 2.2: Optimal choice for W .

Then, since the events {(U, V ) = (0, 1)} and {(U, V ) = (1, 0)} have probability zero according
to P̄UWV , we are left with the following possibilities:

- Option A: V = 0, then U = 0 with probability 1,

- Option B: V = 1, then U = 1 with probability 1,

- Option C: V is the erasure symbol and U is either 0 or 1.

These options lead to the following alternatives:

- Option A: if P̄UV |W=w(u, 0) = P̄U |W=w(u)P̄V |W=w(0) > 0, then u = 0 since:

P̄V |W=w(0) = P̄UV |W=w(0, 0) + P̄UV |W=w(1, 0)

= P̄UV |W=w(0, 0) = P̄U |W=w(0)P̄V |W=w(0)

So either P̄V |W=w(0) = 0, or P̄V |W=w(0) > 0 and P̄U |W=w(0) = 1.

- Option B: similarly, if P̄UV |W=w(u, 1) = P̄U |W=w(u)P̄V |W=w(1) > 0, then u = 1 since:

P̄V |W=w(1) = P̄UV |W=w(0, 1) + P̄UV |W=w(1, 1)

= P̄UV |W=w(1, 1) = P̄U |W=w(1)P̄V |W=w(1)

So either P̄V |W=w(1) = 0, or P̄V |W=w(1) > 0 and P̄U |W=w(1) = 1.

- Option C: alternatively, in this case the event V ∈ {0, 1} has zero probability.
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Based on the previous options, we define the sets:

WA := {w ∈ W | PU |W=w, PV |W=w verifies option A}
WB := {w ∈ W | PU |W=w, PV |W=w verifies option B}
WC := {w ∈ W | PU |W=w, PV |W=w verifies option C}

(2.3)

Now, notice that it is sufficient to consider only distributions which have at most one value of
w ∈ W for each of one of the three sets in (2.3). In fact, suppose that there exist two values of
W that belong to the same set. Then, we define a function f : W → f(W) that associates the
same label to all the values w ∈ W that belong to the same set. We denote f(W ) = W ′ and by
the data processing inequality

I(U ;W ′) ≤ I(U ;W ) and I(UV ;W ′) ≤ I(UV ;W ).

Moreover U −W ′ − V form a Markov chain because for every one of the three options, either
U or V is deterministic. Then, we can consider the cardinality bound |W| = 3, smaller than
|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1 = 7 and we takeW = {0, 1, e}.

Then, note that the distribution P̄UWV is symmetric. To prove it, for every distribution
P̄UWV in the region, denote P̄ŨW̃ Ṽ the distribution for Ũ = 1 − U , Ṽ = 1 − V , and W̃ the
auxiliary random variable that belongs toWA ifW belongs toWB, belongs toWB ifW belongs
toWA and belongs toWC if W does. Observe that P̄ŨW̃ Ṽ is still achievable and we define the
symmetric distribution P̄ ′UWV to be the average of P̄ŨW̃ Ṽ and PUWV . Then by the convexity of
the mutual information

IP̄ ′(U ;W ) ≤ IP̄ (U ;W ) and IP̄ ′(UV ;W ) ≤ IP̄ (UV ;W )

and P̄ ′UWV belongs to the achievable region.
Therefore, by symmetry and the cardinality bound, the optimal construction of P̄UWV for

synthesizing the symmetric binary erasure channel for symmetric inputs is a concatenation of
two symmetric binary erasure channels as in Figure 2.2 with erasure probability p1 and p2

respectively. The probabilities p1 and p2 have to verify

(1− p1)(1− p2) = 1− pe,
p1 + (1− p1)p2 = pe.

This implies p2 ≤ pe since

p1 = 1− 1− pe
1− p2

≥ 0 =⇒ 1− pe
1− p2

≤ 1 =⇒ p2 ≤ pe.

Moreover, p2 ≤ 1/2: suppose pe ≥ 1/2, we have

p1 + (1− p1)p2 = p2 + (1− p2)p1 ≥ 1/2 =⇒ p1 ≥
1/2− p2

1− p2
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Figure 2.3: Boundary of the region RCuff for a binary erasure channel with erasure probability pe = 0.75 and a
Bernoulli-half input [23, 21].

where in particular since p1 is greater or equal than 0, the right-hand side implies{
p2 ≤ 1/2 and p2 ≥ 1

0 ≤ p2 ≤ 1
=⇒ 0 ≤ p2 ≤ 1/2.

Therefore we have
p2 ∈ [0,min{1/2; pe}], p1 = 1− 1− pe

1− p2

and we obtain

I(U ;W ) = 1− p1, I(UV ;W ) = h(pe) + (1− p1)(1− h(p2))

where h is the binary entropy function.
Figure 2.3 shows the boundary ofRCuff for pe = 0.75 and a Bernoulli-half input. The dotted

bound R ≥ I(U ;V ) comes directly from combining R ≥ I(U ;W ) with the Markov chain
U − W − V . At the other extreme, if R0 = 0 in (2.2), R ≥ I(UV ;W ) ≥ C(U ;V ) where
C(U ;V ) is Wyner common information [21]. Then, pe = 0.75 and a Bernoulli-half input, the
rate of communication R varies from I(U ;V ) = 0.25 bits and C(U ;V ) = 0.811 bits. Then, the
rate of common randomness R0 varies from 0 when R is maximal, R = C(U ;V ) = 0.811 bits,
and it is at least C(U ;V ) = 0.811 bits, when R is minimal, R = I(U ;V ) = 0.25 bits.

Note that, if instead of strong coordination we choose a straightforward communication
strategy in which the first agents communicates, this requires at leastH(U) = 1 bit/action. Since
best rate pair minimizing R is (R,R0) = (0.25, 0.811), if common randomness is inexpensive
to obtain, strong coordination provides a significant reduction in communication rate to 0.25

bits/action.
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2.3 Properties of the total variational distance and K-L divergence

In this section, we introduce some properties of the total variation and Kullback-Leibler metrics
that will be used in our proofs.

The following result is a consequence of the triangle inequality.

Lemma 2.12 - Total variation: marginal [22, Lemma 16] For any two joint distributions PAB and
P̂AB, the total variation distance between them can only be reduced when attention is restricted
to PA and P̂A. That is,

V(PA, P̂A) ≤ V(PAB, P̂AB).

More interestingly, this result shows in terms of the total variational distance what happens
if the same conditional distribution is applied to two distributions defined on the same set:

Lemma 2.13 - Total variation: same channel [22, Lemma 17] For any two random variablesA and
Â on the same set A generated with distributions PA and P̂A respectively, the total variation
distance between them remains the same when they are passed through the same channel:

V(PA, P̂A) = V(PAPB|A, P̂APB|A).

A similar result holds for Kullback-Leibler divergence and it comes directly from the chain
rule for the divergence.

Lemma 2.14 - Kullback-Leibler divergence: same channel For any two random variables A and
Â on the same set A generated with distributions PA and P̂A respectively, the Kullback-Leibler
divergence between them remains the same when they are passed through the same channel:

D(PA‖P̂A) = D(PAPB|A‖P̂APB|A).

Finally, if two joint distributions of (A,B) are close in variational distance, then there exists
a fixed symbol a such that the corresponding conditional distributions on B are close.

Lemma 2.15 - Total variation: fixed symbol [70, Lemma 4] If V(PAPB|A, P
′
AP
′
B|A) = ε, then there

exists a ∈ A such that
V(PB|A=a, P

′
B|A=a) ≤ 2ε.

Now, we state some results on almost i.i.d. sequences that we need in order to prove the
outer bounds for the coordination region.

Lemma 2.16 - Entropy and timing information of nearly i.i.d. sequences [23, Lemma VI.3] Let PAn
be such that V(PAn , P̄

⊗n
A ) ≤ ε < 1/4. Then we have

n∑
t=1

I(At;A
t−1) ≤ 4ε

(
log |A|+ log

1

ε

)
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and for any uniform random variable T ∈ J1, nK independent of An serving as time index

I(AT ;T ) ≤ 4ε

(
log |A|+ log

1

ε

)
.

The proofs of the following new results are in Appendix A.3. The following lemma is in the
same spirit as Lemma 2.16. We state a slightly different version which is more convenient for
our proofs.

Lemma 2.17 Let PAn be such that V(PAn , P̄
⊗n
A ) ≤ ε. Then we have

n∑
t=1

I(At;A∼t) ≤ nf(ε).

In particular, if PAB is such that V(PAB, P̄AP̄B) ≤ ε, then I(A;B) ≤ f(ε).

The following is a consequence of Lemma 2.17.

Lemma 2.18 Let PAnBn be such that V(PAnBn , P̄
⊗n
AB) ≤ ε. Then we have

n∑
t=1

I(At;A
t−1B∼t|Bt) ≤ nf(ε). (2.4)

Let the variable T serve as a random time index, for any random variable C we have

H(C|Bn) ≥ nI(AT ;CB∼TT |BT )− nI(ATBT ;T )− nf(ε). (2.5)

2.4 Random binning

In strong coordination problems, the goal is to generate random variables whose joint distri-
bution is close to a desired i.i.d. distribution in total variation distance. In traditional random
coding, following the approach introduced by Shannon, a codebook

C = {Xn(m) |m = 1, . . . , 2nR}

of rate R is constructed by generating the components of each codeword Xn
i (m), i = 1, . . . , n,

m = 1, . . . , 2nR, independently at random according to the distribution PX . Random binning is
an alternative approach in which the set of all possible codewords X n is randomly partitioned
into 2nR bins.

Figure 2.4: Random binning for Xn.
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Given x ∈ X n, x is associated to an index m ∈ J1, 2nRK drawn independently according to a
uniform distribution on J1, 2nRK, via the encoder

ϕn : X n → J1, 2nRK.

Just to cite some examples, the achievability proofs of strong secrecy of the wiretap channel
[19], the Slepian-Wolf Theorem [26, Theorem 10.1], and lossless source coding with a helper
[26, Theorem 10.2] use random binning arguments.

While empirical coordination proofs are based on typicality arguments, strong coordination
requires instead to prove results about approximation of probability distributions in the sense of
vanishing total variation distance and random binning is particularly well suited for this purpose.

To prove the existence of coding schemes which induce a certain target joint distribution, we
use a method introduced by [70] that, despite being rather general, has a fairly simple structure.
We proceed in two steps. First, we define a random binning scheme for the n-letter target i.i.d.
distribution. Then, we define a random coding scheme. We show that the joint distributions
induced by the two schemes, the random binning and the random coding scheme, are close
in total variational distance. To prove it, we need to impose rate conditions that satisfy two
different objectives, here presented in two lemmas.

Properties of random binning The following lemma is a direct consequence of the Slepian-
Wolf Theorem [64]. For each sequence a ∈ An , let ϕn(a) be a bin index drawn independently
according to a uniform distribution on J1, 2nRK. Then, the following result allows a decoder to
recover the value of a random variable from its binning index with high probability, provided
that the rate R of the binning is large enough.

Lemma 2.19 - Source coding with side information at the decoder [64] Given a discrete memoryless
source (An, Bn), whereBn is side information available at the decoder, let ϕn : An → J1, 2nRK
be a uniform random binning of An, and let C := ϕn(An). Then if R > H(A|B), the decoder
can recover An from C and Bn with:

Eϕn [P{Ân 6= An}] ≤ δ(n).

The second objective consists of ensuring that the binning is almost uniform and almost
independent from the source, so that the random binning scheme and the random coding scheme
generate joint distributions that have the same statistics. Given two correlated random variables
An and Bn, the following result allows to obtain a binning for Bn which is almost independent
of An, provided that the rate is small enough. The lemma is inspired by the discussion in [58,
Section III.A], and proved in Appendix A.3.

Lemma 2.20 - Channel randomness extraction for discrete memoryless sources and channels [7] Let
An with distribution PAn be a discrete memoryless source and PBn|An a discrete memoryless
channel. Let ϕn : Bn → J1, 2nRK be a uniform random binning of Bn, and let K := ϕn(Bn).
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Then if R ≤ H(B|A), there exists a constant α > 0 such that

Eϕn [D(PAnK‖PAnQK)] ≤ 2−αn. (2.6)

Channel coding example How to relate a random coding scheme with a random binning one
is better shown with the channel coding example [70], as an alternative to Shannon’s classical
random coding proof (see [63] and [18, Theorem 7.7.1]).

Figure 2.5: Point to point communication system: a transmitter wants to reliably send a uniform message M of
rate R over a discrete memoryless channel P̄X|Y .

Suppose we are in the setting of Figure 2.5. The encoder wants to send a uniform message
M of rate R over a discrete memoryless channel P̄X|Y , and encoder and decoder share a source
of uniform randomness of rate R0. In Shannon’s classical proof, the codewords are generated
independently according to an i.i.d. distribution P̄Xn and the codebook

C = {Xn(m) |m = 1, . . . , 2nR}

is known at both the encoder and the decoder. The encoder sends Xn(M, C) over the channel,
and at the output of the channel, the decoder estimates the message sent through its knowledge
of the codebook and of Y n. Note that the codebook C here plays the part of the common ran-
domness and that the codebook and the message have to be independent of each other. Finally,
the decoder has to be able to estimate correctly the message M :

pe := P{M̂ 6= M} → 0.

Shannon’s classical proof shows that the error probability, averaged over the random code-
books, is small if R < I(X;Y ). Here, we focus on the joint distribution induced by the code

PMCXnY n = QMQCP
RC
Xn|MCP̄Y n|Xn

where we denote withQA the uniform distribution overA, and we show that we can use random
binning to define a stochastic encoder P RB

Xn|MC which also guarantees vanishing error probability.
We consider Xn generated i.i.d. according to P̄Xn := P̄⊗nX and we define the random

binning scheme as follows. All symbols x ∈ X n are assigned indices through the following
two binning functions as in Figure 2.6, hence defining random variables C and M :

- first binning C = ϕ1(Xn), representing the codebook, where ϕ1 : X n → J1, 2nR0K is
an encoder which maps each sequence of X n uniformly and independently to the set
J1, 2nR0K;
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- second binning M = ϕ2(Xn), representing the message, where ϕ2 : X n → J1, 2nRK
is an encoder which maps each sequence of X n uniformly and independently to the set
J1, 2nRK.

Figure 2.6: The square and the circle represent the possible outputs C of the first binning and the star and the
triangle the outputs M of the second binning. Given y and the realization of C, it is possible to recover X̂n and
thus M̂ .

We impose the following rate conditions:

- R0 > H(X|Y ), so that the decoder can reconstruct Xn reliably from the output of the
channel Y n and the codebook C using a Slepian-Wolf decoder via the conditional distri-
bution P SW

X̂n|CY n by applying Lemma 2.19 to An = Xn, Bn = Y n, C = C. Therefore the

message M̂ = ϕ2(X̂n) is reconstructed reliably;

- R + R0 < H(X) so that the message M is almost independent of the codebook C and
they are almost uniform by applying Lemma 2.20 to Bn = Xn, An = ∅, K = (M, C).

Then, the random binning induces a joint distribution

P RB := P̄MCXnY nX̂nM̂ = P̄XnP̄Y n|XnPC|XnPM |XnP SW
X̂n|CY nPM̂ |X̂n .

Now, we invert the binning and consider the well-defined distribution P RB
Xn|MC . Note that

for every c ∈ J1, 2nR0K, we define a codebook Cc = {x | ϕ1(x) = c}. We associate to the
codebook Cc a stochastic encoder, which maps any message m ∈ J1, 2nRK into a codeword of
Cc as follows:

f cn : J1, 2nRK→ Cc, m 7→ x

where x ∈ X n is generated according to P RB
Xn|M=m,C=c. As in Shannon’s traditional approach,

the decoder gn estimates the message sent through its knowledge of the codebook and of Y n:
it reconstructs X̂n via the conditional distribution P SW

X̂n|CY n and M̂ = ϕ2(X̂n). This induces a
joint distribution:

P RC := PMCXnY nX̂nM̂ = QMQCP
RB
Xn|MCP̄Y n|XnP SW

X̂n|CY nPM̂ |X̂n .

Note that we have imposed rate conditions such that there exists at least a pair of binnings
(ϕ∗1, ϕ

∗
2) that verifies:

P
PRB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ

∗
2)
{X̂n 6= Xn} ≤ δ(n), (2.7)
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D(P
(ϕ∗1,ϕ

∗
2)

MC ‖QMQC) ≤ 2−αn. (2.8)

Then, by (2.7) the probability of error for the random binning scheme when estimating Xn

tends to zero when n tends to infinity, and therefore

p′e := P
PRB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ

∗
2)
{Mn 6= M} → 0.

The total variational distance between P RC and P RB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ
∗
2) is

V(P RC, P RB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ
∗
2)) = V(P RC

MCXnY nX̂nM̂
, P

RB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ
∗
2)

MCXnY nX̂nM̂
)

(a)
= V(P RC

MCXn , P
RB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ

∗
2)

MCXn )

(b)
= V(P RC

MC, P
RB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ

∗
2)

MC )

(c)
= V(QMQC, P

RB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ
∗
2)

MC )≤δ(n).

(2.9)

where (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 2.13 because P̄Y n|Xn , P SW
X̂n|CY n , and PM̂ |X̂n are the same

in both distributions and by definition of the encoder, and (c) comes from (2.8) and Pinsker’s
inequality.

Note that, by imposing the rate conditions

R > H(X)−H(X|Y ) = I(X;Y ),

we have proved that the random binning distribution has vanishing probability of error p′e and it
is indistinguishable in total variational distance from the random coding distribution. We prove
that these two facts imply that the probability of error pe := PPRC{M̂ 6= M} vanishes. In fact,
we have

PPRC{X̂n 6= Xn} =
∑

m,c,x,y

P RC
MCXn(m, c,x,y)1{x̂ 6= x}

=
∑

m,c,x,y

(
P RC
MCXn(m, c,x,y)− P RB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ

∗
2)

MCXn (m, c,x,y)
)
1{x̂ 6= x}

+
∑

m,c,x,y

P
RB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ

∗
2)

MCXn (m, c,x,y)1{x̂ 6= x}

≤ V(P RC, P RB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ
∗
2)) + P

PRB,(ϕ∗1,ϕ
∗
2)
{X̂n 6= Xn}

(d)

≤ 2δ(n)

where (d) follows from (2.7) and (2.9). Hence, pe vanishes when n tends to infinity.
To complete the proof, observe that this is slightly different from using a channel code,

because for every channel use we are choosing a codebook uniformly at random in the set of
codebooks {Cc | c ∈ J1, 2nR0K}, instead of using the same codebook at all times.





3 STRONG COORDINATION OF SIGNALS AND ACTIONS

OVER NOISY CHANNELS

In Section 2.2 we have introduced the coordination problem in a setting that involves an error-
free line of communication between the agents. However, seeing that real-life communication
is usually noisy, this assumption is quite optimistic and it is more reasonable to consider a
noisy channel between the agents instead. Therefore, from now on we focus the more realistic
scenario of a two node network comprised of an information source and a noisy channel given
by nature. Consequently, the study of coordination has to involve the statistics of the channel.

In [31, 56, 57] the authors consider the strong coordination of the actions of the nodes when
there is a noisy channel between the encoder and the decoder. In this thesis, we adopt a more
general point of view, noting that the input and output signals exchanged over the noisy link are
part of what can be observed about the behavior of the nodes. Therefore, we want to coordinate
these signals in addition to their actions. This point of view has already been considered for
empirical coordination in [24, 44, 46].

The sequence of both signals and actions should follow a known and fixed joint distribution,
and this scenario presents two conflicting goals: the encoder needs to convey a message to
the decoder to coordinate the actions, while simultaneously coordinating the signals coding the
message.

Example: insider information We can clarify the interest in this joint coordination with an
example. We can imagine that the agents are two stockbrokers who work for two competing
companies, and we call them Agent 1 and Agent 2. Agent 1 has access to a source of information
on future market developments: he sees the symbol 0 if it is a good moment to buy, and the
symbol 1 if it is a good moment to sell. Agent 2 can choose between two possible actions in
{0, 1}, either to buy, which corresponds to 0, or to sell, which corresponds to 1. Although they
can profit from helping each other, they want to keep their cooperation secret. Both agents have
access to a source of common randomness. The informed agent, Agent 1, wants to share part
of this knowledge by sending a signal to Agent 2, but, since the line of communication that
the agents can use is noisy, Agent 2 has to use both the source of common randomness and his
observation of the output of the channel to reconstruct the information on the action to take.
The two agents want the signal distributions to be statistically indistinguishable from i.i.d., so
that an outside observer working for a competing company, and without access to the common
randomness, would not be able to prove that an exchange of information had taken place.

23
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As the example above suggests, the joint strong coordination of signals and actions with a
noisy link is particularly interesting if security is required: if for example we require the actions
of the agents to appear independent of the communication, a malicious eavesdropper who ob-
serves the output of the channel, cannot infer anything about the source and the reconstruction
without having access to the source of common randomness [62].

Throughout this chapter, we consider the case in which both the encoder and the decoder are
non-causal. We start with the simple setting of a two-node network comprised of an information
source and a noisy channel in Section 3.1. Then, as in [42, 44, 40], we introduce a random
state capturing the effect of the environment, to model actions and channels that change with
external factors, and in Section 3.2 we consider a general setting in which state information and
side information about the source may or may not be available at the decoder.

For these settings, we derive an inner and an outer bound for the strong coordination region.
We design an achievability proof by developing a joint source-channel scheme in which an

auxiliary codebook allows us to simultaneously coordinate signals and actions. The random
binning method used to prove the inner bound is quite general and can be generalized from the
simpler setting of Section 3.1 to the one involving state and side information of Section 3.2. On
the other hand, when state and side information are considered, more caution is required for the
outer bound.

As for the best-known bounds for empirical coordination [24, 44], our bounds do not match
and the optimality of our general achievability scheme remains an open question. Despite that,
we will show that the joint source-channel coding scheme proposed in this chapter is optimal in
some special cases, detailed in Chapter 4. Of course, one other possible approach would be to
treat the coordination of the signals separately from the coordination of the actions. However, it
is not clear a priori whether the concatenation of channel coordination and source coordination
is optimal. In fact, this would mean that the separation principle holds, which later we prove
being false in Section 4.4.

3.1 Two-node network

Now, we provide the mathematical description of this setting, depicted in Figure 4.5. Two
agents, the encoder and the decoder, wish to coordinate their behaviors: the stochastic actions
and the signals of the agents should follow a known and fixed joint distribution.

We suppose that the encoder and the decoder have access to a shared source of uniform ran-
domness C ∈ J1, 2nR0K. Let Un ∈ Un be an i.i.d. source with distribution P̄U . The encoder ob-
serves the sequence Un ∈ Un and selects a signal Xn = fn(Un, C), fn : Un× J1, 2nR0K→ X n.
The signal Xn is transmitted over a discrete memoryless channel parametrized by the condi-
tional distribution P̄Y |X . Upon observing Y n and common randomness C, the decoder selects
an action V n = gn(Y n, C), where gn : Yn × J1, 2nR0K → Vn is a stochastic map. For block
length n, the pair (fn, gn) constitutes a code.

Here, we extend Definition 2.3 and Definition 2.4 to the noisy link setting where the signals
should be coordinated together with the actions.
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Figure 3.1: Coordination of signals and actions for a two-node network with a noisy channel with non-causal
encoder and decoder.

Definition 3.1 - Achievability for strong coordination [25, 22] A pair (P̄UXY V , R0) is achievable
for strong coordination if there exists a sequence (fn, gn) of encoders-decoders with rate of
common randomness R0, such that

lim
n→∞

V
(
PUnXnY nV n , P̄

⊗n
UXY V

)
= 0,

where PUnXnY nV n is the joint distribution induced by the code.

Definition 3.2 - Strong coordination region [25, 22] The strong coordination region R is the clo-
sure of the set of achievable pairs (P̄UXY V , R0).

Our first result is an inner and outer bound for the strong coordination regionR.

Theorem 3.3 Let P̄U and P̄Y |X be the given source and channel parameters, then Rin ⊆ R
⊆Rout where:

Rin :=



P̄UXY V = P̄U P̄X|U P̄Y |XP̄V |UXY
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UXY V , R0) P̄UXYWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(W ;U) ≤ I(W ;Y )

R0 ≥ I(W ;UXV |Y )


, (3.1)

Rout :=



P̄UXY V = P̄U P̄X|U P̄Y |XP̄V |UXY
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UXY V , R0) P̄UXYWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(W ;U) ≤ I(X;Y )

R0 ≥ I(W ;UXV |Y )

|W| ≤ |U × X × Y × V|+ 4


. (3.2)

Remark 3.4 - Markov chain decomposition. Observe that the decomposition of the joint distribu-
tions P̄UXY V and P̄UWXY V is equivalently characterized in terms of Markov chains:

Y −X − U,

{
Y −X − (U,W ),

V − (Y,W )− (X,U).
(3.3)

Remark 3.5 - Relation to conditional common information. Observe that bound on the rate of
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common randomness is

R0 ≥ I(W ;UXV |Y ) ≥ C(UX;V |Y ),

where C(UX;V |Y ) := minV−(W,Y )−(U,X) I(UXV ;W |Y ) is the conditional common informa-
tion. In [37] the authors prove that, given two terminals that, with the same side information Y n,
generate random vector An and Bn respectively, the minimum rate of common randomness re-
quired to coordinate the triple (An, Bn, Y n) according to a target distribution is the conditional
common information C(A;B|Y ). Here, we coordinate (An, Bn, Y n) = (Un, Xn, V n, Y n), and
we obtain the same lower bound on R0 with An = (Un, Xn), Bn = V n and Y n, but in our
setting Y n is side information only for the decoder.

Comparison with empirical coordination The empirical coordination region for the setting
of Figure 3.1 was investigated in [24, Theorem 1], in which the authors derived the following
inner bound:

Re,in :=



P̄UXY V = P̄U P̄X|U P̄Y |XP̄V |UXY
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UXY V ) P̄UXYWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(W ;U) ≤ I(W ;Y )

|W| ≤ |U × X × Y × V|+ 4


. (3.4)

Note that the information constraint I(W ;U) ≤ I(W ;Y ) and the decomposition of the joint
probability distribution P̄U P̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XP̄V |WY are the same for Re,in and Rin. The main
difference is that strong coordination requires a positive rate of common randomness R0 >

I(W ;UXV |Y ). This is consistent with the conjecture, stated in [25], that with enough common
randomness the strong coordination capacity region is the same as the empirical coordination
capacity region for any specific network setting.

3.1.1 Inner bound

The achievability proof of Theorem 3.3 uses the same techniques as in [31] inspired by [70].
As anticipated in Section 2.4, the key idea of the proof is to define two coding schemes. First,
we define a random binning scheme for the target i.i.d. distribution. Then, we define a random
coding scheme and we prove that it has almost the same statistics as the random binning scheme.

Random binning scheme Assume that the sequences Un, Xn, W n, Y n and V n are jointly
i.i.d. with distribution

P̄UnP̄Wn|UnP̄Xn|WnUnP̄Y n|XnP̄V n|WnY n , (3.5)

where we use the general notation P̄An := P̄⊗nA for n-letter target distributions. We consider
two uniform random binnings for W n:

- first binning C = ϕ1(W n), where ϕ1 : Wn → J1, 2nR0K maps each sequence of Wn

uniformly and independently to the set J1, 2nR0K;
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- second binning F = ϕ2(W n), where ϕ2 : Wn → J1, 2nRK maps each sequence of Wn

uniformly and independently to the set J1, 2nRK.

Figure 3.2: The square and the circle represent the possible outputs C of the first binning and the star and the
triangle the outputs F of the second binning. Given y and the realizations of C and F , it is possible to recover w.

Note that if R + R0 > H(W |Y ), by Lemma 2.19, it is possible to recover W n from Y n

and (C,F ) with high probability using a Slepian-Wolf decoder via the conditional distribution
P SW
Ŵn|CFY n . This defines a joint distribution:

P RB :=P̄UnP̄Wn|UnP̄Xn|WnUnP̄C|WnP̄F |WnP̄Y n|XnP̄V n|WnY nP
SW
Ŵn|CFY n .

In particular, P RB
Wn|CFUn is well defined.

Random coding scheme In this section we follow the approach in [70, Section IV.E]. Sup-
pose that in the setting of Figure 3.3, encoder and decoder have access not only to common
randomness C but also to extra randomness F , where C is generated uniformly at random in
J1, 2nR0K with distributionQC and F is generated uniformly at random in J1, 2nRK with distribu-
tion QF independently of C. Then, the encoder generates W n according to P RB

Wn|CFUn defined
above and Xn according to P̄Xn|UnWn . The encoder sends Xn through the channel. The de-
coder obtains Y n and (C,F ) and reconstructs W n via the conditional distribution P SW

Ŵn|CFY n .
The decoder then generates V n letter by letter according to the distribution

P RC
V n|ŴnY n

(v̂|ŵ,y) = P̄V n|WnY n(v̂|ŵ,y), (3.6)

where ŵ is the output of the Slepian-Wolf decoder. This defines a joint distribution:

P RC :=QCQFP
RC
Un P̄Wn|CFUnP̄Xn|WnUnP̄Y n|XnP SW

Ŵn|CFY nP
RC
V n|ŴnY n

.

Strong coordination of (Un, Xn,W n, Y n, V n) We want to show that the distribution P RB is
achievable for strong coordination:

lim
n→∞

V(P RB
UnXnWnŴnY nV n

, P RC
UnXnWnŴnY nV n

) = 0. (3.7)
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Note that

D(P RB‖P RC)
(a)
=D(P̄UnP̄Wn|UnP̄C|WnP̄F |Wn‖QCQFP

RC
UnP

RB
Wn|CFUn) (3.8)

(b)
=D(P̄UnCF‖P RC

UnQCQF )

where (a) comes from Lemma 2.14 because P̄Y n|Xn and P SW
Ŵn|CFY n are the same in both distri-

butions. Note that (b) follows from Lemma 2.14 as well, since W n is generated according to
P RB
Wn|CFUn . Then if R0 +R < H(W |U), we can apply Lemma 2.20 to Bn = W n, K = (C,F ),

and An = Un, and claim that there exists a fixed pair of binnings ϕ′ := (ϕ′1, ϕ
′
2) such that, if

we denote with P RB,ϕ′ and P RC,ϕ′ the distributions P RB and P RC with respect to the choice of a
binning ϕ′, we have

D(P RB,ϕ′
UnCF‖P

RC,ϕ′
Un QCQF ) = δ(n), (3.9)

which by (3.8) implies

D(P RB,ϕ′

UnWnŴnXnY nCF
‖P RC,ϕ′

UnWnŴnXnY nCF
) = δ(n).

Then, by Pinsker’s inequality we have

V(P RB,ϕ′

UnWnŴnXnY nCF
, P RC,ϕ′

UnWnŴnXnY nCF
) = δ(n). (3.10)

From now on, we omit ϕ′ to simplify the notation.
The next step is to show that we have strong coordination for V n as well. The main dif-

ficulty is that in the second coding scheme V n is generated using the output of the Slepian-
Wolf decoder Ŵ n and not W n as in the first scheme. Because of Lemma 2.19, the inequality
R̃ +R0 > H(W |Y ) implies that Ŵ n is equal to W n with high probability and we will use this
fact to show that the probability distributions are close in total variational distance.

Now, we need to establish a technical lemma, whose proof can be found in Appendix B.1.

Lemma 3.6 LetAn and Ân be such that P{Ân 6= An} → 0 when n→∞. Then for any random
variable Bn and for any joint distribution PBnAnÂn we have:

lim
n→∞

V(PBnAnÂn , PBnAn1Ân|An) = 0,

where 1Ân|An(a|a′) =

{
1 if a = a′,

0 if a 6= a′.

Then, Lemma 3.6 implies that:

V(P RB
UnŴnWnXnY nCF

, P RB
UnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|Wn) = δ(n). (3.11)
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Similarly, we apply the same reasoning to the random coding scheme, and we have

V(P RC
UnWnŴnXnY nCF

, P RC
UnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|Wn) = δ(n). (3.12)

Then using the triangle inequality, we find that

V(P RB, P RC) = V(P RB
UnWnŴnXnY nCF

P RB
V n|WnY n , P

RC
UnWnŴnXnY nCF

P RC
V n|ŴnY n

)

≤ V(P RB
UnWnŴnXnY nCF

P̄V n|WnY n , P
RB
UnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|WnP̄V n|WnY n) (3.13)

+ V(P RB
UnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|WnP̄V n|WnY n , P

RC
UnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|WnP

RC
V n|ŴnY n

)

+ V(P RC
UnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|WnP

RC
V n|WnY n , P

RC
UnWnŴnXnY nCF

P RC
V n|ŴnY n

).

The first and the third term go to zero exponentially by applying Lemma 2.13 to (3.11) and (3.12)
respectively. Now observe that

1Ŵn|WnP̄V n|WnY n = 1Ŵn|WnP
RC
V n|ŴnY n

by definition of P RC
V n|ŴnY n

(3.6). Then by using Lemma 2.13 again the second term is equal to

V(P RB
UnWnXnY nCF , P

RC
UnWnXnY nCF ),

and goes to zero by (3.10) and Lemma 2.12. Hence, we have

V(P RB, P RC) = δ(n). (3.14)

Using Lemma 2.12, we conclude that

V(P RB
UnXnWnŴnY nV n

, P RC
UnXnWnŴnY nV n

) = δ(n).

Remove the extra randomness F Even though the extra common randomness F is required
to coordinate (Un, Xn, Y n, V n, W n) we will show that we do not need it in order to coordinate
only (Un, Xn, Y n, V n). Observe that by Lemma 2.12, equation (3.14) implies that

V(P RB
UnXnY nV nF , P

RC
UnXnY nV nF ) = δ(n). (3.15)

As in [70], we would like to reduce the amount of common randomness by having the two
nodes agree on an instance F = f . To do so, we apply Lemma 2.20 to Bn = W n, K = F ,
and An = UnXnY nV n. If R < H(W |UXY V ), Lemma 2.20 implies that there exists a fixed
binning ϕ′′2 such that

V(P
RB,ϕ′′2
UnXnY nV nF , QFP

RB,ϕ′′2
UnXnY nV n) = δ(n). (3.16)
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Remark 3.7 - One binning for two conditions. Note that we had already chosen a specific binning
ϕ′2, we can prove that there exists a binning which works for both conditions (3.9) and (3.16),
i.e. we can take ϕ′2 = ϕ′′2.

Proof. If we denote with Eϕ1ϕ2 the expected value with respect to the random binnings, for all
ε, there exists n̄ such that ∀n ≥ n̄

Eϕ1ϕ2

[
V(P

RB,(ϕ1,ϕ2)
UnFC , QFQCP̄Un)

]
<
ε

2

Eϕ1ϕ2 [V(P
RB,(ϕ1,ϕ2)
UnXnY nV nF , QFP

RB
UnXnY nV n)] <

ε

2

which implies by Markov’s inequality

Pϕ1ϕ2

{
V(P

RB,(ϕ1,ϕ2)
UnFC , QFQCP̄Un) < ε

}
>

1

2

Pϕ1ϕ2{V(P
RB,(ϕ1,ϕ2)
UnXnY nV nF , QFP

RB
UnXnY nV n) < ε} > 1

2
. (3.17)

Note that in (3.16) we have not imposed any restrictions on the choice of ϕ′′1, so we can take
ϕ′′1 = ϕ′1. Thus, we have chosen the binnings (ϕ′1, ϕ

′
2) and (ϕ′′1, ϕ

′′
2) respectively such that

lim
n→∞

V(P
RB,(ϕ′1,ϕ

′
2)

UnFC , QFQCP̄Un) = 0

lim
n→∞

V(P
RB,(ϕ′′1 ,ϕ

′′
2 )

UnXnY nV nF , QFP
RB
UnXnY nV n) = 0.

It follows from (3.17) that the intersection of the following two sets is non-empty{
(ϕ1, ϕ2)

∣∣∣ V(P
RB,(ϕ1,ϕ2)
UnFC , QFQCP̄Un) < ε

}
,{

(ϕ1, ϕ2)
∣∣∣ V(P

RB,(ϕ1,ϕ2)
UnXnY nV nF , QFP

RB
UnXnY nV n) < ε

}
,

therefore there exists a binning (ϕ∗1, ϕ
∗
2) that satisfies both conditions.

Because of (3.15), (3.16) implies

V(P RC
UnXnY nV nF , QFP

RB
UnXnY nV n) = δ(n). (3.18)

By Lemma 2.15, there exists an instance f ∈ J1, 2nRK such that

V(P RB
UnXnY nV n|F=f , P

RC
UnXnY nV n|F=f ) = δ(n).

Then, by fixing F = f and using common randomness C, we have coordination for (Un, Xn,

Y n, V n).

Rate constraints We have imposed the following rate constraints:

H(W |Y ) < R +R0 < H(W |U),
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R < H(W |UXY V ).

Therefore we obtain:

R0 > H(W |Y )−H(W |UXY V ) = I(W ;UXV |Y ),

I(W ;U) < I(W ;Y ). �

Comparison with strong coordination of actions With the same random binning techniques,
[31] characterizes an inner bound for the strong coordination region in the slightly different
scenario in which only Un and V n need to be coordinated. Given the source and channel
parameters P̄U and P̄Y |X respectively, the inner bound in [31] is:

RHadd,in :=



P̄UXY V = P̄U P̄X|U P̄Y |XP̄V |UXY
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UV , R0) P̄UXYWV = P̄U P̄WX|U P̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(W ;U) ≤ I(W ;Y )

R0 ≥ I(W ;UV )− I(W ;Y )


. (3.19)

Note that the decomposition of the joint distribution and the information constraints are the
same as in (3.1). The only difference is that the rate of common randomness in (3.1) is larger
since

I(W ;UXV |Y ) = I(W ;UXY V )− I(W ;Y ) ≥ I(W ;UV )− I(W ;Y ).

The difference in common randomness rate I(W ;XY |UV ) stems from the requirement in [31],
which coordinates Un and V n only instead of coordinating (Un, Xn, Y n, V n).

3.1.2 Outer bound

Consider a code (fn, gn) that induces a distribution PUnXnY nV n that is ε-close in total variational
distance to the i.i.d. distribution P̄⊗nUXY V . Let the random variable T be uniformly distributed
over the set J1, nK and independent of sequence (Un, Xn, Y n, V n, C). The variable T will serve
as a random time index. The variable UT is independent of T because Un is an i.i.d. source
sequence [25, Section VII.B].

Bound on R0 We apply Lemma 2.18 to An := UnXnV n, Bn := Y n and C and, using (2.5),
we have

nR0 = H(C) ≥ H(C|Bn)

(a)

≥ nI(AT ;CB∼TT |BT )− nI(ATBT ;T )− nf(ε) (3.20)
(b)

≥ nI(AT ;CB∼TT |BT )− 2nf(ε) = nI(UTXTVT ;CY∼TT |YT )− 2nf(ε)
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where (a) follows from (2.5) in Lemma 2.18 and (b) comes from Lemma 2.16.

Information constraint We have

0
(a)

≤ I(Xn;Y n)− I(C,Un;Y n)

≤ I(Xn;Y n)− I(Un;Y n|C)

= H(Y n)−H(Y n|Xn) +H(Un|Y nC)−H(Un|C)

(b)

≤
n∑
t=1

H(Yt)−
n∑
t=1

H(Yt|Xt) +
n∑
t=1

H(Ut|U t−1YtY∼tC)−
n∑
t=1

H(Ut)

(c)

≤
n∑
t=1

(H(Yt)−H(Yt|Xt) +H(Ut|Y∼tC)−H(Ut))

(d)

≤ nH(YT )− nH(YT |XTT ) + nH(UT |Y∼TCT )− nH(UT |T )

(e)
= nH(YT )− nH(YT |XT ) + nH(UT |Y∼TCT )− nH(UT )

= nI(XT ;YT )− nI(UT ;Y∼T , C, T )

where (a) comes from the Markov chain Y n − Xn − (C,Un) and (b) comes from the chain
rule for the conditional entropy and the fact that Un is an i.i.d. source independent of C. The
inequalities (c) and (d) come from the fact that conditioning does not increase entropy and (e)

from the memoryless nature of the channel P̄Y |X and the i.i.d. nature of the source P̄U .

Identification of the auxiliary random variable We identify the auxiliary random variables
Wt with (C, Y∼t) for each t ∈ J1, nK and W with (WT , T ) = (C, Y∼T , T ). For each t ∈ J1, nK
the following two Markov chains hold:

Yt −Xt − (C, Y∼t, Ut) ⇐⇒ Yt −Xt − (Wt, Ut) (3.21)

Vt − (C, Y∼t, Yt)− (Ut, Xt) ⇐⇒ Vt − (Wt, Yt)− (Ut, Xt) (3.22)

where (3.21) comes from the fact that the channel is memoryless and (3.22) from the fact that
the decoder is non-causal and for each t ∈ J1, nK the decoder generates Vt from Y n and common
randomness C. Then, we have

YT −XT − (C, Y∼T , UT , T ) ⇐⇒ YT −XT − (WT , UT , T ) (3.23)

VT − (C, Y∼T , YT , T )− (UT , XT ) ⇐⇒ VT − (WT , YT , T )− (UT , XT ) (3.24)

where (3.23) holds because

P{YT = y | XT = x, Y∼T = ỹ, UT = u, T = t, C} = P{YT = y | XT = x}
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since the channel is memoryless. Then by (3.22), (3.24) holds because

I(VT ;UTXT |CY nT ) =
n∑
i=1

1

n
I(Vt;UtXt|CY nT = t) = 0.

Since W = Wt when T = t, we also have (U,X)− (W,Y )− V and Y −X − (U,W ).

Proof of cardinality bound First, we state a direct consequence of the Fenchel-Eggleston-
Carathéodory theorem [26, Appendix A].

Lemma 3.8 - Support Lemma [26, Appendix C] Let A a finite set andW be an arbitrary set. Let
P be a connected compact subset of probability mass functions onA and PA|W be a collection of
conditional probability mass functions on A. Suppose that hi(π), i = 1, . . . , d, are real-valued
continuous functions of π ∈ P . Then for every W defined onW there exists a random variable
W ′ with |W ′| ≤ d and a collection of conditional probability mass functions PA|W ′ ∈ P such
that ∑

w∈W

PW (w)hi(PA|W (a|w)) =
∑
w∈W ′

PW ′(w)hi(PA|W ′(a|w)) i = 1, . . . , d.

Now, we consider the probability distribution P̄U P̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XP̄V |WY that is ε-close in
total variational distance to the i.i.d. distribution. We identify A with {1, . . . , |A|} and we
consider P a connected compact subset of probability mass functions onA = U ×X ×Y ×V .
Similarly to [46], suppose that (U,X, Y, V ) has distribution π and hi(π), i = 1, . . . , |A|+4, are
real-valued continuous functions of π ∈ P such that:

hi(π) =



π(i) for i = 1, . . . , |A| − 1

H(U) for i = |A|
H(UXV |Y ) for i = |A|+ 1

H(Y |UX) for i = |A|+ 2

H(V |Y ) for i = |A|+ 3

H(V |UXY ) for i = |A|+ 4

.

Then by Lemma 3.8 there exists an auxiliary random variableW ′ taking at most |U×X×Y×V|+4
values such that:

H(U |W ) =
∑
w∈W

PW (w)H(U |W =w)=
∑
w∈W ′

PW ′(w)H(U |W ′=w)=H(U |W ′),

H(UXV |YW ) =
∑
w∈W

PW (w)H(UXV |YW =w) =
∑
w∈W ′

PW ′(w)H(UXV |YW ′=w)=H(UXV |YW ′),

H(Y |UXW ) =
∑
w∈W

PW (w)H(Y |UXW =w)=
∑
w∈W ′

PW ′(w)H(Y |UXW ′=w) = H(Y |UXW ′),

H(V |YW ) =
∑
w∈W

PW (w)H(V |YW =w)=
∑
w∈W ′

PW ′(w)H(V |YW ′=w) = H(V |YW ′),
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H(V |UXYW ) =
∑
w∈W

PW (w)H(V |UXYW =w) =
∑
w∈W ′

PW ′(w)H(V |UXYW ′=w)=H(V |UXYW ′).

Hence, the constraints on the conditional distributions, the information constraints and the
Markov chains are still verified since we can rewrite the inequalities in (3.2) and the Markov
chains in (3.3) as

H(U)−H(U |W ) ≤ I(X;Y ),

R0 ≥ H(UXV |Y )−H(UXV |WY ),

I(Y ;UW |X) = H(Y |X)−H(Y |UXW ) = 0,

I(V ;UX|YW ) = H(V |YW )−H(V |UXYW ) = 0.

Note that we are not forgetting any constraints: to preserve H(U) − H(U |W ) ≤ I(X;Y ) we
only need to fix H(U |W ) because the other quantities depend only on the joint distribution
PUXY V (which is preserved). Similarly, once the distribution P̄UXY V is preserved, the differ-
ence H(UXV |Y ) − H(UXV |WY ) only depends on the conditional entropy H(UXV |WY )

and the difference H(Y |X)−H(Y |UXW ) only depends on H(Y |UXW ). �

3.2 Two-node network with two-sided state information

The coordination problem introduced up to now assumes that the source and the channel follow
distributions which are fixed ahead of time and known by the agents. However, this constraint
prevents us from modeling situations in which the agent reacts to an external stimulus, and in
which the channel statistics depend on the environment. For instance, consider a situation where
the actions of an agent might be constrained by obstacles that prevent it from making certain
choices. In this case the probability distributions given by nature could change with time and
would be partially if not completely unknown to some of the agents. To include such situations
in the coordination framework, we extend the model to take into account the uncertainty about
the source and channel distribution, as in [40–42, 44] for empirical coordination.

Figure 3.3: Coordination of signals and actions for a two-node network with a noisy channel with state and side
information at the decoder.

We consider the model depicted in Figure 3.3. It is a generalization of the simpler setting of
Figure 3.1, where we introduce a state in the description of the behavior. Here, we introduce a
state-dependent i.i.d. source (U, S, Z) generated according to P̄USZ and a state-dependent noisy
channel P̄Y |XS . The encoder selects a signal Xn = fn(Un, C), with fn : Un× J1, 2nR0K→ X n,
and transmits it over the discrete memoryless channel P̄Y |XS where S represents the state. The
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decoder then selects an action V n = gn(Y n, Zn, C), where gn : Yn × Zn × J1, 2nR0K→ Vn is
a stochastic map and Zn represents the side information available at the decoder.

Remark 3.9 - Generality of the setting. Note that the model is quite general and includes scenarios
where partial or perfect channel state information is available at the encoder as well, since the
variables Un and Sn are possibly correlated. Moreover the side information Zn can be about
the source and/or the state.

In the case of non-causal encoder and decoder, the problem of characterizing the strong
coordination region Rstate for the system model in Figure 3.3 is still open, but we establish the
following inner and outer bounds.

Theorem 3.10 Let P̄USZ and P̄Y |XS be the given source and channel parameters, thenRstate,in ⊆
Rstate ⊆ Rstate,out where:

Rstate,in :=



P̄USZXY V = P̄USZP̄X|U P̄Y |XSP̄V |UXY SZ
∃W taking values inW

(P̄USZXY V , R0) P̄USZWXY V = P̄USZP̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XSP̄V |WY Z

I(W ;U) ≤ I(W ;Y Z)

R0 ≥ I(W ;USXV |Y Z)


, (3.25)

Rstate,out :=



P̄USZXY V = P̄USZP̄X|U P̄Y |XSP̄V |UXY SZ
∃W taking values inW

(P̄USZXY V , R0) P̄USZWXY V = P̄USZP̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XSP̄V |WY Z

I(W ;U) ≤ min{I(XUS;Y Z), I(XS;Y ) + I(U ;Z)}
R0 ≥ I(W ;USXV |Y Z)

|W| ≤ |U × S × Z × X × Y × V|+ 5


.

(3.26)

Remark 3.11 - Two outer bounds. As in Theorem 3.3, even if inner and outer bounds do not
match, they only differ on the information constraint involving I(W ;U). Note that we cannot
compare I(XUS;Y Z) and I(XS;Y ) + I(U ;Z):

I(XUS;Y Z) = I(XS;Y Z) + I(U ;Y Z|XS)

(a)
= I(XS;Y ) + I(U ;Z) + I(SXY ;Z)

− I(Y ;Z) + I(UZ;SXY )− I(SXY ;Z)− I(U ;XS)

(b)
= I(XS;Y ) + I(U ;Z)− I(Y ;Z) + I(UZ;SX)− I(U ;XS)

= I(XS;Y ) + I(U ;Z)− I(Y ;Z) + I(Z;SX|U) + I(U ;XS)− I(U ;XS)

(c)
= I(XS;Y ) + I(U ;Z)− I(Y ;Z) + I(Z;S|U)

where (a) follows from basic properties of the mutual information, (b) and (c) from the Markov
chains Y −XS − UZ and X − US − Z respectively. If we note ∆ := I(Z;S|U)− I(Y ;Z),
then I(XUS;Y Z) = I(XS;Y ) + I(U ;Z) + ∆ where ∆ may be either positive or negative,
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for instance:

- in the special case where S − U − Z holds and Y = Z, ∆ = −H(Y ) ≤ 0;

- if we suppose Y independent of Z, ∆ = I(Z;S|U) ≥ 0.

Hence, in Rstate,out the upper bound on the mutual information I(W ;U) is the minimum of the
two.

Remark 3.12 - Markov chain decomposition. Observe that the decomposition of the joint distri-
butions P̄USZXY V and P̄USZWXY V is equivalently characterized in terms of Markov chains:

{
Z − (U, S)− (X, Y ),

Y − (X,S)− U,


Z − (U, S)− (X, Y,W ),

Y − (X,S)− (U,W ),

V − (Y, Z,W )− (X,S, U).

(3.27)

3.2.1 Inner bound

The achievability proof is a generalization of the inner bound in Theorem 3.3 proved in Sec-
tion 3.1.1 and can be found in Appendix B.1.2.

3.2.2 Outer bound

Consider a code (fn, gn) that induces a distribution PUnSnZnXnY nV n that is ε-close in total vari-
ational distance to the i.i.d. distribution P̄⊗nUSZXY V . Let the random variable T be uniformly
distributed over the set J1, nK and independent of the sequence (Un, Sn, Zn, Xn, Y n, V n, C).
The variable (UT , ST , ZT ) is independent of T because (Un, Sn, Zn) is an i.i.d. source se-
quence [25, Section VII.B].

Bound on R0 The proof is the same as in Section 3.1.2 (based on Lemma 2.18): in (3.20), we
identify An := UnSnXnV n and Bn := Y nZn. Then, we obtain R0 ≥ I(W ;USXV |Y Z).

Information constraint As shown in Remark 3.11, in the general case we are not able to
compare I(XUS;Y Z) and I(XS;Y ) + I(U ;Z). Then, we show separately that:

I(W ;U) ≤ I(XUS;Y Z), (3.28)

I(W ;U) ≤ I(XS;Y ) + I(U ;Z). (3.29)

Proof of (3.28) We have

0
(a)

≤ I(XnSn;Y n)− I(CUn;Y n) = H(Y n|CUn)−H(Y n|XnSn)

(b)
= H(Y n|CUn)−H(Y n|CUnXnSn) = I(Y n;XnSn|CUn) ≤ I(Y nZn;XnSn|CUn)

(3.30)
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= I(Y nZn;XnSnUn|C)− I(Y nZn;Un|C)
(c)

≤ nI(YTZT ;XTSTUT |T )− nI(UT ;Y∼TZ∼TCT )

where (a) and (b) come from the Markov chain Y n − (Xn, Sn) − (C,Un). To prove (c), we
show separately that:

(i) I(Y nZn;Un|C) ≥ nI(UT ;Y∼TZ∼TCT ),

(ii) I(Y nZn;XnSnUn|C) ≤ nI(YTZT ;XTSTUT |T ).

Proof of (i) Observe that

I(Y nZn;Un|C) = H(Un|C)−H(Un|Y nZnC)
(d)
= H(Un)−H(Un|Y nZnC)

(e)
=

n∑
t=1

(H(Ut)−H(Ut|U t−1YtZtY∼tZ∼tC)) ≥
n∑
t=1

(H(Ut)−H(Ut|Y∼tZ∼tC))

= nH(UT |T )− nH(UT |Y∼TZ∼TCT )
(f)
= nH(UT )− nH(UT |Y∼TZ∼TCT )

= nI(UT ;Y∼TZ∼TCT )

where (d) comes from the independence between Un and C and (e) and (f) follow from the
i.i.d. nature of Un.

Proof of (ii) First, we need the following result (proved in Appendix B.2).

Lemma 3.13 For every t ∈ J1, nK the following Markov chain holds:

(Yt, Zt)− (Xt, Ut, St)− (C,X∼t, U∼t, S∼t, Y∼t, Z∼t). (3.31)

Then, observe that

I(Y nZn;XnSnUn|C) ≤ I(Y nZn;XnSnUnC)

=
n∑
t=1

I(YtZt;X
nSnUnC|Y t−1Zt−1) ≤

n∑
t=1

I(YtZt;X
nSnUnCY t−1Zt−1)

=
n∑
t=1

I(YtZt;XtStUt) +
n∑
t=1

I(YtZt;X∼tS∼tU∼tCY
t−1Zt−1|XtStUt)

(g)
=

n∑
t=1

I(YtZt;XtStUt) = nI(YTZT ;XTSTUT |T )

where (g) follows from Lemma 3.13. Moreover, since the distributions are ε-close to i.i.d. by
hypothesis, the last term is close to nI(Y Z;XSU). In fact, we have

I(YTZT ;XTSTUT |T ) = H(YTZT |T ) +H(XTSTUT |T )−H(YTZTXTSTUT |T )

=
n∑
t=1

1

n
H(YtZt) +

n∑
t=1

1

n
H(XtStUt)−

n∑
t=1

1

n
H(YtZtXtStUt).
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Then, as in the proof of Lemma 2.16,

|H(YtZt)−H(Y Z)| ≤ 2ε log

(
|Y × Z|

ε

)
:= ε1,

|H(XtStUt)−H(XSU)| ≤ 2ε log

(
|X × S × U|

ε

)
:= ε2,

|H(YtZtXtStUt)−H(Y ZXSU)| ≤ 2ε log

(
|Y × Z × X × S × U|

ε

)
:= ε3.

This implies that
|I(YTZT ;XTSTUT |T )− I(Y Z;XSU)| ≤ g(ε), (3.32)

where g(ε) := (ε1 + ε2 + ε3). Then, (3.30) becomes

0 ≤ nI(Y Z;XSU)− nI(UT ;Y∼TZ∼TCT ) + g(ε).

Proof of (3.29) In this case, for the second part of the converse, we have

0
(a)

≤ I(XnSn;Y n)− I(CZnUn;Y n)
(b)

≤ I(XnSn;Y n)− I(Un;Y nC|Zn)

= H(Y n)−H(Y n|XnSn)−H(Un) + I(Un;Zn) +H(Un|Y nZnC)

(c)

≤
n∑
t=1

H(Yt)−
n∑
t=1

H(Yt|XtSt)−
n∑
t=1

H(Ut)+
n∑
t=1

I(Ut;Zt)+
n∑
t=1

H(Ut|U t−1YtZtY∼tZ∼tC)

(d)

≤ nH(YT )− nH(YT |XTSTT )− nH(UT |T ) + nI(UT ;ZT |T ) + nH(UT |Y∼TZ∼TCT )

(e)
= nH(YT )− nH(YT |XTST )− nH(UT ) + nI(UT ;ZT ) + nH(UT |Y∼TZ∼TCT )

= nI(XT , ST ;YT )− nI(UT ;Y∼TZ∼TCT ) + nI(UT ;ZT )

where (a) comes from the Markov chain Y n − (Xn, Sn)− (C,Zn, Un), (b) from the fact that

I(CZnUn;Y n) ≥ I(ZnUn;Y n|C) = I(ZnUn;Y nC) ≥ I(Un;Y nC|Zn)

by the chain rule and the fact that Un and Zn are independent of C. Then (c) comes from the
chain rule for the conditional entropy. The inequalities (d) comes from the fact that conditioning
does not increase entropy (in particular H(YT |T ) ≤ H(YT )) and (e) from the memoryless
channel P̄Y |XS and the i.i.d. source P̄UZ . Finally, since the source is i.i.d. the last term is
nI(U ;Z).

Remark 3.14 Note that if U is independent of Z the upper bound for I(U ;W ) is I(XS;Y ).

Identification of the auxiliary random variable For each t ∈ J1, nK we identify the auxiliary
random variables Wt with (C, Y∼t, Z∼t) and W with (WT , T ) = (C, Y∼T , Z∼T , T ).
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The following Markov chains hold for each t ∈ J1, nK:

Zt − (Ut, St)− (C,Xt, Yt, Y∼t, Z∼t) ⇐⇒ Zt − (Ut, St)− (Xt, Yt,Wt), (3.33)

Yt − (Xt, St)− (C, Y∼t, Z∼t, Ut) ⇐⇒ Yt − (Xt, St)− (Wt, Ut), (3.34)

Vt − (C, Y∼t, Z∼t, Yt, Zt)− (Ut, St, Xt) ⇐⇒ Vt − (Wt, Yt, Zt)− (Ut, St, Xt). (3.35)

Then we have

ZT−(UT , ST )−(C,XT , YT , Y∼T , Z∼T , T )⇔ZT−(UT , ST )−(XT , YT ,WT , T ), (3.36)

YT − (XT , ST )− (C, Y∼T , Z∼T , UT , T )⇔ YT − (XT , ST )− (WT , UT , T ), (3.37)

VT − (C, Y∼T , Z∼T , YT , ZT , T )− (UT , ST , XT )⇔ VT − (WT , YT , ZT , T )− (UT , ST , XT ).

(3.38)

where (3.36) and (3.37) come from the fact that

P{ZT = z|ST = s, UT = u,XT = x, YT = y, Y∼T = ỹ, Z∼T = z̃, T = t, C}
= P{ZT = z|ST = s, UT = u},

P{YT = y|XT = x, ST = s, Y∼T = ỹ, Z∼T = z̃, UT = u, T = t, C}
= P{YT = y|XT = x, ST = s}

since the source is i.i.d. and the channel is memoryless. Then by (3.35), (3.38) holds because

I(VT ;UTSTXT |CY nZnT ) =
n∑
i=1

1

n
I(Vt;UtStXt|CY nZnT = t) = 0.

Since W = Wt when T = t, we also have Z − (U, S)− (X, Y,W ), (U, S,X)− (W,Y, Z)−V
and Y − (X,S)− (W,U). The cardinality bound is proved in Appendix B.5. �





4 CAPACITY REGION FOR SPECIAL CASES

For non-causal encoding and decoding, although the inner and outer bounds do not match in
general, we characterize the strong coordination region in three special cases: when the channel
is perfect; when the decoding is lossless; and when the random variables of the channel are
independent from the random variables of the source. In all these cases, the achievability proof
is merely a consequence of the general achievability proof of Theorem 3.10. The converse
proofs, on the other hand, rely of the specifics of each setting, and are therefore different from
each other.

The study of these particular cases allows us to derive some interesting considerations on
the information-theoretic nature of coordination. First, observe that the empirical coordination
region for these three settings was derived in [44]. In this section we recover the same decom-
position of the joint distributions and the same information constraints as in [44], but we show
that for strong coordination a positive rate of common randomness is also necessary. This re-
inforces the conjecture, stated in [25, Conjecture 1], that with enough common randomness the
strong coordination capacity region is the same as the empirical coordination capacity region
for any specific network setting.

Moreover, through the study of these special cases, in Section 4.4 we discuss whether the
concatenation of channel codes and coordination codes is optimal, i.e. whether separation holds.
Surprisingly, the intuition that empirical and strong coordination have the same properties fails
on this matter and we prove that the separation principle does not hold for joint source-channel
strong coordination.

Finally, perhaps one of the most interesting byproduct of strong coordination is the fact that
in some particular cases, it offers security “for free”. In Section 4.5 we explore this aspect. We
observe that if the random variables of the channel are independent from the random variables of
the source, we are imposing constraints such that an eavesdropper, even with perfect knowledge
of the channel output, could not infer anything about the source and the reconstruction, provided
that he has no access to common randomness [62]. These considerations lead to the notion of
secure strong coordination, which combines strong coordination and strong secrecy.

4.1 Perfect channel

Instead of having a noisy link between the encoder and the decoder, suppose that there is a
perfect channel between the two agents, so that they observe the same signal, as in Figure 4.1.

41
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In this case Xn = Y n, and the variable Zn plays the role of side information at the decoder.

Figure 4.1: Coordination of signals and actions for a two-node network with a perfect channel.

The strong coordination regionRPC is characterized in the following result.

Theorem 4.1 Suppose that P̄Y |XS(y|x, s) = 1Y |X(y|x). Then the strong coordination region is

RPC :=



P̄UZXV = P̄UZP̄X|U P̄V |UXZ
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UZXV , R0) P̄UZWXV = P̄UZP̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄V |WXZ

I(WX;U) ≤ H(X) + I(W ;Z|X)

R0 ≥ I(W ;UV |XZ)

|W| ≤ |U × Z × X × V|+ 4


. (4.1)

Remark 4.2 - Markov chain decomposition. Observe that the decomposition of the joint distribu-
tions P̄UZXV and P̄UZWXV is equivalently characterized in terms of Markov chains:

Z − U −X,

{
Z − U − (X,W ),

V − (X,Z,W )− U.
(4.2)

4.1.1 Achievability

We show that RPC is contained in the region Rstate,in defined in (3.25) and thus it is achievable.
We note Rstate,in(W ) the subset of Rstate,in, here specialized to the case without state and with a
perfect channel, for a fixed W ∈ W that satisfies:

P̄UZWXV = P̄USZP̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄V |WXZ ,

I(W ;U) ≤ I(W ;XZ), (4.3)

R0 ≥ I(W ;UV |XZ).

Then the setRstate,in is the union over all the possible choices for W that satisfy (4.3). Similarly,
RPC is the union of allRPC(W ) with W that satisfies

P̄UZWXV = P̄UZP̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄V |WXZ ,

I(W,X;U) ≤ H(X) + I(W ;Z|X), (4.4)

R0 ≥ I(W ;UV |XZ).
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Let (P̄UZXV , R0) ∈ RPC(W ) for some W ∈ W . Then W verifies the Markov chains Z − U
−(X,W ) and V−WXZ−U and the information constraints forRPC. Note that (P̄UZXV , R0) ∈
Rstate,in(W

′), whereW ′ = (W,X). The Markov chains are still valid forW ′ and the information
constraints in (4.4) imply the information constraints forRstate,in(W

′) since:

I(W ′;U) = I(W,X;U) ≤ H(X) + I(W ;Z|X)

= I(W,X;X) + I(W,X;Z|X) = I(W,X;XZ) = I(W ′;XZ), (4.5)

R0 ≥ I(W ′;UV |XZ) = I(WX;UV |XZ).

Then (P̄UZXV , R0) ∈ Rstate,in(W
′) and if we consider the union over all suitable W , we have⋃

W

RPC(W ) ⊆
⋃

(W,X)

Rstate,in(W,X) ⊆
⋃
W

Rstate,in(W ).

Finally,RPC ⊆ Rstate,in. �

4.1.2 Converse

Consider a code (fn, gn) that induces a distribution PUnZnXnV n that is ε-close in total variational
distance to the i.i.d. distribution P̄⊗nUZXV . Let T be the uniform random variable defined in
Section 3.1.2.

We would like to prove that

0 ≤ H(X) + I(W ;Z|X)− I(W,X;U) = I(W,X;XZ)− I(W,X;U).

The following proof is inspired by [44]. We have

0 = H(Xn, Zn)− I(XnZn;UnC)−H(XnZn|UnC)

(a)

≤
n∑
t=1

H(Xt, Zt)−
n∑
t=1

I(XnZn;Ut|Un
t+1C)−H(XnZn|UnC)

(b)
=

n∑
t=1

I(XnZnC;XtZt)−
n∑
t=1

I(XnZnUn
t+1C;Ut) +

n∑
t=1

I(Un
t+1C;Ut)−H(XnZn|UnC)

(c)
=

n∑
t=1

I(XnZnC;XtZt)−
n∑
t=1

I(XnZnUn
t+1C;Ut)−H(XnZn|UnC)

≤
n∑
t=1

I(XnZnC;XtZt)−
n∑
t=1

I(XnZnC;Ut)−H(XnZn|UnC)

(d)
=

n∑
t=1

I(XnZ∼tC;XtZt) +
n∑
t=1

I(Zt;XtZt|XnZ∼tC)−
n∑
t=1

I(XnZ∼tC;Ut)

−
n∑
t=1

I(Zt;Ut|XnZ∼tC)−H(XnZn|UnC)
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=
n∑
t=1

I(XnZ∼tC;XtZt)−
n∑
t=1

I(XnZ∼tC;Ut)−H(XnZn|UnC) +
n∑
t=1

H(Zt|XnZ∼tC)

−
n∑
t=1

H(Zt|XnZnC)−
n∑
t=1

H(Zt|XnZ∼tC) +
n∑
t=1

H(Zt|UtXnZ∼tC)

=
n∑
t=1

I(XnZ∼tC;XtZt)−
n∑
t=1

I(XnZ∼tC;Ut) +
n∑
t=1

H(Zt|UtXnZ∼tC)−H(XnZn|UnC)

(e)

≤
n∑
t=1

I(XnZ∼tC;XtZt)−
n∑
t=1

I(XnZ∼tC;Ut) +
n∑
t=1

H(Zt|UtC)−H(Zn|UnC)

(f)
=

n∑
t=1

I(XnZ∼tC;XtZt)−
n∑
t=1

I(XnZ∼tC;Ut)

= nI(XnZ∼TC;XTZT |T )− nI(XnZ∼TC;UT |T )

≤ nI(XnZ∼TCT ;XTZT )− nI(XnZ∼TCT ;UT ) + nI(T ;UT )

(g)
= nI(XTX∼TZ∼TCT ;XTZT )− nI(XTX∼TZ∼TCT ;UT )

where (a) and (b) follow from the properties of the mutual information and (c) comes from the
independence between Un and C and the i.i.d. nature of the source. Then (d) comes from the
chain rule, (e) from the properties of conditional entropy, (f) from the independence between
(Un, Zn) andC and the i.i.d. nature of the source. Finally, (g) comes from the fact that I(T ;UT )

is zero due to the i.i.d. nature of the source.
We identify the auxiliary random variable Wt with (C,X∼t, Z∼t) for each t ∈ J1, nK and W

with (WT , T ) = (C,X∼T , Z∼T , T ). Observe that with this identification of W the bound for
R0 follows from Section 3.2.2 with the substitution Y = X . Moreover, the following Markov
chains are verified for each t ∈ J1, nK:

Zt − Ut − (Wt, Xt),

Vt − (Wt, Xt, Zt)− Ut.

The first one holds because the source is i.i.d. and Zt does not belong to Wt. The second
Markov chain follows from the fact that V is generated using C, Xn and Zn that are included
in (Wt, Xt, Zt) = (C,X∼t, Z∼t, Xt, Zt). With a similar approach as in Section 3.1.2 and Sec-
tion 3.2.2, the Markov chains with T hold. Then since W = Wt when T = t, we also have
Z −U − (W,X) and V − (W,X,Z)−U . The cardinality bound is proved in Appendix B.5. �

Comparison with empirical coordination In [44, Section IV.A], the empirical coordination
region is characterized with the same decomposition of the joint distributions and the informa-
tion constraint I(W,X;U) ≤ H(X) + I(W ;Z|X), the same as in (4.1).
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4.2 Lossless decoder

Up to now, we refer to the random variable V as the reconstruction of the source U . This
might be misleading, since V is actually generated according to the conditional distribution
P̄V |UXY SZ and it is consequently a stochastic function of the source, the signals, the state and
side information. Here, we investigate a special case by considering when the decoder wants to
reconstruct the source losslessly, i.e., V = U as in Figure 4.2. The strong coordination region
RLD is characterized in the following result.

Figure 4.2: Coordination of signals and actions for a two-node network with a noisy channel and a lossless
decoder.

Theorem 4.3 Suppose that P̄V |USXY Z(v|u, s,x,y, z) = 1V |U(v|u). Then the strong coordina-
tion region is

RLD :=



P̄USZXY V = P̄USZP̄X|U P̄Y |XS1V |U
∃W taking values inW

(P̄USZXY , R0) P̄USZWXY V = P̄USZP̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XS1V |U
I(W ;U) ≤ I(W ;Y Z)

R0 ≥ I(W ;USX|Y Z)

|W| ≤ |U × S × Z × X × Y|+ 3


. (4.6)

Remark 4.4 - Markov chain decomposition. Observe that the decomposition of the joint distribu-
tions P̄USZXY V and P̄USZWXY V is equivalently characterized in terms of Markov chains:{

Z − (U, S)− (X, Y ),

Y − (X,S)− U,

{
Z − (U, S)− (X, Y,W ),

Y − (X,S)− (U,W ).
(4.7)

4.2.1 Achievability

We show that RLD ⊆ Rstate,in and thus it is achievable. Similarly to the achievability proof in
Theorem 4.1, let (P̄USZXY V , R0) ∈ RLD(W ) for some W ∈ W . Then, W verifies the Markov
chains Z − (U, S) − (X, Y,W ) and Y − (X,S) − (U,Z,W ) and the information constraints
for RLD. We want to show that (P̄USZXY V , R0) ∈ Rstate,in(W ). Observe that the Markov
chains are still valid. Hence, the only difference is the bound on R0, but I(W ;USXV |Y Z) =

I(W ;USX|Y Z) when U = V . Then, (P̄USZXY V , R0) ∈ Rstate,in(W ) and if we consider the
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union over all suitable W , we have⋃
W

RLD(W ) ⊆
⋃
W

Rstate,in(W ).

Finally,RLD ⊆ Rstate,in. �

4.2.2 Converse

Consider a code (fn, gn) that induces a distribution PUnSnZnXnY nV n that is ε-close in total
variational distance to the i.i.d. distribution P̄⊗nUSZXY 1

⊗n
V |U . Let T be the uniform random variable

defined in Section 3.1.2.
We have

nR0 = H(C) ≥ H(C|Y nZn) = H(CUn|Y nZn)−H(Un|CY nZn)

(a)

≥ H(CUn|Y nZn)− nf(ε) ≥ I(UnSnXn;CUn|Y nZn)− nf(ε)

=
n∑
t=1

I(UtStXt;CU
n|U t−1St−1X t−1Y∼tZ∼tYtZt)− nf(ε)

(b)

≥
n∑
t=1

I(UtStXt;CU
nY∼tZ∼tU

t−1St−1X t−1|YtZt)− 2nf(ε)

≥
n∑
t=1

I(UtStXt;CU
nY∼tZ∼t|YtZt)− 2nf(ε)

= nI(UTSTXT ;CUnY∼TZ∼T |YTZTT )− 2nf(ε)

= nI(UTSTXT ;CUnY∼TZ∼TT |YTZT )− nI(UTSTXT ;T |YTZT )− 2nf(ε)

= nI(UTSTXT ;CUnY∼TZ∼TT |YTZT )− nI(UTSTXTYTZT ;T ) + nI(YTZT ;T )− 2nf(ε)

(c)

≥ nI(UTSTXT ;CUnY∼TZ∼TT |YTZT )− 3nf(ε)

where (a) follows from Fano’s Inequality which implies that

H(Un|CY nZn) ≤ nf(ε) (4.8)

as proved in Appendix B.2. To prove (b), observe that

I(UtStXt;CU
n|U t−1St−1X t−1Y∼tZ∼tYtZt) =I(UtStXt;CU

nY∼tZ∼tU
t−1St−1X t−1|YtZt)

− I(UtStXt;Y∼tZ∼tU
t−1St−1X t−1|YtZt)

and I(UtStXt;Y∼tZ∼tU
t−1St−1X t−1|YtZt) ≤ f(ε) by Lemma 2.18. Finally, (c) comes from

the fact, proved in Lemma 2.16, that I(UTSTXTYTZT ;T ) vanishes since the distribution is ε-
close to i.i.d. by hypothesis. With the identificationsWt = (C,Un, Y∼t, Z∼t) for each t ∈ J1, nK
and W = (WT , T ) = (C,Un, Y∼T , Z∼T , T ), we have R0 ≥ I(W ;USX|Y Z).
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For the second part of the converse, we have

nI(U ;W ) ≤ nH(U) = H(Un) = H(Un|C) = I(Un;Y nZnC) +H(Un|Y nZnC)

(d)

≤
n∑
t=1

I(Un;YtZt|Y t−1Zt−1C) + nf(ε) ≤
n∑
t=1

I(UnY t−1Zt−1C;YtZt) + nf(ε)

≤
n∑
t=1

I(UnY∼tZ∼tC;YtZt) + nf(ε) = nI(UnY∼TZ∼TC;YTZT |T ) + nf(ε)

≤ nI(UnY∼TZ∼TCT ;YTZT ) + nf(ε)
(e)
= nI(W ;Y Z) + nf(ε)

where (d) comes from Fano’s Inequality and (e) comes from the identification

W = (C,Un, Y∼T , Z∼T , T ).

In order to complete the converse, we show that the following Markov chains hold for each
t ∈ J1, nK:

Yt − (Xt, St)− (Ut, Zt,Wt),

Zt − (Ut, St)− (Xt, Yt,Wt).

The first one is verified because the channel is memoryless and Yt does not belong toWt and the
second one holds because of the i.i.d. nature of the source and because Zt does not belong to
Wt. With a similar approach as in Section 3.1.2 and Section 3.2.2, the Markov chains with
T hold. Then, since W = Wt when T = t, we also have Y − (X,S) − (U,Z,W ) and
Z − (U, S)− (X, Y,W ). The cardinality bound is proved in Appendix B.5. �

Comparison with empirical coordination An equivalent characterization of the region is:

RLD :=



P̄USZXY = P̄USZP̄X|U P̄Y |XS
∃W taking values inW

(P̄USZXY , R0) P̄USZWXY = P̄USZP̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XS
H(U) ≤ I(WU ;Y Z)

R0 ≥ I(W ;USX|Y Z) +H(U |WY Z)

|W| ≤ |U × S × Z × X × Y|+ 1


. (4.9)

The region in (4.9) is achievable since with the choice of the auxiliary random variable W ′′ =

(W,U), the constraints in (4.6) become

I(WU ;U) = H(U) ≤ I(WU ;Y Z) (4.10)

R0 ≥ I(WU ;USX|Y Z) = I(W ;USX|Y Z) + I(U ;USX|WY Z)

= I(W ;USX|Y Z) +H(U |WY Z)−H(U |USXWY Z) (4.11)

= I(W ;USX|Y Z) +H(U |WY Z).
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Moreover, the converse in the proof of Theorem 4.3 is still valid with the identification

W = (C,U∼T , Y∼T , Z∼T , T ).

Note that [44, Section IV.B] gives a characterization of the empirical coordination region, and
the constraint for the mutual information is

0 ≤ I(WU ;Y Z)−H(U) = I(WU ;Y Z)−H(U)− I(W ;S|U)

which is the same as in (4.10) because of the Markov chain (S,Z)− U −W .

4.3 Independence between source and channel

In this section, we investigate the special case of separation between the random variables of
the source and the random variables of the channel: suppose that the channel state P̄Sn is inde-
pendent of the source and of the side information P̄UnZn , and that the target joint distribution
is of the form P̄⊗nUZV P̄

⊗n
SXY . For simplicity, we will suppose that the encoder has perfect state

information as in Figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Coordination of signals and actions for a two-node network with a noisy channel where the source is
separated from the channel and the encoder has perfect state information.

This scenario, for which we fully characterize the strong coordination region, is particularly
interesting because it sheds some light on the nature of strong coordination. In fact, we use the
results of this section to prove that the separation principle does not hold for strong coordination
in Section 4.4, and to show the connection between strong coordination and secrecy in Section
4.5.

Note that in this case the coordination requirements are three-fold: the random variables
(Un, Zn, V n) should be coordinated, the random variables (Sn, Xn, Y n) should be coordi-
nated and finally (Un, Zn, V n) should be independent of (Sn, Xn, Y n). We introduce two
auxiliary random variables W1 and W2, where W2 is used to accomplish the coordination of
(Un, Zn, V n), while W1 has the double role of ensuring the independence of source and state
as well as coordinating (Sn, Xn, Y n).

The strong coordination regionRSEP is characterized in the following result.
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Theorem 4.5 Suppose that P̄USXY ZV = P̄UZV P̄SXY . Then, the strong coordination region is

RSEP :=



P̄USZXY V = P̄UZP̄V |UZP̄SP̄X|SP̄Y |XS
∃ (W1,W2) taking values inW1 ×W2

(P̄USZXY , R0) P̄USZW1W2XY V = P̄UZP̄W2|U P̄V |ZW2P̄SP̄X|SP̄W1|SXP̄Y |XS
I(W1;S) + I(W2;U) ≤ I(W1;Y ) + I(W2;Z)

R0 ≥ I(W1;SX|Y ) + I(W2;UV |Z)

(|W1|, |W2|) ≤ |U × S × Z × X × Y × V|+ 3.


.

(4.12)

Remark 4.6 - Markov chain decomposition. Observe that the decomposition of the joint distribu-
tion P̄USZW1W2XY V is equivalently characterized in terms of Markov chains:

Z − U −W2,

Y − (X,S)−W1,

V − (Z,W2)− U.
(4.13)

4.3.1 Achievability

We show that RSEP is contained in the achievable region Rstate,in in (3.25) specialized to this
specific setting. In this case we are also supposing that the encoder has perfect state information,
i.e. the input of the encoder is the pair (Un, Sn) as in Figure 4.3 as well as common randomness
C. Then, the joint distribution P̄USZXY V in Rstate,in becomes P̄UZP̄V |UZP̄SP̄X|SP̄Y |XS since
(U,Z, V ) is independent of (S,X, Y ).

Observe that the set Rstate,in is the union over all the possible choices for W that satisfy
the joint distribution, rate and information constraints in (3.25). Similarly, RSEP is the union
of all RSEP(W1,W2) with (W1,W2) that satisfies the joint distribution, rate and information
constraints in (4.12). Let (P̄USZXY , R0) ∈ RSEP(W1,W2) for some (W1,W2) taking values in
W1 × W2. Then, (W1,W2) verifies the Markov chains Z − U −W2, V − (W2, Z) − U and
Y − (S,X)−W1, and the information constraints for RSEP. We will show that (P̄USZXY , R0)

belongs to Rstate,in(W
′), where W ′ = (W1,W2). The information constraints in (4.12) imply

the information constraints forRstate,in(W
′) since:

I(W1W2;Y Z)− I(W1W2;US)

= I(W1;Y Z) + I(W2;Y Z|W1)− I(W1;US)− I(W2;US|W1)

= I(W1;Y ) + I(W2;Y ZW1)− I(W1;S)− I(W2;USW1)

= I(W1;Y ) + I(W2;Z)− I(W1;S)− I(W2;U) ≥ 0,

I(W1W2;USXV |Y Z),

= I(W1;USXV |Y Z) + I(W2;USXV |Y ZW1)

= I(W1;USXV Z|Y ) + I(W2;USXV Y |ZW1)

= I(W1;SX|Y ) + I(W2;USXV Y |Z)

= I(W1;SX|Y ) + I(W2;UV |Z) ≤ R0,
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because by construction W1 and W2 are independent of each other and W1 is independent of
(U,Z, V ) and W2 is independent of (S,X, Y ). Then (P̄USZXY , R0) ∈ Rstate,in(W1,W2) and if
we consider the union over all suitable (W1,W2), we have⋃

(W1,W2)

RSEP(W1,W2) ⊆
⋃

(W1,W2)

Rstate,in(W1,W2) ⊆
⋃
W

Rstate,in(W ).

Finally,RSEP ⊆ Rstate,in. �

4.3.2 Converse

Let T be the uniform random variable defined in Section 3.1.2. Consider a code (fn, gn) that
induces a distribution PUnSnZnXnY nV n that is ε-close in total variational distance to the i.i.d.
distribution P̄⊗nUZV P̄

⊗n
SXY . Then, we have

V(PSnXnY nZnUnV n , P̄
⊗n
UZV P̄

⊗n
SXY ) < ε.

If we apply Lemma 2.17 to A = SnXnY n and B = ZnUnV n, we have

I(SnXnY n;ZnUnV n) < f(ε). (4.14)

Then, we have

nR0 = H(C)
(a)

≥ I(UnSnXnV n;C|Y nZn) = I(SnXn;C|Y nZnUnV n) + I(UnV n;C|Y nZn)

=I(SnXn;CZnUnV n|Y n)−I(SnXn;ZnUnV n|Y n)+I(UnV n;CY n|Zn)−I(UnV n;Y n|Zn)

(b)

≥ I(SnXn;CZnUnV n|Y n) + I(UnV n;CY n|Zn)− 2f(ε)

(c)
=

n∑
t=1

I(StXt;CZ
nUnV n|Snt+1X

n
t+1YtY∼t) +

n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;CY
n|U t−1V t−1ZtZ∼t)− 2f(ε)

=
n∑
t=1

I(StXt;CZ
nUnV nSnt+1X

n
t+1Y∼t|Yt)−

n∑
t=1

I(StXt;S
n
t+1X

n
t+1Y∼t|Yt)

+
n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;CY
nU t−1V t−1Z∼t|Zt)−

n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;U
t−1V t−1Z∼t|Zt)− 2nf(ε)

(d)

≥
n∑
t=1

I(StXt;CZ
nUnV nSnt+1X

n
t+1Y∼t|Yt)+

n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;CY
nU t−1V t−1Z∼t|Zt)−2f(ε)−2nf(ε)

= nI(STXT ;CUnSnT+1Y∼T |YTT ) + nI(UTVT ;CY nUT−1V T−1Z∼T |ZTT )− 2(n+ 1)f(ε)

≥ nI(STXT ;CUnSnT+1Y
T−1|YTT ) + nI(UTVT ;CY nUT−1Z∼T |ZTT )− 2(n+ 1)f(ε)

= nI(STXT ;CUnSnT+1Y
T−1T |YT )− nI(STXT ;T |YT )

+ nI(UTVT ;CY nUT−1Z∼TT |ZT )− nI(UTVT ;T |ZT )− 2(n+ 1)f(ε)

= nI(STXT ;CUnSnT+1Y
T−1T |YT )− nI(STXTYT ;T ) + nI(YT ;T )

+ nI(UTVT ;CY nUT−1Z∼TT |ZT )− nI(UTVTZT ;T ) + nI(ZT ;T )− 2(n+ 1)f(ε)
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(e)

≥ nI(STXT ;CUnSnT+1Y
T−1T |YT ) + nI(UTVT ;CY nUT−1Z∼TT |ZT )− 2(2n+ 1)f(ε)

where (a) follows from basic properties of entropy and mutual information. To prove (b), note
that

I(SnXn;ZnUnV n|Y n) ≤ I(SnXnY n;ZnUnV n),

I(UnV n;Y n|Zn) ≤ I(SnXnY n;ZnUnV n),

and I(SnXnY n;ZnUnV n) < f(ε) by (4.14). Then (c) comes from the chain rule for mutual
information, (d) follows from Lemma 2.18 and (e) from Lemma 2.16 since the distributions are
close to i.i.d. by hypothesis. The lower bound on R0 follows from the identifications

W1,t = (C,Un, Snt+1, Y
t−1) t ∈ J1, nK,

W2,t = (C, Y n, U t−1, Z∼t) t ∈ J1, nK,
W1 = (W1,T , T ) = (C,Un, SnT+1, Y

T−1, T ),

W2 = (W2,T , T ) = (C, Y n, UT−1, Z∼T , T ).

Following the same approach as [44, 45], we divide the second part of the converse in two
steps. First, we have the following upper bound:

I(CUn;Y n) =
n∑
t=1

I(CUn;Yt|Y t−1) ≤
n∑
t=1

I(CUnY t−1;Yt)

=
n∑
t=1

I(CUnY t−1Snt+1;Yt)−
n∑
t=1

I(Snt+1;Yt|CUnY t−1)

(f)
=

n∑
t=1

I(CUnY t−1Snt+1;Yt)−
n∑
t=1

I(St;Y
t−1|CUnSnt+1) (4.15)

=
n∑
t=1

I(CUnY t−1Snt+1;Yt)−
n∑
t=1

I(St;CY
t−1UnSnt+1) +

n∑
t=1

I(St;CU
nSnt+1)

(g)
=

n∑
t=1

I(CUnY t−1Snt+1;Yt)−
n∑
t=1

I(St;CY
t−1UnSnt+1)

(h)
=

n∑
t=1

I(Yt;W1,t)−
n∑
t=1

I(St;W1,t)

where (f) comes from the Csiszár sum identity, (g) from the fact that I(St;CU
nSnt+1) is zero

because the source and the common randomness are independent of the state, which is i.i.d. by
hypothesis. Finally, (h) comes from the identification of the auxiliary random variable W1,t for
t ∈ J1, nK.

Then, we show a lower bound:

I(CUn;Y n) ≥ I(Un;Y n|C)
(i)
= I(Un;CY n)

(j)
= I(UnZn;CY n)
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≥ I(Un;CY n|Zn) =
n∑
t=1

I(Ut;CY
n|ZnU t−1)

=
n∑
t=1

I(Ut;CY
nZ∼tU

t−1|Zt)−
n∑
t=1

I(Ut;Z∼tU
t−1|Zt)

(k)
=

n∑
t=1

I(Ut;CY
nZ∼tU

t−1|Zt) (4.16)

=
n∑
t=1

I(UtZt;CY
nZ∼tU

t−1)−
n∑
t=1

I(Zt;CY
nZ∼tU

t−1)

(l)
=

n∑
t=1

I(Ut;CY
nZ∼tU

t−1)−
n∑
t=1

I(Zt;CY
nZ∼tU

t−1)

(m)
=

n∑
t=1

I(Ut;W2,t)−
n∑
t=1

I(Zt;W2,t)

where (i) comes from the fact that I(Un;C) is zero because Un andC are independent, (j) from
the Markov chain Zn − Un − Y nC, (k) from the fact that Un and Zn are i.i.d. by hypothesis,
(l) follows from the the Markov chain Zt − Ut − (Y n, Z∼t, U

t−1, C) for t ∈ J1, nK and finally
(m) comes from the identification of the auxiliary random variable W2,t for t ∈ J1, nK.

By combining upper and lower bound, we have

0
(n)

≤
n∑
t=1

I(Yt,W1,t)−
n∑
t=1

I(St;W1,t) +
n∑
t=1

I(Zt;W2,t)−
n∑
t=1

I(Ut;W2,t)

= nI(YT ,W1,T |T )− nI(ST ;W1,T |T ) + nI(ZT ;W2,T |T )− nI(UT ;W2,T |T )

≤ nI(YT ,W1,TT )−nI(ST ;W1,TT )+nI(ST ;T )+nI(ZT ;W2,TT )−nI(UT ;W2,TT )+nI(UT ;T )

(o)
= nI(YT ,W1,TT )− nI(ST ;W1,TT ) + nI(ZT ;W2,TT )− nI(UT ;W2,TT )

(p)
= nI(Y ;W1)− nI(S;W1) + nI(Z;W2)− nI(U ;W2)

where (n) comes from (4.15) and (4.16) and (o) follows from the i.i.d. nature of the source and
state. Finally (p) follows from the identifications for W1 and W2.

With the chosen identification, the Markov chains are verified for each t ∈ J1, nK:

Yt − (Xt, St)−W1,t

Zt − Ut −W2,t

Vt − (W2,t, Zt)− Ut.

The first Markov chain holds because the channel is memoryless and Yt does not belong toW1,t.
The second one holds because Zn is i.i.d. and Zt does not belong to W2,t. Finally, the third one
is verified because the decoder is non-causal and Vt is a function of (Y n, Zn) that is included in
(W2,t, Zt) = (Y n, U t−1, Z∼t, Zt). With a similar approach as in Section 3.1.2 and Section 3.2.2,
the Markov chains with T hold. Then since W1 = W1,t and W2 = W2,t when T = t, we also
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have Y − (X,S)−W1, Z − U −W2 and V − (W2, Z)− U . The cardinality bound is proved
in Appendix B.5. �

Remark 4.7 - Correlation of the auxiliary random variables. Note that even if in the converse
proof W1 and W2 are correlated, from them we can define two new variables W ′

1 and W ′
2

independent of each other, with the same marginal distributions PW ′1SXY = PW1SXY and
PW ′2UV Z = PW2UV Z , such that the joint distribution PW ′1W ′2SXY UV Z splits as PW ′1SXY PW ′2UV Z .
Since we are supposing (U, V, Z) and (S,X, Y ) independent of each other and the constraints
only depend on the marginal distributions PW1SXY and PW2UV Z , the converse is still satisfied
with the new auxiliary random variables W ′

1 and W ′
2. Moreover the new variables still verify

the cardinality bounds, since they also depend only on the marginal distributions, as shown in
Appendix B.5.

Comparison with empirical coordination In the case of separation between the random vari-
ables of the source and the random variables of the channel, the empirical coordination region
is characterized in [44, Section IV.C] with the same decomposition of the joint distributions and
the same information constraint as in (4.12).

Special caseX = U Observe that for the three special cases considered up to now the general
achievability scheme of Chapter 3 was optimal, while each converse relies on the specifics of
the setting and has to be rederived for every region. Now, we consider the case where X = U .
For simplicity, we do not take into account state or side information. In this case, the inner and
outer bound of Theorem 3.3 become

RX=U,in :=



P̄XY V = P̄XP̄Y |XP̄V |XY
∃W taking values inW

(P̄XY V , R0) P̄XYWV = P̄XP̄W |XP̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(W ;X) = I(W ;Y )

R0 ≥ I(W ;XV |Y )


,

RX=U,out :=



P̄XY V = P̄XP̄Y |XP̄V |UXY
∃W taking values inW

(P̄XY V , R0) P̄XYWV = P̄XP̄W |XP̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(W ;X) ≤ I(X;Y )

R0 ≥ I(W ;XV |Y )

|W| ≤ |X × Y × V|+ 4


.

Observe that in RX=U,out the mutual information I(W ;X) is upper bounded by the capacity
of the channel. Moreover, the equality in the information constraint I(W ;X) = I(W ;Y ) in
Rin,X=U comes from the intersection of the condition I(W ;X) ≥ I(W ;Y ), implied by the
the Markov chain W − X − Y , and the information constraint I(W ;X) ≤ I(W ;Y ) of the
achievability proof. Then, we have

I(W ;XY ) = I(W ;Y ) + I(W ;X|Y )
(a)
= I(W ;X) + I(W ;X|Y )
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= I(W ;X) + I(W ;Y |X)
(b)
= I(W ;X)

where (a) comes from the equality I(W ;X) = I(W ;Y ) and (b) from I(W ;Y |X) = 0, which
is equivalent to the Markov chain W −X − Y . Thus, I(W ;X|Y ) = 0 and the Markov chain
W − Y − X holds. Then, if P̄XY has full support, by [47, Lemma 1] the auxiliary random
variable W is independent of X and Y and the regionRX=U,in becomes{

(P̄XY V , R0) P̄XY V = P̄XP̄Y |XP̄V |Y , R0 ≥ 0
}
.

We observe that even in this rather simple example, it is still an open problem whether the inner
and outer bound (or both of them) can be improved 1.

4.4 Is separation optimal?

Strong coordination over error-free channels was investigated in [25, 21]. When extending
this analysis to noisy channels, it natural to ask whether some form of separation theorem
holds between source and channel coordination. In fact, if the separation principle were still
valid for strong coordination, by concatenating the strong coordination of the source and the
strong coordination of the input and output of the channel we should retrieve the same mutual
information and rate constraints. If that were the case, it would mean that a joint source-channel
coordination version of Shannon’s source-channel separation theorem [63] holds. Following the
intuition provided by empirical coordination [46], it would be natural to think that separation
holds. However, this is not the case for strong coordination, and we prove it in this section.

Figure 4.4: Coordination of the actions Un and V n for a two-node network with an error-free link of rate R.

In order to prove that separation does not hold, we first consider the optimal result for
coordination of actions with error-free links in [25, 21] and then we compare it with our result
on joint coordination of signals and actions. In particular, since we want to compare the result
in [25, 21] with an exact region, we consider the case in which the channel is perfect and the
target joint distribution is of the form P̄⊗nUV P̄

⊗n
X . The choice of a perfect channel might appear

counterintuitive but it is motivated by the fact that we are trying to find a counterexample. As
a matter of fact, if the separation principle holds for any noisy link, it should in particular hold
for a perfect one.

We start by considering the two-node network with fixed source P̄U and an error-free link
of rate R (Figure 4.4). As anticipated in (2.2), for this setting [25, 21] characterize the strong

1The authors thank Michèle Wigger and Albert Guillén i Fàbregas for suggesting this example.
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coordination region as

RCuff :=



P̄UV = P̄U P̄V |U
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UV , R,R0) P̄UWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄V |W
R ≥ I(U ;W )

R +R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )

|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1


. (4.17)

The result in [25, 21] characterizes the trade-off between the rate R0 of available common
randomness and the required description rate R for simulating a discrete memoryless channel
for a fixed input distribution.

Figure 4.5: Two-node network with a noisy channel with non-causal encoder and decoder.

We consider, in the simpler scenario with no state and no side information of Figure 4.5, the
intersectionRUV⊗X := RPC ∩RSEP. The following result, proved in Appendix B.3, character-
izes the strong coordination region.

Proposition 4.8 In a two-node network with comprised of an i.i.d. source and a noisy channel
with non-causal encoder and decoder, suppose that P̄Y |X(y|x) = 1Y |X(y|x) and P̄UXV =

P̄UV P̄X . Then, the strong coordination region is

RUV⊗X :=



P̄UXV = P̄U P̄V |U P̄X
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UXV , R0) P̄UWXV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄V |W P̄X
I(W ;U) ≤ H(X)

R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )

|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1


. (4.18)

To compare RCuff and RUV⊗X , suppose that in the setting of Figure 4.4 we use a codebook
to send a message to coordinate Un and V n. In order to do so we introduce an i.i.d. source Xn

with distribution PX overX in the model and we use the typical sequences ofXn as a codebook
C. Note that the codebook C can be seen as an optimal channel code for the perfect channel.
Hence, asymptotically R = H(X) and we rewrite the information constraints in (4.17) as

H(X) ≥ I(U ;W ),

R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )−H(X).
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This defines a new region:

RCuff,H(X) :=



P̄UV = P̄U P̄V |U
X generated according to P̄X
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UXV , R0) P̄UWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄V |W P̄X
I(W ;U) ≤ H(X)

R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )−H(X)

|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1


. (4.19)

The distributions P̄UXV in RCuff,H(X) coordinate separately Xn and (Un, V n): in [21] the re-
quest is to induce a joint distribution PUnV n that is ε-close in total variational distance to the
i.i.d. distribution P̄⊗nUV , and we have imposed that Xn is generated according to the uniform
distribution.

Observe that, while the information constraint is the same in the two regions (4.19) and
(4.18), the rate of common randomness R0 required for strong coordination region in (4.18)
is larger than the rate of common randomness in (4.17). In fact, in the setting of Figure 4.4
both Xn and the pair (Un, V n) achieve coordination separately (i.e. P n

X is close to P̄⊗nX and
PUnV n is close to P̄⊗nUV in total variational distance), but there is no extra constraint on the joint
distribution PUnXnV n . On the other hand, the structure of our setting in (4.18) is different and
requires the control of the joint distribution PUnXnV n which has to be ε-close in total variational
distance to the i.i.d. distribution P̄⊗nUV P̄

⊗n
X . Since we are imposing a more stringent constraint,

it requires more common randomness.

Remark 4.9 - Interpretation of RUV⊗X . We found RUV⊗X as the intersection of two regions,
but we can give it the following interpretation starting fromRCuff. By identifyingR = H(X) in
RCuff, we find that the rate of common randomness has to be greater than I(UV ;W )−H(X).
But this is not enough to ensure that Xn is independent of (Un, V n). In order to guarantee that,
we apply a one-time pad onXn (which requires an amount of fresh randomness equal toH(X))
and we have

R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )−H(X) +H(X) = I(UV ;W )

which is the condition on the rate of common randomness in (4.18).

Remark 4.10 - Comparison with previous results. Note that separation holds for empirical co-
ordination, as shown in [46]. For strong coordination of actions over noisy links, in [31] the
authors derive an inner and an outer bound for the region and prove that separation in the sense
of concatenating strong coordination of the actions and a good channel code is suboptimal.

Example 4.11 The difference in terms of rate of common randomness R0 is better shown in
an example: when separately coordinating the two blocks Xn and (Un, V n) without imposing
a joint behavior PUnV nXn , the same bits of common randomness can be reused for both pur-
poses, and the required rate R0 is lower. We consider the case, already analyzed in Example
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the joint coordination region RUV⊗X with RCuff when R = H(X) [23, 21]: bound-
aries of the regions for a binary erasure channel with erasure probability pe = 0.75 and a Bernoulli-half input.

2.11, of a Bernoulli-half source U , and V which is an erasure with probability pe and is equal
to U otherwise. As we already proved, the optimal choice for the joint distributed PUWV is
the concatenation of two erasure channels P̄W |U and P̄V |W with erasure probability p1 and p2

respectively. Then, we recall that

p2 ∈ [0,min{1/2; pe}], p1 = 1− 1−pe
1−p2 ,

I(U ;W ) = 1− p1, I(UV ;W ) = h(pe) + (1− p1)(1− h(p2)),

where h is the binary entropy function. Figure 4.6 shows the boundaries of the regions (4.17)
(blue) and (4.18) (green) for pe = 0.75 and a Bernoulli-half input. As anticipated in Example
2.11, the dotted bound R ≥ I(U ;V ) comes directly from combining R ≥ I(U ;W ) with the
Markov chain U −W − V . At the other extreme, if R0 = 0 in (4.17), R +R0 ≥ I(UV ;W ) ≥
C(U ;V ), where C(U ;V ) is Wyner common information [21]. On the other hand, in the region
defined in (4.18), R0 ≥ I(UV ;W ) ≥ C(U ;V ) for any value of R = H(X). Moreover, note
that as R = H(X) tends to infinity, there is no constraint on the auxiliary random variable W
(aside from the Markov chain U −W − V ) and similarly to [37] the minimum rate of common
randomnessR0 needed for strong coordination is Wyner common information C(U ;V ). In par-
ticular to achieve joint strong coordination of (U,X, V ) a positive rate of common randomness
is required. The boundaries of the rate regions only coincide for the minimum rate R = H(X),
andRUV⊗X is strictly contained inRCuff.

4.5 Coordination under secrecy constraints

Strong coordination requirements lead to synthesize joint distributions that are close to a desired
joint distribution in total variational distance. Considering that the desired joint distribution is
i.i.d. and that hypothesis tests will produce similar outcomes for distributions that are extremely
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close in total variation, the synthesized sequences are immune to statistical tests designed to
detect i.i.d. correlated sequences, as mentioned in Remark 2.7. The above observations lead to
applications for physical layer security. In this section we briefly discuss how in the separation
setting of Section 4.3, strong coordination offers additional security guarantees “for free”. In
many control settings, one would like the actions at various nodes to be independent of the
communication so the actions cannot be anticipated by malicious eavesdroppers. In this context,
common randomness is not only useful to coordinate signals and actions of the nodes but plays
the role of a secret key shared between the two legitimate users.

Figure 4.7: Wiretap channel: strong coordination implies secrecy.

For simplicity, we do not consider channel state and side information at the decoder. Sup-
pose there is an eavesdropper who observes the output signals of the noisy channel. We show
that not knowing the common randomness, Eve, the eavesdropper, cannot infer any information
about the actions. More precisely, we want the joint distribution induced by the code PUnV nY n
to satisfy the strong secrecy condition [8]:

lim
n→∞

D(PUnV nY n‖PUnV nPY n) = lim
n→∞

I(UnV n;Y n) = 0 (4.20)

while strongly coordinating (Un, V n):

lim
n→∞

V(PUnV n , P̄
⊗n
UV ) = 0.

Corollary 4.12 Suppose that there is an eavesdropper that receives the same sequence Y n as
the decoder but has no knowledge of the common randomness. Then, there exists a sequence
(fn, gn) of strong coordination codes achieving the pair (P̄UV P̄XY , R0) ∈ RSEP such that the
induced joint distribution PUnV nXnY n satisfies the strong secrecy condition:

lim
n→∞

D(PUnV nY n‖PUnV nPY n) = lim
n→∞

I(UnV n;Y n) = 0.

Proof. Observe that in this setting the target joint distribution is of the form P̄⊗nUV P̄
⊗n
XY . There-

fore achieving strong coordination means that V(PUnV nY n , P̄
⊗n
UV P̄

⊗n
Y ) vanishes. By the upper

bound on the mutual information in Lemma A.15, we have secrecy if V(PUnV nY n , P̄
⊗n
UV P̄

⊗n
Y )

goes to zero exponentially. But we have proved in Section 3.1.1 that there exists a sequence
of codes such that V(P̄UnXnY nV n , PUnXnY nV n) goes to zero exponentially. Hence, so does
V(PUnV nY n , P̄

⊗n
UV P̄

⊗n
Y ).
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4.5.1 Secure strong coordination region

Inspired by the result of Corollary 4.12, we want to understand the interplay between the strong
coordination of the actions Un and V n and secrecy. We define secure strong coordination as
follows.

Definition 4.13 A pair (P̄UV , R0) is achievable for secure strong coordination if there exists a
sequence (fn, gn) of encoders-decoders with rate of common randomness R0, such that

lim
n→∞

V
(
PUnV n , P̄

⊗n
UV

)
= 0, (4.21)

lim
n→∞

D(PUnV nY n‖PUnV nPY n) = lim
n→∞

I(UnV n;Y n) = 0, (4.22)

where PUnXnY nV n is the joint distribution induced by the code. The secure strong coordination
region S is the closure of the set of achievable pairs (P̄UV , R0).

Remark 4.14 - No coordination for the channel input. Note that here we are not requiring the
coordination of the signals Xn.

In the setting of Figure 4.7, the following result fully characterizes the secure strong coor-
dination region.

Theorem 4.15 The secure strong coordination region is

S :=



P̄UV = P̄U P̄V |U
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UV , R0) P̄UWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄V |W
I(W ;U) ≤ maxP̄X I(X;Y )

R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )

|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1


. (4.23)

Comparison with cascade channel synthesis Although we derived the region S of (4.23)
autonomously, it is possible to deduce it as a special case of strong coordination in a cascade
network with secrecy constraints [62, Theorem 1]. In [62], the authors consider the three-nodes
cascade network of Figure 4.8: the i.i.d. sequence Un is given by nature, messages M1 and M2

are sent along noiseless links at rates R1 and R2 respectively. The three nodes share a source of
common randomness C of rate R0.

The coordination region for the cascade network of Figure 4.8 is characterized in [62, The-
orem 1]: the sequence (Un, V n, Zn) has to be i.i.d. correlated and independent of the messages
(M1,M2):

V(PUnV nZnM1M2 , PM1M2P̄
⊗n
UV Z)→ 0. (4.24)
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Figure 4.8: Three-nodes cascade network

The strong coordination region under security constraints in this setting is

Rcascade :=



P̄UV Z = P̄U P̄V Z|U
∃ (W1,W2) taking values inW1 ×W2

U − (W1,W2)− V
(U, V,W1)−W2 − Z

(P̄UV Z , R0, R1, R2) R0 ≥ I(UV Z;W1W2)

R1 ≥ I(U ;W1W2)

R2 ≥ I(U ;W2)

|W1| ≤ |U × V × Z|+ 3

|W2| ≤ |U × V × Z ×W1|+ 3



. (4.25)

Remark 4.16 The problem of finding the strong coordination region for the cascade setting is
still open, but under the secrecy constraints, the region is easier to derive.

Notice that, if we merge the second and third node by identifying

V = Z,

W1 = W2 = W,

R1 = R2 = R,

the region in (4.23) can be derived as a special case of [62, Theorem 1]. First, with the above
identifications, (4.25) becomes:

R′cascade :=



P̄UV = P̄U P̄V Z|U
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UV , R0, R) U −W − V
R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )

R ≥ I(U ;W )

|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1


. (4.26)

Second, we concatenate this result with a good channel code. We suppose that the encoder
generates Xn and sends a message (M1 or M2) through a channel of rate R, which has output
Y n. If we send the message using a good channel code, we can take R = maxPX I(X;Y ) in
(4.26), and we recover exactly the region S defined in (4.23). However, the achievability proof
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of [62, Theorem 1] involves soft covering instead of random binning techniques and is slightly
more complicated.

Proof of Theorem 4.15: achievability The achievability of Theorem 4.15 uses similar ran-
dom binning techniques as the ones of Theorem 3.3 and is presented in detail in Appendix
B.4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.15: converse Consider a code (fn, gn) that induces a distribution P RC
UnV n

that is ε-close in total variational distance to the i.i.d. distribution P̄⊗nUV and such that I(UnV n;Y n)

≤ ε. Let the random variable T be uniformly distributed over the set J1, nK and independent of
the sequence (Un, Xn, Y n, V n, C).

Then, we have

nR0 = H(C)
(a)

≥ I(UnV n;C|Y n) = I(UnV n;CY n)− I(UnV n;Y n)

(b)

≥ I(UnV n;CY n)− f(ε) =
n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;CY
n|U t−1V t−1)− f(ε)

=
n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;CY
nU t−1V t−1)−

n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;U
t−1V t−1)− f(ε) (4.27)

(c)

≥
n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;CY
nU t−1V t−1)− (n+ 1)f(ε) ≥

n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;CY
n)− (n+ 1)f(ε)

= nI(UTVT ;CY n|T )− (n+ 1)f(ε) = nI(UTVT ;CY nT )− nI(UTVT ;T )− (n+ 1)f(ε)

(d)

≥ nI(UTVT ;CY nT )− (2n+ 1)f(ε)

where (a) follows from basic properties of entropy and mutual information and (b) from the fact
that I(UnV n;Y n) ≤ ε because of the secrecy conditions (4.22) and from Pinsker’s inequality.
Finally, since the distribution PUnV n is close to i.i.d. by hypothesis, (c) and (d) come from
Lemma 2.17 and [23, Lemma VI.3] respectively.

For the second part of the converse, observe that

0
(e)

≤I(Xn;Y n)− I(Y n;UnC) ≤ I(Xn;Y n)− I(Y n;Un|C)

(f)

≤ nmax
P̄X

I(X;Y )−
n∑
t=1

I(Y n;Ut|U t−1C)

= nmax
P̄X

I(X;Y )−
n∑
t=1

I(Y nU t−1C;Ut) +
n∑
t=1

I(U t−1C;Ut) (4.28)

(g)
= nmax

P̄X
I(X;Y )−

n∑
t=1

I(Y nU t−1C;Ut) ≤ nmax
P̄X

I(X;Y )−
n∑
t=1

I(Y nC;Ut)

= nmax
P̄X

I(X;Y )− nI(Y nC;UT |T ) = nmax
P̄X

I(X;Y )− nI(Y nCT ;UT ) + nI(T ;UT )
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(h)
= nmax

P̄X
I(X;Y )− nI(Y nCT ;U).

where (e) follows from the Markov chain (Un, C) − Xn − Y n, (f) from Lemma A.11 which
proves that the capacity per transmission is not increased if we use a discrete memoryless chan-
nel many times. Finally, (g) and (h) come from the i.i.d. nature of the source P̄U and the
independence of the source from the common randomness.

Then, we conclude by identifying the auxiliary random variable Wt with (C, Y n) for each
t ∈ J1, nK and W with (WT , T ) = (C, Y n, T ). �

A more general model Now suppose that Eve, the eavesdropper, observes the signal Zn sent
over the channel P̄Z|X as in Figure 4.9. We want the induced joint distribution PUnV nZn to
satisfy the strong secrecy condition [8] while strongly coordinating (Un, V n):

Figure 4.9: Wiretap channel: the eavesdropper observes Zn.

Definition 4.17 A pair (P̄UV , R0) is achievable for secure strong coordination if there exists a
sequence (fn, gn) of encoders-decoders with rate of common randomness R0, such that

lim
n→∞

V
(
PUnV n , P̄

⊗n
UV

)
= 0, (4.29)

lim
n→∞

D(PUnV nZn‖PUnV nPZn) = lim
n→∞

I(UnV n;Zn) = 0, (4.30)

where PUnXnY nZnV n is the joint distribution induced by the code. The secure strong coordina-
tion region SZ is the closure of the set of achievable pairs (P̄UV , R0).

We have the following inner bound, proved in Appendix B.4.2.

Proposition 4.18 An inner bound for the secure strong coordination region is

SZ,in :=



P̄UV = P̄U P̄V |U
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UV , R0) P̄UWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄V |W
∃ P̄X I(W ;U) ≤ I(X;Y )

R0 ≥ I(UV ;W ) + (I(X;Z)− I(X;Y ))

|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1


. (4.31)

Remark 4.19 - Degraded channel. Suppose the eavesdropper observes a degraded version of the
signal obtained by the legitimate receiver as in Figure 4.10: P̄Y Z|X = P̄Y |XP̄Z|Y .
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Figure 4.10: Degraded wiretap channel.

In this case Cs := maxP̄X (I(X;Y )− I(X;Z)) is the secrecy capacity of a degraded wire-
tap channel [8, Corollary 3.1] . If we also suppose all the channels to be symmetric, the uniform
distribution P̄X(x) = 1/|X |, ∀x ∈ X , maximizes the mutual information I(X;Y ) as well as
the difference I(X;Y )− I(X;Z). In this case, the inner bound in (4.31) becomes:

Sin, deg :=



P̄UV = P̄U P̄V |U
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UV , R0) P̄UWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄V |W
I(W ;U) ≤ maxP̄X I(X;Y )

R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )− Cs
|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1


. (4.32)

Note that we can give the following interpretation of Sin, deg: it is possible to save on common
randomness by generating random bits and sending them securely over the wiretap channel.





5 EXPLICIT SCHEMES FOR COORDINATION:
POLAR CODES

Although our achievability results in Chapter 3 and 4 shed some light on the fundamental limits
of coordination over noisy channels, the problem of designing practical codes for strong coordi-
nation in this setting is still open. Then, the objective of this chapter is to provide a constructive
counterpart to the theoretical research on coordination. Specifically, we investigate the design
of explicit codes for strong coordination, and, because of their strong theoretical properties and
of the analogy with random binning, we choose polar codes for our construction.

Note that polar codes have already been proposed for coordination in other settings: [5]
proposes polar coding schemes for point-to-point empirical coordination with error-free links
and uniform actions, while [15, 13] generalize the polar coding scheme to the case of non-
uniform actions. Polar coding for strong point-to-point coordination has been presented in
[11, 15, 13]. In [56] the authors construct a joint coordination-channel polar coding scheme for
strong coordination of actions.
In this chapter, we focus on designing codes that allow joint strong coordination of signals and
actions over noisy channels, and we prove in particular that the inner bound of Theorem 3.3 is
achievable with polar codes.

We dedicate Section 5.1 to summarize the results and properties of source polarization [1, 2],
and in Section 5.2 we introduce the polar coding properties which represent the equivalents of
the random binning properties of Section 2.4. Then, in Section 5.3 we present an explicit
scheme for strong coordination in the simplified scenario of no state and no side information.
A polar coding scheme for empirical coordination for the same setting is detailed in Appendix
C.3.1.

5.1 Source polarization

Polar codes, introduced by Arıkan in [1], provide the first deterministic construction of capacity-
achieving codes for any binary symmetric discrete memoryless channel (B-DMC). In [1], Arıkan
applies a simple linear transform to the channel inputs before transmission and a successive can-
cellation decoder at the output. The idea of polar codes is based on the recursive repetition of
the same linear transform in order to obtain, from n independent copies of a given B-DMC W ,
a second set of n binary-input channels such that, as n becomes large, these effective channels
tend towards either a completely noisy channel or an error-free channel with the fraction of

65
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error-free channels approaching the capacity of W .
In this thesis we are interested in the notion of source polarization, introduced by Arıkan

in [2], which complements channel polarization. Let (X, Y ) generated according to PXY be
an arbitrary pair of random variables over X × Y with X = {0, 1} and Y an arbitrary finite
set. The pair (X, Y ) constitutes a discrete memoryless source (DMS), with X as the part to
be compressed and Y in the role of side-information about X . Shannon’s lossless source cod-
ing theorem states that an encoder can compress (Xn, Y n) into a codeword of length roughly
nH(X|Y ) bits so that a decoder observing the codeword and Y n can recover Xn reliably,
provided n is sufficiently large. In [2], Arıkan describes a method based on polarization that
achieves this compression bound.

Consider n independent copies of the source (Xn, Y n) = {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1, where n = 2m,
m ≥ 1. We note Zn := XnGn the polarization of Xn, where the polarization transform Gn is
defined as

Gn :=

[
1 0

1 1

]⊗m
Bn.

The symbol ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, and Bn is the “bit-reversal” permutation defined
in [1] as

Bn : = Rn(I2 ⊗Rn/2)(I4 ⊗Rn/4) . . . (In/2 ⊗R2)

where Rn : An → An is the permutation operator defined as follows

Rn(ai) :=

{
a2i−1 i ∈ J1, n/2K,

a2i−n i ∈ Jn/2 + 1, nK.

Note that Gn is invertible and Gn = G−1
n .

The main result on source polarization for binary alphabets X = {0, 1} is the following.

Theorem 5.1 - Source polarization [2, Theorem 1] Let (X, Y ) be a DMS. For any n = 2m ,
m ≥ 1, let Zn = XnGn. Then, for any δ ∈ (0, 1), as n tends to infinity

|{i ∈ J1, nK | H(Zi|Y nZi−1) ∈ (1− δ, 1]}|
n

→ H(X|Y ),

|{i ∈ J1, nK | H(Zi|Y nZi−1) ∈ [0, δ)}|
n

→ 1−H(X|Y ).

Now, we introduce the following notation.

Definition 5.2 - Very high and high entropy sets For some 0 < β < 1/2, let δn = 2−n
β

and define
the very high and high entropy sets:

VX|Y := {j ∈ J1, nK | H(Zj|Zj−1Y n) > 1− δn} very high entropy set,
HX|Y := {j ∈ J1, nK | H(Zj|Zj−1Y n) > δn} high entropy set.

(5.1)
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The cardinality of the very high and high entropy set bits is characterized in the following
result.

Lemma 5.3 - Cardinality of the very high and high entropy sets [2, 14] The very high entropy and
high entropy sets have the following properties:

lim
n→∞

|VX|Y |
n

= H(X|Y ), [14, Lemma 1]

lim
n→∞

|HX|Y |
n

= H(X|Y ), [2, Theorem 1]

lim
n→∞

|Hc
X|Y |
n

= 1−H(X|Y ). [2, Theorem 1]

One consequence of source polarization is the fact that it is possible to compress the source
Xn using Y n as side information by computing Zn = XnGn and selecting its high entropy bits
Zn[HX|Y ]. We recall the definition of successive cancellation decoder.

Definition 5.4 - Successive cancellation decoding [2, 61] Let (X, Y ) be a DMS and letZn = XnGn.
Having received Z[HX|Y ] and knowing Y n the decoder sequentially builds an estimate Ẑn as
follows

Ẑi =


Zi if i ∈ HX|Y ,

0 if i ∈ Hc
X|Y and Ln(Y n, Zi−1) ≥ 1,

1 else,

where Ln is the likelihood ratio defined as

Ln(Y n, Zi−1) :=
P̄Zi|Zi−1Y n(0|Ẑi−1Y n)

P̄Zi|Zi−1Y n(1|Ẑi−1Y n)
.

Then, the decoder computes X̂n = ẐnGn.

Theorem 5.5 - Error probability for source polar coding [2, 61] For any fixed rate R > H(X|Y )

and β < 1/2, the probability of error for the successive cancellation decoding method for polar
source coding is bounded as pe = O(2−n

β
).

Moreover, a number of works employs the successive cancellation operation at the encoder
side to generate a realization of Xn given Y n and Z[HX|Y ] using a stochastic encoder rather
than a hard decision based on the likelihood ratio [34, 15, 13]. Here, we consider the definition
of [15, 13].

Definition 5.6 - Successive cancellation encoding [15, 13] Let (X, Y ) be a DMS and let Zn =

XnGn. Given Y n andZ[HX|Y ], the encoder sequentially builds an estimate Ẑn ofZn generated
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according to the conditional distribution

PẐi|Ẑi−1Y n =

{
1Ẑi|Zi if i ∈ VX|Y ,
PZi|Zi−1Y n if i ∈ VcX|Y .

5.2 From random binning to polar codes

Our random binning achievability proofs are based on proving that the random binning scheme
we defined is close in total variational distance to a random coding scheme, and this relies on
two results: Lemma 2.19 and Lemma 2.20. Inspired by [12, 14], the key idea to translate a ran-
dom binning achievability proof into a polar coding achievability proof is to use the following
results.

The following result, adapted from [12, Lemma 3], is a consequence of Theorem 5.1 and
Theorem 5.5.

Lemma 5.7 - Source coding with side information using polar codes Consider a discrete memory-
less source (An, Bn) generated i.i.d. according to PAB, where An is the part to be compressed
and Bn is side information. Suppose |A| = {0, 1}. We denote Zn := AnGn the polarization of
An. We consider the high entropy setHA|B and the restriction of Zn to the very high entropy bits
Z[HA|B]. For every j ∈ J1, nK, we generate Ẑn as in Definition 5.4 and compute Ân := ẐnGn.
Then,

P{Ân 6= An} ≤ δn.

Note that the high entropy bits in positions HA|B play the same role as the random binning
index in Lemma 2.19.

Moreover, the lemma is still valid if, instead of the decoder of Definition 5.4, we use the a
stochastic decoder, as proved in Appendix C.1.

Remark 5.8 - Source coding with side information using a stochastic decoder. Consider a DMS
(An, Bn) as above, and Zn := AnGn the polarization of An. We consider the very high entropy
set HA|B and Z[HA|B]. For every j ∈ J1, nK, we generate Ẑn according to the conditional
distribution

PẐi|Ẑi−1Bn =

{
1Ẑi|Zi if i ∈ HA|B,

PZi|Zi−1Bn if i ∈ Hc
A|B .

The decoder computes Ân := ẐnGn. Then, P{Ân 6= An} ≤ δn.

Now, we state the counterpart of Lemma 2.20. This result, adapted from [12, Lemma 4], is
proved in Appendix C.2.

Lemma 5.9 - Channel randomness extraction using polar codes Consider a discrete memoryless
source (An, Bn) generated according to PAB, and suppose |A| = {0, 1}. Let Zn := AnGn be
the polarization of An. We consider the restriction of Zn to the very high entropy bits Z[VA|B].
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Then,
D(PZ[VA|B ]Bn‖QZ[VA|B ]PBn) ≤ nδn,

and therefore by Pinsker’s inequality we have

V(PZ[VA|B ]Bn , QZ[VA|B ]PBn) ≤
√

2 log 2
√
nδn.

Note that the very high entropy bits in positions VA|B play the same role as the random
binning index in Lemma 2.20.

The previous lemmas suggest that achievability results proved via random binning argu-
ments can be turned into explicit coding schemes using polar codes. Intuitively, every time that
the random binning proof involves Lemma 2.19, this can be substituted with Lemma 5.7 using
the high entropy setHA|B. On the other hand, whenever Lemma 2.20 is needed, we can use the
very high entropy set VA|B and Lemma 5.9.

However, as we will see in the next section, if in the proof the side information in Lemma
5.7 is different from the side information in Lemma 5.9, the high entropy and very high entropy
sets may not necessarily be aligned. Thus, the coding scheme requires to deal with this issue
carefully, and in order to realign the indices we use a chaining construction over k blocks.

5.3 Polar coding for strong coordination of signals and actions over noisy channels

We present a joint source-channel polar coding scheme for strong coordination that achieves
joint coordination of signals and actions over a noisy channel. We focus on channels without
state and side information for simplicity, and we show that the inner bound Rin for the coordi-
nation region of Theorem 3.3 is achievable using polar codes, if we assume that between the
encoder and decoder there is an error-free channel of negligible rate.

For brevity, we only focus on the set of achievable distributions in Rin for which the aux-
iliary variable W is binary. The scheme can be extended to the case of a non-binary random
variable W using non-binary polar codes when |W| is a prime number [60].

Theorem 5.10 The subset of the regionRin defined in (3.1) for which the auxiliary random vari-
able W is binary is achievable using polar codes, provided there exists an error-free channel of
negligible rate between the encoder and decoder.

5.3.1 Polar coding scheme

To convert the information-theoretic achievability proof of Theorem 3.3 into a polar coding
proof, we use source polarization [2] to induce the desired joint distribution. Inspired by [12],
we want to translate the random binning scheme into a polar coding scheme.
The key step for coordination is to generate the same auxiliary sequence W n at both decoder
and encoder. Once this is accomplished, the task is essentially done because the sequences Xn

and Y n with the correct distribution can be generated via the conditional distributions P̄X|U and
the channel P̄Y |X ; hence, the appropriate V n can be drawn at the decoder.
As we will show, the information constraints and rate conditions found in the random binning
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proof directly convert into the definition of the polarization sets. In the random binning scheme
we reduced the amount of common randomness F by having the nodes to agree on an instance
of F , here we recycle some common randomness using a chaining construction as in [32, 55].

Consider random vectors Un, W n, Xn, Y n and V n generated i.i.d. according to (3.5)

P̄UnP̄Wn|UnP̄Xn|WnUnP̄Y n|XnP̄V n|WnY n

that satisfies the inner bound of (3.1):

Rin =



P̄UXY V = P̄U P̄X|U P̄Y |XP̄V |UXY
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UXY V , R0) P̄UXYWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(W ;U) ≤ I(W ;Y )

R0 ≥ I(W ;UXV |Y )


.

Let Zn := W nGn be the polarization of W n. For some 0 < β < 1/2, let δn = 2−n
β and

define the very high entropy and high entropy sets:

VW : =
{
j ∈ J1, nK | H(Zj|Zj−1) > 1− δn

}
,

VW |U : =
{
j ∈ J1, nK | H(Zj|Zj−1Un) > 1− δn

}
,

VW |Y : =
{
j ∈ J1, nK | H(Zj|Zj−1Y n) > 1− δn

}
,

HW |Y : =
{
j ∈ J1, nK | H(Zj|Zj−1Y n) > δn

}
.

(5.2)

We define the following disjoint sets:

A1 := VW |U ∩HW |Y , A2 := VW |U ∩Hc
W |Y , (5.3)

A3 := VcW |U ∩HW |Y , A4 := VcW |U ∩Hc
W |Y .

The cardinality of these sets is characterized as follows.

Remark 5.11 - Cardinality. It follows from Corollary 5.3 that:

- VW |Y ⊂ HW |Y and lim
n→∞

|HW |Y \ VW |Y |
n

= 0,

- lim
n→∞

|VW |U |
n

= H(W |U),

- lim
n→∞

|HW |Y |
n

= H(W |Y ).

Since H(W |U) − H(W |Y ) = I(W ;Y ) − I(W ;U), for sufficiently large n the assumption
I(W ;Y ) ≥ I(W ;U) directly implies that |A2| ≥ |A3|.
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Remark 5.12 - Side information asymmetry. Note that the encoder can use its observation of
the source to generate the bits of Zn (and therefore W n). The decoder, on the other hand, re-
constructs Ẑn (and therefore Ŵ n) using the output of the channel as side information. More
precisely, at the encoder we have two sets of bits, A1 and A2, which are almost uniformly
random given the source since A1 ∪ A2 = VW |U , and two sets of bits, A3 and A4, which are
almost deterministic given the source since A3 ∪ A4 = VcW |U . Then, the bits A1 and A2 can
be generated uniformly at random, and the bits A3 and A4 can be generated using successive
cancellation encoding according to P̄Zi|Zi−1Un as in Definition 5.6.
At the decoder the situation is slightly different, because the output of the channel Y n is playing
the role of the side information. Then, the sets A1 and A3 are almost uniformly random given
the output of the channel, and A2 and A4 almost deterministic and can be generated using suc-
cessive cancellation decoding as in Definition 5.4 according to P̄Zi|Zi−1Y n .
We individuate a “problematic” set A3, which is a non-empty set of bits that are almost deter-
ministic for the encoder but can not be recovered reliably at the decoder. To solve this asymme-
try, we use a chaining construction over k blocks as in [32, 55] to ensure proper alignment of
the polarized sets.

Encoding The encoder observes k blocks of the source Un
(1:k) := (Un

(1), . . . , U
n
(k)) and gen-

erates for each block i ∈ J1, kK a random variable Zn
(i) following the procedure described in

Algorithm 1. The chaining construction proceeds as follows:

- Let A′1 := VW |UXY V , observe that A′1 is a subset of A1 since VW |UXY V ⊂ VW |U and
VW |UXY V ⊂ VW |Y ⊂ HW |Y . The bits in A′1 ⊂ VW |U in block i ∈ J1, kK are chosen with
uniform probability using a uniform randomness source C̄ ′ shared with the decoder, and
their value is reused over all blocks;

- The bits in A1 \A′1 ⊂ VW |U in block i ∈ J1, kK are chosen with uniform probability using
a uniform randomness source C̄i shared with the decoder;

- In the first block the bits in A2 ⊂ VW |U are chosen with uniform probability using a local
randomness source M ;

- For the following blocks, let A′3 be a subset of A2 such that |A′3| = |A3|. The bits of A3 in
block i are sent to A′3 in the block i+ 1 using a one-time pad with key Ci. Thanks to the
Crypto Lemma, if we choose Ci of size |A3| to be a uniform random key, the bits in A′3
in the block i + 1 are uniform. The bits in A2 \ A′3 are chosen with uniform probability
using the local randomness source M ;

- The bits in A3 and in A4 are generated according to the previous bits using successive
cancellation encoding as in Definition 5.6. Note that it is possible to sample efficiently
from P̄Zi|Zi−1Un given Un.

As in [12], to deal with unaligned indices, chaining also requires in the last encoding block
to transmit Z(k)[A3] to the decoder. Hence the coding scheme requires an error-free channel
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between the encoder and decoder which has negligible rate since |Z(k)[A3]| ≤ |HW |Y | and

lim
n→∞
k→∞

|HW |Y |
kn

= lim
k→∞

H(W |Y )

k
= 0.

The encoder then computes W n
(i) = Zn

(i)Gn for i = 1, . . . , k and generates Xn
(i) symbol by

symbol from W n
(i) and Un

(i) using the conditional distribution

P̄Xj,(i)|Wj,(i)Uj,(i)(x|w̃j,(i), uj,(i)) = P̄X|WU(x|wj,(i), uj,(i))

and sends Xn
(i) over the channel.

Figure 5.1: Chaining construction for block Markov encoding

Decoding The decoding procedure described in Algorithm 2 proceeds as follows. The de-
coder observes (Y n

(1), . . . , Y
n

(k)) and Z(k)[A3] which allows it to decode in reverse order. For
i ∈ J1, kK , we note Ẑn

(i) the estimate of Zn
(i) at the decoder generated as in Definition 5.4. By

Lemma 5.7, Zn is equal to Ẑn with high probability. In block i ∈ J1, kK, the decoder has access
to Ẑ(i)[A1 ∪ A3] = Ẑ(i)[HW |Y ]:

- the bits in A1 in block i correspond to shared randomness C̄ ′ and C̄i for A′1 and A1 \ A′1
respectively;

- in block i ∈ [1, k − 1] the bits in A3 are obtained by successfully recovering A2 in block
i+ 1.

Rate of common randomness The rate of common randomness is I(W ;UXV |Y ) since:

lim
n→∞

k|A1| − (k − 1)|A′1|+ (k − 1)|A3|
kn

= lim
n→∞

|A1|+ |A3| − |A′1|
n

= H(W |Y )−H(W |UXY V ) = I(W ;UXV |Y ).
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Algorithm 1: Encoding
Input : (Un

(1), . . . , U
n
(k)), M local randomness (uniform random bits), common randomness

(C̄ ′, C̄1:k, C1:k−1) shared with the decoder, where C̄ ′ has size |A′1|, C̄1:k has size
k|A1 \A′1|, C1:k−1 has size (k − 1)|A3|.

Output: (Zn(1), . . . , Z
n
(k))

if i = 1 then

Z(1)[A
′
1]←− C̄ ′

Z(1)[A1 \A′1]←− C̄1

Z(1)[A2]←−M

for j ∈ A3 ∪A4 do
Given Un

(1), successively choose the bits Zj,(1) according to

P̄Zj |Zj−1Un(Zj,(1)|Z
j−1
(1) Un

(1)) (5.4)

end
end
for i = 2, . . . , k do

Z(i)[A
′
1]←− C̄ ′

Z(i)[A1 \A′1]←− C̄i

Z(i)[A
′
3]←− Z(i−1)[A3]⊕ Ci−1

Z(i)[A2 \A′3]←−M

for j ∈ A3 ∪A4 do
Given Un

(i), successively choose the bits Zj,(i) according to

P̄Zj |Zj−1Un(Zj,(i)|Z
j
(i−1)U

n
(i)) (5.5)

end
end

Remark 5.13 - Polar coding for empirical coordination. The proposed scheme can easily be
adapted to prove empirical coordination with polar codes. Since empirical coordination re-
quires less common randomness, the polar coding schemes changes in the amount of recycled
common randomness. Moreover, empirical coordination is not compromised if the last block
is not coordinated, as long as the number of blocks k is large enough, and it is not necessary
to require an error-free channel of negligible rate. The complete scheme and the achievability
proof for empirical coordination are in Appendix C.3.
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Algorithm 2: Decoding
Input : (Y n

(1), . . . , Y
n

(k)), Z(k)[A3] shared with the encoder, common randomness
(C̄ ′, C̄1:k−1, C1:k−1) shared with the encoder, where C̄ ′ has size |A′1|, C̄1:k has size
k|A1 \A′1| and C1:k−1 has size (k − 1)|A3|.

Output: (Ẑn(1), . . . , Ẑ
n
(k))

for i = k, . . . , 1 do
Ẑ(i)[A

′
1]←− C̄ ′ Ẑ(i)[A1 \A′1]←− C̄i

if i = k then
Ẑ(i)[A3] shared with the decoder

end
else

Ẑ(i)[A3]←− Ẑ(i+1)[A
′
3]

end
for j ∈ A2 ∪A4 do

Successively choose the bits according to Ẑj,(i) =

{
0 if Ln(Y n

(i), Z
j−1
(i−1)) ≥ 1

1 else
where

Ln(Y n
(i), Z

j−1
(i−1)) =

P̄
Zj,(i)|Z

j−1
(i−1)

Y n
(i)

(0|Ẑj−1
(i−1)Y

n
(i))

P̄
Zj,(i)|Z

j−1
(i−1)

Y n
(i)

(1|Ẑj−1
(i−1)Y

n
(i))

end
end

5.3.2 Achievability

We note with P the joint distribution induced by the encoding and decoding algorithm of the
previous sections. The proof of Theorem 5.10 requires a few steps, here presented as different
lemmas.

Coordination in one block First, we want to show that we have strong coordination in each
block.

Lemma 5.14 In each block i ∈ J1, kK, we have

V(PUn
(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
V n
(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY V ) ≤ δ(1)

n (5.6)

where δ(1)
n := 2P

{
Ŵ n

(i) 6= W n
(i)

}
+
√

2 log 2
√
nδn.

Proof. First, we need the following result, which is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.9.

Lemma 5.15 For i ∈ J1, kK, we have

V(PUn
(i)
Wn

(i)
, P̄⊗nUW ) ≤ δ(2)

n
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where δ(2)
n :=

√
2 log 2

√
nδn.

Proof. Recall that W n
(i) = Zn

(i)Gn, W n = ZnGn. Then, in each block i ∈ J1, kK, we have

D(P̄⊗nUW‖PUn(i)Wn
(i)

)
(a)
=D(P̄⊗nUZ‖PUn(i)Zn(i))

(b)
=D(P̄⊗nUZ[A1∪A2]‖PUn(i)Z(i)[A1∪A2])

(c)

≤nδn, (5.7)

where (a) comes from the invertibility of Gn, (b) from the fact that we can consider only the
very high entropy bits since

D(P̄⊗nUZ‖PUn(i)Zn(i))
(d)
=D(P̄Zn|Un‖PZn

(i)
|Un

(i)
|P̄Un)

(e)
=

n∑
j=1

D(P̄Zj |Zj−1Un‖PZ(i),j |Z
j−1
(i)

Un
(i)
|P̄Zj−1Un) (5.8)

(f)
=

∑
j∈A1∪A2

D(PZj |Zj−1Un‖PZ(i),j |Z
j−1
(i)

Un
(i)
|P̄Zj−1Un)

(g)
=D(P̄⊗nUZ[A1∪A2]‖PUn(i)Zn(i)[A1∪A2]),

where (d), (e) and (g) come by the chain rule for the divergence (Lemma A.5), and (f) is true
because Zn

(i) is generated according to Definition 5.6.
Finally (c) comes from Lemma 5.9.
Therefore, applying Pinsker’s inequality to (5.7) we have

V(PUn
(i)
Wn

(i)
, P̄⊗nUW ) ≤

√
2 log 2

√
nδn := δ(2)

n → 0. �

Now, note that Xn
(i) is generated symbol by symbol from Un

(i) and W n
(i) via the condi-

tional distribution P̄X|UW and Y n
(i) is generated symbol by symbol via the channel P̄Y |X . By

Lemma 2.13, we add first Xn
(i) and then Y n

(i) and we obtain that for each i ∈ J1, kK,

V(PUn
(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY ) = V(PUn

(i)
Wn

(i)
, P̄⊗nUW ) ≤ δ(2)

n (5.9)

and therefore the left-hand side of (5.9) vanishes.
Observe that we cannot use Lemma 2.13 again because V n

(i) is generated using Ŵ n
(i) (i.e. the

estimate of W n
(i) at the decoder) and not W n

(i). By the triangle inequality for all i ∈ J1, kK

V(PUn
(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY )≤V(PUn

(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, PUn

(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)

)+V(PUn
(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY ).

(5.10)
We have proved in (5.9) that the second term of the right-hand side in (5.10) goes to zero, we
show that the first term tends to zero as well.

We recall the definition of coupling and the basic coupling inequality for two random vari-
ables [53].

Definition 5.16 A coupling of two probability distributions PA and PA′ on the same measurable
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space A is any probability distribution P̂AA′ on the product measurable space A × A whose
marginals are PA and PA′ .

Proposition 5.17 - Coupling property [53, I.2.6] Given two random variables A, A′ with proba-
bility distributions PA, PA′ , any coupling P̂AA′ of PA, PA′ satisfies

V(PA, PA′) ≤ 2PP̂AA′{A 6= A′}.

Now, we apply the coupling property to

A = Un
(i)Ŵ

n
(i)X

n
(i)Y

n
(i), A′ = Un

(i)W
n
(i)X

n
(i)Y

n
(i),

P = PUn
(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, P ′ = PUn

(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
,

on A = U ×W ×X × Y . Since by Lemma 5.7 we have

pe := P
{
Ŵ n

(i) 6= W n
(i)

}
≤ δn,

we find that V(PUn
(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, PUn

(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)

) ≤ 2pe and therefore

V(PUn
(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY ) ≤ 2pe + δ(2)

n = δ(1)
n → 0.

Since V n
i is generated symbol by symbol from Ŵ n

i and Y n
i , we apply Lemma 2.13 and find

V(PUn
(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
V n
(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY V ) ≤ δ(1)

n → 0. �

Coordination of two consecutive blocks Now, we want to show that two consecutive blocks
are almost independent. To simplify the notation, we set

L := UnXnY nV n

Li := Un
(i)X

n
(i)Y

n
(i)V

n
(i) i ∈ J1, kK

La:b := Un
(a:b)X

n
(a:b)Y

n
(a:b)V

n
(a:b) Ja, bK ⊂ J1, kK

Lemma 5.18 For i ∈ J2, kK, we have

V(PLi−1:iC̄′ , PLi−1C̄′PLi) ≤ δ(3)
n

where δ(3)
n :=

√
2 log 2

√
nδn + 2δ

(1)
n (log |U × X ×W ×Y × V| − log δ

(1)
n ) and δ(1)

n is defined
in Lemma 5.14.

Proof. For i ∈ J2, kK, we have

D(PLi−1:iC̄′‖PLi−1C̄′PLi) = I(Li−1C̄
′;Li)

(a)
=I(Li; C̄

′) + I(Li−1;Li|C̄ ′)
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(b)
=I(Li; C̄

′) = I(Li;Z(i)[A
′
1])

(c)
=|A′1| −H(Z(i)[A

′
1]|Li) (5.11)

(d)
=|A′1| −H(Z[A′1]|L) + δ(4)

n

(e)

≤|A′1| −
∑
j∈A′1

H(Zj|Zj−1L) + δ(4)
n

(f)

≤|A′1| − |A′1|(1− δn) + δ(4)
n ≤ nδn + δ(4)

n

where (a) comes from the chain rule, (b) from the Markov chain Li−1 − C̄ ′ − Li, (c) from the
fact that the bits in A′1 are uniform. To prove (d) observe that

H(Z(i)[A
′
1]|Li)−H(Z[A′1]|L) = H(Z(i)[A

′
1]Li)−H(Z[A′1]L)−H(Li) +H(L)

(g)

≤δ(1)
n log

|U × X ×W ×Y × V|
δ

(1)
n

+δ(1)
n log

|U × X × Y × V|
δ

(1)
n

≤ 2δ(1)
n (log |U × X ×W ×Y × V| − log δ(1)

n ) := δ(4)
n

where (g) comes from Lemma A.16 since

V(PLi , P̄
⊗n
UXY V ) ≤ V(PLiWn

(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY V ) ≤ δ(1)

n

that vanishes as n goes to infinity. Finally (e) is true because conditioning does not increase
entropy and (f) comes by definition of the set A′1. Then from Pinsker’s inequality

V(PLi−1:iC̄′ , PLi−1C̄′PLi) ≤
√

2 log 2

√
nδn + δ

(4)
n = δ(3)

n → 0. �

Coordination of all blocks Now that we have proven the asymptotical independence of two
consecutive blocks, we use Lemma 5.18 to prove the asymptotical independence of all blocks.
First we need an intermediate step.

Lemma 5.19 We have

V(PL1:k
,
k∏
i=1

PLi) ≤
√
k − 1δ(3)

n

where δ(3)
n is defined in Lemma 5.18.

Proof. We have

D(PL1:k
‖

k∏
i=1

PLi)
(a)
=

k∑
i=2

I(Li;L1:i−1) ≤
k∑
i=2

I(Li;L1:i−1C̄
′)

=
k∑
i=2

(
I(Li;Li−1C̄

′) +
i−2∑
j=1

I(Li;Li−j−1|Li−j:i−1C̄
′)

)

≤
k∑
i=2

(
I(Li;Li−1C̄

′) +
i−2∑
j=1

I(Li;Li−j−1:i−2|Li−1C̄
′)

)
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(b)
=

k∑
i=2

I(Li;Li−1C̄
′)

(c)

≤(k − 1)(nδn + δ(4)
n )

where (a) comes from [13, Lemma 15], (b) is true because the dependence structure of the
blocks gives the Markov chain Li−j−1:i−2 − Li−1C̄

′ − Li and (c) follows from (5.11). We
conclude with Pinsker’s inequality.

Finally, we prove the asymptotical independence of all blocks.

Lemma 5.20 We have
V(PL1:k

, P̄⊗nkUXY V ) ≤ δ(5)
n

where δ(5)
n :=

√
k(δ

(3)
n + δ

(2)
n ) and δ(2)

n and δ(3)
n are defined in Lemma 5.15 and Lemma 5.18

respectively.

Proof. By the triangle inequality

V
(
PL1:k

, P̄⊗nkUXY V

)
≤ V

(
PL1:k

,
k∏
i=1

PLi

)
+ V

(
k∏
i=1

PLi , P̄
⊗nk
UXY V

)
(5.12)

where the first term is smaller than
√
k − 1δ

(3)
n by Lemma 5.19. To bound the second term,

observe that

D

(
k∏
i=1

PLi

wwwwP̄⊗nkUXY V

)
= D

(
k∏
i=1

PLi

wwww k∏
i=1

P̄⊗nUXY V

)
=

k∑
i=1

D
(
PLi‖P̄⊗nUXY V

)
. (5.13)

By the chain rule we have that D(PLi‖P̄⊗nUXY V ) ≤ D(PLiWn
(i)
‖P̄⊗nUWXY V ). Since Xn

(i), Y
n

(i) and
V n

(i) are generated symbol by symbol via the conditional distributions P̄X|UW , P̄Y |X and P̄V |WY

respectively, by Lemma 2.14 we have that

D(PLiWn
(i)
‖P̄⊗nUWXY V ) = D(PUn

(i)
Wn

(i)
‖P̄UW ). (5.14)

Hence, we have

D(
k∏
i=1

PLi‖P̄⊗knUXY V ) =
k∑
i=1

D(PLi‖P̄⊗nUXY V )
(a)

≤
k∑
i=1

D(PUn
(i)
Wn

(i)
‖P̄⊗nUW )

(b)
=knδn

where (a) follows from the chain rule and (5.14) and (b) comes from (5.7). Then, by Pinsker’s
inequality, (5.12) becomes:

V(PL1:k
, P̄⊗nkUXY V ) ≤

√
k − 1δ(3)

n +
√
kδ(2)

n ≤
√
k(δ(3)

n + δ(2)
n ) = δ(5)

n → 0. �



6 COORDINATION OF SIGNALS AND ACTIONS WITH

STRICTLY CAUSAL ENCODER

Until now we have considered joint source-channel coordination in the presence of a non-causal
encoder and non-causal decoder. In this chapter, we examine the case in which the encoder
is strictly causal, which has the benefit of shortening the transmission delay. For empirical
coordination, [24] provides a complete characterization of the region using similar methods
to those used in the analysis of causal state amplification in [16, 17]. Although the strong
coordination region is still unknown, in Section 6.1 we provide an inner and an outer bound
that differ only in the amount of common randomness needed to strongly coordinate signals
and actions. The achievability proof relies on a random binning argument as in Section 3.1.1,
but the nature of this setting presents some extra difficulties. In fact, the information about the
source at time i is needed for the reconstruction, but is observed by the encoder only at time
i + 1. So this information must be recovered by the decoder at a later time. In order to ensure
coordination, we use a block-Markov scheme and a one-time pad.

Finally, similarly to what we have done in Chapter 5, in Section 6.2 we prove that polar
codes provide a constructive alternative to random binning proofs and we describe the explicit
scheme for strong coordination.

6.1 Strong coordination with a strictly causal encoder

Figure 6.1: Coordination of signals and actions for a two-node network with strictly causal encoder and non-causal
decoder.

We focus here on the setting, depicted in Figure 6.1 in which the encoder is strictly causal.
For simplicity, we consider the setting without state and side information, and we suppose that
the encoder and the decoder have access to a shared source of uniform randomnessC ∈ J1, 2nR0K.
Let Un ∈ Un be an i.i.d. source with distribution P̄U . At time i ∈ J1, nK, the strictly
causal encoder observes the sequence U i−1 ∈ Un, common randomness C and selects a sig-
nal Xi = fi(U

i−1, C), where fi : U i−1 × J1, 2nR0K → X is a stochastic function. The signal

79
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Xn = (X1, . . . , Xn) is transmitted over a discrete memoryless channel P̄Y |X . Upon observing
Y n and the common randomness C, the decoder selects an action V n = gn(Y n, C), where
gn : Yn × J1, 2nR0K → Vn is a stochastic map. Let fn := {fi}ni=1 for block length n. The pair
(fn, gn) constitutes a code. We slightly modify the definitions of achievability and of the strong
coordination in this setting.

Definition 6.1 A pair (P̄UXY V , R0) is achievable for strong coordination if there exists a se-
quence (fn, gn) of strictly causal encoders and non-causal decoders with rate of common ran-
domness R0, such that for every ε > 0 there exists n ∈ N and (U ñ, X ñ, Y ñ, V ñ) a sufficiently
long sub-sequence of (Un, Xn, Y n, V n) with ñ > (1− ε)n that satisfies

lim
n→∞

V
(
PU ñXñY ñV ñ , P̄

⊗ñ
UXY V

)
= 0

where P is the joint distribution induced by the code. The strong coordination regionRSC is the
closure of the set of achievable pairs (P̄UXY V , R0).

Remark 6.2 - The classical definition does not apply. The definition for strong coordination in
this setting is slightly different from Definition 3.1, which for the strictly causal encoder would
be satisfied only by trivial distributions since the last block of the source will never be observed
by the encoder. Here, we avoid this issue by losing coordination in a negligible fraction of time
slots.

This precaution is not necessary when we consider empirical coordination, since losing
coordination in only a few time slots does not affect the average behavior over time.

The problem of characterizing the strong coordination region is still open, but we establish
the following inner and outer bounds.

Theorem 6.3 Let P̄U and P̄Y |X be the given source and channel parameters, thenRSC,in ⊆ RSC

⊆ RSC,out

RSC,in :=



P̄UXY V = P̄U P̄XP̄Y |XP̄V |UXY
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UXY V , R0) P̄UXY VW = P̄U P̄XP̄W |UXP̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(WX;U) ≤ I(WX;Y )

R0 ≥ I(W ;UXV |Y ) +H(X|WY )


, (6.1)

RSC,out :=



P̄UXY V = P̄U P̄XP̄Y |XP̄V |UXY
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UXY V , R0) P̄UXY VW = P̄U P̄XP̄W |UXP̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(WX;U) ≤ I(WX;Y )

R0 ≥ I(W ;UXV |Y )

|W| ≤ |U × X × Y × V|+ 4


. (6.2)

Remark 6.4 - Equivalent characterization. By the chain rule, we have

- I(XW ;U) = I(W ;U |X) + I(X;U) = I(W ;U |X) since U and X are independent;
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- I(XW ;Y ) = I(W ;Y |X)+I(X;Y ) = I(X;Y ) because of the Markov chainW−X−Y .

Hence the condition I(WX;U) ≤ I(WX;Y ) in (6.1) and (6.2) is equivalent to I(W ;U |X) ≤
I(X;Y ).

Remark 6.5 - Markov chain decomposition. Observe that the decomposition of the joint distribu-
tions P̄UXY V and P̄UWXY V is equivalently characterized in terms of Markov chains:

U ⊥ X,


U ⊥ X,

Y −X −W,
V − (Y,W )− (X,U).

(6.3)

Comparison with empirical coordination For empirical coordination, [24, Theorem 3] gives
the following characterization of the region with strictly causal encoding:

RSC,e :=



P̄UXY V = P̄U P̄XP̄Y |XP̄V |UXY
∃W taking values in U

P̄UXY V PUWXY V = P̄U P̄XP̄W |XU P̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(X,W ;U) ≤ I(X,W ;Y )

|W| ≤ |U × X × Y × V|+ 1


. (6.4)

Similarly to the case of non-causal encoder and decoder of Section 3.1, inRSC,in andRSC,out the
decomposition of the joint distribution and the information constraints are the same as inRSC,e,
but for strong coordination a positive rate of common randomness is also necessary.

6.1.1 Inner bound

As in Section 3.1.1, the crucial point to prove the achievability is to define a random binning
for the target joint distribution, and a random coding scheme, each of which induces a joint
distribution, and to prove that the two schemes have almost the same statistics. However, the
strictly causal nature of the encoder requires a more subtle random coding scheme with a block-
Markov structure. Here, we present the coding schemes, while the proof that the two schemes
have almost the same statistics is in Appendix B.1.3.

Random binning scheme Assume that the sequences Un, Xn, W n, Y n and V n are jointly
i.i.d. with distribution

P̄UnP̄XnP̄Wn|UnXnP̄Y n|XnP̄V n|WnY n . (6.5)

While in the achievability proof for non-causal encoder and decoder in Theorem 3.3 the
random binning was only defined for the auxiliary variable W n, to deal with the strictly causal
encoder we bin the variable Xn as well. We consider the two following uniform random bin-
nings for Xn:

- M1 = ϕ1(Xn), where ϕ1 : X n → J1, 2nR1K,
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- M2 = ϕ2(Xn), ϕ2 : X n → J1, 2nR2K.

The rates R1 and R2 are chosen as follows:

- R1 + R2 < H(X), so that by Lemma 2.20 there exists one binning (ϕ′1, ϕ
′
2) of X such

that M1 and M2 are almost uniform and almost independent of each other;

- R1 > H(X|Y ), so that by Lemma 2.19 there exists one binning ϕ′1 of X such that it
is possible to reconstruct X from Y and M1 with high probability using a Slepian-Wolf
decoder via the conditional distribution P SW

X̂n|M1Y n

where we can use the same binning ϕ′1 for both conditions, as proved in Remark 3.7.
Then, we consider three uniform random binnings for W n:

- M3 = ϕ3(W n), ϕ3 :Wn → J1, 2nR3K,

- M4 = ϕ4(W n), ϕ4 :Wn → J1, 2nR4K,

- F = ψ(W n), ψ :Wn → J1, 2nRK,

where the rates R3, R4 and R are chosen as follows:

- R3 + R < H(W |XU), so that by Lemma 2.20 there exists one binning (ϕ′3, ψ
′) of W

such that M3 and F are almost uniform and almost independent of X and U ;

- R3 +R4 +R > H(W |X), so that by Lemma 2.19 there exists one binning (ϕ′3, ϕ
′
4, ψ

′) of
W such that it is possible to reconstructW fromX and (M3,M4, F ) with high probability
using a Slepian-Wolf decoder via the conditional distribution P SW

Ŵn|M3M4FXn ,

and we can use the same binning (ϕ′3, ψ
′) for both conditions, as proved in Remark 3.7.

This defines a joint distribution:

P RB :=P̄UnP̄XnP̄Wn|UnXnP̄M1|XnP̄M2|XnP̄M3|WnP̄M4|WnP̄F |WnP̄Y n|XnP̄V n|WnY n . (6.6)

In particular, the conditional distributions P RB
M4|M3XnUn , P RB

Wn|M3M4FXn and P RB
Xn|M1M2M3F

are
well-defined.

Random coding scheme In this section we follow the approach in [70, Section IV.E] and [31].
Suppose that encoder and decoder have access to extra randomness F , where F is generated
uniformly at random in J1, 2nRK with distribution QF independently of the rest of the common
randomness.

Encoder We use a chaining construction over k blocks of length n in which the encoder
observes Un

(1:k) := (Un
(1), . . . , U

n
(k)), where Un

(i) for i ∈ J1, kK are k blocks of the source. The en-
coder has access to common randomness (M1,(1:k), M3,(1:k), F(1:k), K(2:k)) and the block-Markov
scheme depicted in Figure 6.2 proceeds as follows:
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Figure 6.2: Block-Markov encoding scheme.

- For i ∈ J1, kK, M3,(i) and F(i) are generated independently and uniformly over J1, 2nR3K
and J1, 2nRK using common randomness with distributions QM3 and QF respectively;

- M1,(i) is generated independently and uniformly over J1, 2nR1K using common random-
ness with distribution QM1 ;

- In the first block, M2,(1) is generated uniformly at random using some independent local
randomness;

- For i ∈ J2, kK, M4,(i−1) is generated according to the distribution defined earlier

P RB
M4|M3XnUn(m4,(i−1)|m3,(i−1),x(i−1),u(i−1));

where (m3,(i−1),x(i−1),u(i−1)) are generated at time i− 1;

- For i ∈ J2, kK, M2,(i) = (M ′
2,(i),M

′′
2,(i)), where

M ′
2,(i) = M4,(i−1) ⊕Ki (6.7)

and Ki is generated uniformly over J1, 2nR4K using common randomness, while M ′′
2,(i) is

generated uniformly at random using some independent local randomness. Thanks to the
Crypto Lemma, the distribution on M2,(i) is uniform and we denote it with QM2;

- The encoder generates Xn
(i) according to the distribution defined earlier

P RB
Xn|M1M2M3F

(x(i)|m1,(i),m2,(i),m3,(i), f(i));

Note that this distribution satisfies the strictly causal constraint, since Xn
(i) is generated
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knowing the common randomness and M ′
2,(i) = M4,(i−1) ⊕ Ki, where M4,(i−1) depends

on the source at time i− 1;

Then, the sequence Xn
(i) is sent through the channel.

Remark 6.6 - Rate condition implies the information constraint. Observe that we have imposed
the condition |M4,(i−1)| = |M ′

2,(i)|, which holds as long as R4 ≤ R2. We have

R2 < H(X)−R1 < H(X)−H(X|Y ) = I(X;Y ),

R4 > I(W ;U |X).

Then, R4 ≤ R2 implies I(W ;U |X) < I(X;Y ).

Decoder Since the decoder is non-causal, it observes Y n
(1:k) and common randomness (M1,(1:k),

M3,(1:k), F(1:k), K(2:k)) and the decoding algorithm proceeds as follows:

- The decoder reconstructs X̂n
(1:k), where, for all i ∈ J1, kK, X̂n

(i) is generated via the condi-
tional distributions

P SW
X̂n|M1Y n

(x(i)|m1,(i),y(i));

- The decoder recovers M̂2,(1:k), where, for all i ∈ J1, kK, M̂2,(i) is generated via

ϕ2(x̂(i)) = m2,(i);

where x̂(i) is the output of the Slepian-Wolf decoder;

- For all i ∈ J2, kK, with the key of the one-time pad K(i) and M̂ ′
2,(i), the decoder recovers

M̂4,(i−1) = M̂ ′
2,(i) ⊕K(i);

- Observe that at time i, the decoder knows an estimate of M̂4,(i) because the non-causal
nature of the decoder allows us to decode in reverse order and we note its distribution
P RC
M̂4

(m̂4,(i)). Therefore, once the decoder has M̂4,(i), it reconstructs W n
(i), i ∈ J1, k − 1K,

via

P SW
Wn|M3M̂4FX̂n(w(i)|m3,(i), m̂4,(i), f(i), x̂(i));

- Finally, the decoder generates V n
(i), i ∈ J1, k − 1K, letter by letter according to the distri-

bution

P RC
V n|WnY n(v(i)|w(i),y(i)).
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For all i ∈ J1, k − 1K, the block-Markov coding scheme defines the joint distribution P RC
(i) :

P RC
(i) :=P RC

(UnXnX̂nY nV nWnM1M2M3M4M̂4F )(i)

=P̄Un(u(i))QM1(m1,(i))QM2(m2,(i))QM3(m3,(i))QF (f(i))

P RB
Xn|M1M2M3F

(x(i)|m1,(i),m2,(i),m3,(i), f(i))P
RB
M4|M3XnUn(m4,(i)|m3,(i),x(i),u(i))

P̄Y n|Xn(y(i)|x(i))P
SW
X̂n|M1Y n

(x̂(i)|m1,(i),y(i))P
RC
M̂4

(m̂4,(i)) (6.8)

P SW
Wn|M3M̂4FX̂n(w(i)|m3,(i), m̂4,(i), f(i), x̂(i))P

RC
V n|WnY n(v(i)|w(i),y(i)).

Remark 6.7 - Last block is not coordinated. Observe that, even though the block-Markov algo-
rithm is over k blocks, the last block is only used to convey information on the source at time
k− 1 through M4,(k−1) which is generated at time k. In fact, if k is large enough, Definition 6.1
allows us to coordinate only the first k − 1 blocks.

Notice that we impose rate conditions R1 > H(X|Y ) such that P{X̂n
(i) 6= Xn

(i)} ≤ δ(n)

which in turn implies P{M̂2,(i) 6= M2,(i)} ≤ δ(n), P{M̂4,(i) 6= M4,(i)} ≤ δ(n). Moreover,

P{X̂n
(1:k) 6= Xn

(1:k)} ≤
k∑
i=1

P{X̂n
(i) 6= Xn

(i)} ≤ kδ(n),

P{M̂2,(1:k) 6= M2,(1:k)} ≤
k∑
i=1

P{M̂2,(i) 6= M2,(i)} ≤ kδ(n), (6.9)

P{M̂4,(1:k−1) 6= M4,(1:k−1)} ≤
k−1∑
i=1

P{M̂4,(i) 6= M4,(i)} ≤ (k − 1)δ(n),

where kδ(n) and (k − 1)δ(n) vanish since δ(n) goes to zero exponentially fast.
Then, we apply the coupling property to

A = (UnXnY nV nW nM1M2M3M4F )(i), A′ = (UnX̂nY nV nW nM1M2M3M̂4F )(i),

PA = P RC
A , PA′ = P RC

A′ ,

A = U × X ×W ×Y × J1, 2nR1K× J1, 2nR2K× J1, 2nR3K× J1, 2nR4K× J1, 2nRK,

and, because of (6.9), the distribution P̂ RC
(i) , defined as

P̂ RC
(i) :=P̂ RC

(UnXnY nV nWnM1M2M3M4F )(i)

=P̄Un(u(i))QM1(m1,(i))QM2(m2,(i))QM3(m3,(i))QF (f(i)) (6.10)

P RB
Xn|M1M2M3F

(x(i)|m1,(i),m2,(i),m3,(i), f(i))P
RB
M4|M3XnUn(m4,(i)|m3,(i),x(i),u(i))

P̄Y n|Xn(y(i)|x(i))P
SW
Wn|M3M4FXn(w(i)|m3,(i),m4,(i), f(i),x(i))P

RC
V n|WnY n(v(i)|w(i),y(i)),
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has almost the same statistics of P RC
(i) :

V(P RC
(i) , P̂

RC
(i) ) ≤ δ(n).

To conclude, we want prove that

lim
n→∞

V
(
P RB, P̂ RC

(i)

)
= 0.

The proof is similar to the achievability of Section 3.1.1 and it is detailed in Appendix B.1.3.

6.1.2 Outer bound

Consider a code (fn, gn) that induces a distribution PUnXnY nV n that is ε-close in total varia-
tional distance to the i.i.d. distribution P̄⊗nUXY V . Let the random variable T be uniformly dis-
tributed over the set J1, nK and independent of the sequence (Un, Xn, Y n, V n, C). The variable
T will serve as a random time index. The variable UT is independent of T because Un is an
i.i.d. source [25, Section VII.B].

Bound on R0 We have

nR0 = H(C) ≥ H(C|Y n) ≥ I(C;UnV nXn|Y n)

=
n∑
t=1

I(UtVtXt;C|U t−1V t−1X t−1Y∼tYt)

=
n∑
t=1

I(UtVtXt;CY∼tU
t−1V t−1X t−1|Yt)−

n∑
t=1

I(UtVtXt;Y∼tU
t−1V t−1X t−1|Yt)

(a)

≥
n∑
t=1

I(UtVtXt;CY∼tU
t−1V t−1X t−1|Yt)− nf(ε)

≥
n∑
t=1

I(UtVtXt;CY
n
t+1U

t−1|Yt)− nf(ε)

=nI(UTVTXT ;CY n
T+1U

T−1|YTT )− nf(ε)

=nI(UTVTXT ;CY n
T+1U

T−1T |YT )− nI(UTVTXT ;T |YT )− nf(ε)

(b)

≥ nI(UTVTXT ;CY n
T+1U

T−1T |YT )− 2nf(ε)

where (a) comes from Lemma 2.17 and (b) comes from [23, Lemma VI.3].

Information constraint We have

nI(UT ;CY n
T+1U

T−1XTT )

(a)
= nI(UT ;CY n

T+1U
T−1XT |T )=

n∑
t=1

I(Ut;CY
n
t+1U

t−1Xt)
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=
n∑
t=1

I(Ut;CY
n
t+1U

t−1)+
n∑
t=1

I(Ut;Xt|CY n
t+1U

t−1)

≤
n∑
t=1

I(Ut;CY
n
t+1U

t−1)+
n∑
t=1

I(UtY
n
t+1;Xt|CU t−1)

(b)
=

n∑
t=1

I(Ut;CY
n
t+1U

t−1)
(c)
=

n∑
t=1

I(Ut;Y
n
t+1|U t−1C)

(d)
=

n∑
t=1

I(Yt;U
t−1|Y n

t+1C) ≤
n∑
t=1

I(Yt;U
t−1Y n

t+1C)

≤
n∑
t=1

I(Yt;U
t−1Y n

t+1CXt) = nI(YT ;UT−1Y n
T+1CXT |T )

≤ nI(YT ;UT−1Y n
T+1CXTT )

where (a) follows from the i.i.d. nature of the source, (b) from the following Markov chain

Xt − (C,U t−1)− (Ut, Y
n
t+1)

that holds because of the strictly causal nature of the encoder. Then, (c) comes from the fact
that the source is generated i.i.d. and independent of C and (d) from the Csiszár sum identity.

We identify the auxiliary random variables Wt with (U t−1, Y n
t+1, C) for each t ∈ J1, nK and

W with (WT , T ) = (UT−1, Y n
T+1, C, T ).

Identification of the auxiliary random variable For each t ∈ J1, nK, Wt satisfies the follow-
ing conditions:

Ut ⊥ Xt,

Yt −Xt − (Ut,Wt), (6.11)

Vt − (Yt,Wt)− (Ut, Xt).

Then, we have

UT ⊥ XT

YT −XT − (UT ,WT ), (6.12)

VT − (YT ,WT )− (UT , XT ),

and, since W = Wt when T = t, it implies

U ⊥ X,

Y −X − (U,W ), (6.13)

V − (Y,W )− (U,X).

To complete the proof, the cardinality bound is proved in Appendix B.5.
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6.2 Explicit coding schemes for coordination: polar codes

As for the case of non-causal encoder, polar codes serve as an explicit coding scheme for coor-
dination. For simplicity, we only focus on the set of achievable distributions inRSC,in for which
the auxiliary variable W is binary. The scheme can be extended to the case of a non-binary
random variable W using non-binary polar codes when |W| is a prime number [60].

Theorem 6.8 The subset of the region RSC,in defined in (6.1) for which the auxiliary random
variable W is binary is achievable using polar codes, provided there exists an error-free chan-
nel of negligible rate between the encoder and decoder.

Following the intuition provided in Section 5.2, to design the polar coding schemes we have
to translate the rate conditions that descend from the random binning properties into very high
and high entropy bits sets. In this section we detail the block-Markov polar coding schemes for
strong coordination.

We assume that the sequences Un, Xn, W n, Y n and V n are jointly i.i.d. with distribution
defined in (6.5):

P̄UnP̄XnP̄Wn|UnXnP̄Y n|XnP̄V n|WnY n .

We propose an explicit coding scheme that induces a joint distribution close to (6.5) in total
variational distance.

6.2.1 Polar coding scheme

Recall that for the strictly causal encoder, the strong coordination achievability proof in Section
6.1.1 requires to bin both the input of the channel Xn and the auxiliary random variable W n,
which translates into polarizing both Xn and W n.

Polarize X Let Sn = XnGn be the polarization of Xn, where Gn is the source polarization
transform. For some 0 < β < 1/2, let δn := 2−n

β and define the very high and high entropy
sets:

VX : =
{
j ∈ J1, nK | H(Sj|Sj−1) > 1− δn

}
,

HX : =
{
j ∈ J1, nK | H(Sj|Sj−1) > δn

}
, (6.14)

HX|Y : =
{
j ∈ J1, nK | H(Sj|Sj−1Y n) > δn

}
.

Partition the set J1, nK into four disjoint sets:

A1 := VX ∩HX|Y , A2 := VX ∩Hc
X|Y ,

A3 := VcX ∩HX|Y , A4 := VcX ∩Hc
X|Y .

(6.15)

Remark 6.9 - Cardinality of VX andHX|Y . It follows from Corollary 5.3 that:
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- VX ⊂ HX and lim
n→∞

|HX \ VX |
n

= 0,

- A1 ∪ A2 = VX and lim
n→∞

|VX |
n

= H(X),

- A1 ∪ A3 = HX|Y and lim
n→∞

|HX|Y |
n

= H(X|Y ).

Since lim
n→∞

|A2| − |A3|
n

= H(X) − H(X|Y ) = I(X;Y ) ≥ 0 this implies directly that for n

large enough |A2| ≥ |A3|.

Polarize W Let Zn = W nGn be the polarization of W n and define:

VW |XU : =
{
j ∈ J1, nK | H(Zj|Zj−1XnUn) > 1− δn

}
,

HW |XU : =
{
j ∈ J1, nK | H(Zj|Zj−1XnUn) > δn

}
, (6.16)

HW |X : =
{
j ∈ J1, nK | H(Zj|Zj−1Xn) > δn

}
.

Partition the set J1, nK into four disjoint sets:

B1 := VW |XU ∩HW |X = VW |XU ,
B2 := VW |XU ∩Hc

W |X = ∅,
B3 := VcW |XU ∩HW |X ,

B4 := VcW |XU ∩Hc
W |X = Hc

W |X .

(6.17)

Remark 6.10 - Cardinality of VW |XU and VW |X . It follows from Corollary 5.3 that:

- VW |XU ⊂ HW |XU and lim
n→∞

|HW |XU \ VW |XU |
n

= 0,

- B1 = VW |XU and lim
n→∞

|VW |XU |
n

= H(W |XU),

- B4 = Hc
W |X and lim

n→∞

|VcW |X |
n

= 1−H(W |X),

- B1 ∪B3 = VW |X and lim
n→∞

|VW |X |
n

= H(W |X),

- B3 ∪B4 = VcW |XU and lim
n→∞

|VcW |XU |
n

= 1−H(W |XU).

Note that
H(W |X)−H(W |XU) = I(W ;U |X) = I(WX;U) ≥ 0

and |B3|/n tends to I(WX;U). Since I(WX;Y ) = I(X;Y ), the inequality I(WX;U) ≤
I(WX;Y ) implies directly that for n large enough |B3| ≤ |A2| − |A3|.
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Algorithm 3: Encoding algorithm at Node 1
Input : (Un

(0), . . . , U
n
(k)), local randomness (uniform random bits) M and common

randomness C = ({Ci}i=1,...,k, {C ′i}i=1,...,k, C̄
′, {Ki}i=1,...,k, {K ′i}i=1,...,k) shared

with Node 2:

- Ci of size |A1| and Ki of size |A3|

- C̄ ′ of size |B′1|, C ′i of size |B1 \B′1| and K ′i of size |B3|

Output: (Sn(1), . . . , S
n
(k)), (Zn

(1), . . . , Z
n
(k))

if i = 1 then
S(1)[A1]←− Ci, S(1)[A2]←−M
for j ∈ A3 ∪ A4 do

Successively draw the bits Sj,(1) according to

P̄Sj |Sj−1(S(i),j |S
j−1
(i) ) (6.18)

Z(1)[B
′
1]←− C̄ ′ Z(1)[B1 \B′1]←− C ′i

for j ∈ B3 ∪B4 do
Given Un

(1), successively draw the bits Zj
(1) according to

P̄Zj |Zj−1XnUn(Z(i),j |Z
j−1
(i) Xn

(i)U
n
(i−1)) (6.19)

for i = 2, . . . , k do
S(i)[A1]←− Ci, S(i)[A

′
2]←−M,

S(i)[B
′
3]←− Z(i−1)[B3]⊕Ki−1, S(i)[A

′
3]←− S(i−1)[A3]⊕Ki−1

for j ∈ A3 ∪ A4 do
Successively draw the bits S(i),j according to (6.18)
Z(i)[B

′
1]←− C̄ ′, Z(i)[B1 \B′1]←− C ′i

for j ∈ B3 ∪B4 do
Succ. draw the bits Z(i),j according to (6.19)

Encoding The encoder observes Un
(0:k) := (Un

(0), U
n
(1), . . . , U

n
(k)), where Un

(0) is a uniform ran-
dom sequence and Un

(i) for i ∈ J1, kK are k blocks of the source. It then generates for each block
i ∈ J1, kK random variables Sn(i) and Zn

(i) following the procedure described in Algorithm 3, The
chaining construction proceeds as follows:

- The bits in A1 ⊂ VX in block i ∈ J1, kK are chosen with uniform probability using a
uniform randomness source Ci shared with the decoder;

- In the first block the bits in A2 ⊂ VX are chosen with uniform probability using a local
randomness source M ;

- Let B′1 := VW |UXY V , observe that B′1 is a subset of B1 since VW |UXY V ⊂ VW |XU . The
bits in B′1 ⊂ VW |XU in block i ∈ J1, kK are chosen with uniform probability using a
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Figure 6.3: Chaining construction for block Markov encoding

uniform randomness source C̄ ′ shared with the decoder, and their value is reused over all
blocks;

- The bits in B1 \ B′1 ⊂ VW |XU in block i ∈ J1, kK are chosen with uniform probability
using a uniform randomness source C ′i shared with the decoder;

- The bits in A3 ∪ A4 and B3 ∪ B4 are generated according to the previous bits using
successive cancellation encoding as in Definition 5.6. Note that it is possible to sample
efficiently from P̄Sj |Sj−1 and P̄Zj |Zj−1XnUn (given Un and Xn) respectively;

- From the second block, the encoder generates the bits of A2 in the following way. Let
A′3 and B′3 be two disjoint subsets of A2 such that |A′3| = |A3| and |B′3| = |B3|. The
existence of those disjoint subsets is guaranteed by Remark 6.9 and Remark 6.10. The
bits of A3 and B3 in block i are used as A′3 and B′3 in block i + 1 using one-time pads
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with keys Ki and K ′i respectively:

S(i+1)[A
′
3] = S(i)[A

′
3]⊕Ki i = 1, . . . , k − 1,

S(i+1)[B
′
3] = Z(i)[A

′
3]⊕K ′i i = 1, . . . , k − 1.

Thanks to the Crypto Lemma, if we choose Ki of size |A3| and K ′i of size |B3| to be
uniform random keys, the bits in A′3 and B′3 in the block i + 1 are uniform. The bits in
A′2 := A2 \ (A′3 ∪ B′3) are chosen with uniform probability using the local randomness
source M .

The encoder then computes Xn
i = Sni Gn for i = 1, . . . , k and sends it over the channel. As

in [12], to deal with unaligned indices, chaining also requires in the last encoding block to trans-
mit S(k)[A3] ∪ Z(k)[B3] to the decoder. Hence the coding scheme requires an error-free channel
between the encoder and decoder which has negligible rate since |S(k)[A3] ∪ Z(k)[B3]| ≤ |HX |
and

lim
n→∞
k→∞

|HX |
kn

= lim
k→∞

H(X)

k
= 0.

Decoding The decoder observes (Y n
(1), . . . , Y

n
(k)) and S(k)[A3] ∪ Z(k)[B3] allows it to decode

in reverse order. The decoding algorithm, detailed in Algorithm 4, proceeds as follows:

- In every block i ∈ J1, kK, the decoder has access to Ŝ(i)[A1] ⊆ Ŝ(i)[HX|Y ] and Ẑ(i)[B1]

⊆ Ẑ(i)[HW |X ] because the bits inA1 andB1 correspond to shared randomness ({Ci}i=1,...,k,

{C ′i}i=1,...,k, C̄
′),

- In block i ∈ J1, k − 1K the bits in A3 and B3 are obtained by successfully recovering
A2 in block i + 1, which is possible because the keys of the one-time pad are part of the
common randomness;

- From Y n
(i) and Ŝ(i)[A1 ∪A3] the successive cancellation decoder defined in Definition 5.4

can retrieve Ŝ(i)[A2 ∪ A4] and Ẑ(i)[B4]. Note that, by Lemma 5.7, Zn is equal to Ẑn and
Sn is equal to Ŝn with high probability.

- The decoder computes Ŵ n
(i) = Ẑn

(i)Gn

- Finally, the decoder generates V n
(i) symbol by symbol using

PV(i),j |Ŵ (i),jY(i),j
(v|w, y) = P̄V |WY (v|w, y).

Rate of common randomness The rate of common randomness is I(W ;UXV |Y )+H(X|WY )

since:

lim
n→∞
k→∞

k|A1|+(k − 1)|A3|+k|B1|+(k − 1)|B3|−(k − 1)|B′1|
kn

= lim
n→∞

|A1|+ |A3|+ |B1|+ |B3| − |B′1|
n
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Algorithm 4: Decoding algorithm at Node 2
Input : (Y n

(1), . . . , Y
n

(k)), S(k)[A3] ∪ Z(k)[B3] and C common randomness shared with
Node 1

Output: (Ŝn(1), . . . , Ŝ
n
(k)), (Ẑn

(1), . . . , Ẑ
n
(k))

for i = k, . . . , 1 do

Ŝ(i)[A1]←− Ci

Ẑ(i)[B
′
1]←− C̄ ′ Ẑ(i)[B1\B′1]←− C ′i

if i 6= k then

Ŝ(i)[A3]← Ŝ(i+1)[A
′
3]⊕Ki

Ẑ(i)[B3]← Ŝ(i+1)[B
′
3]⊕K ′i

for j ∈ A2 ∪ A4 do
Successively draw the bits according to

Ŝ(i),j =

{
0 if Ln(Y n

(i), Ŝ
j−1
(i) ) ≥ 1

1 else

where Ln(Y n
(i), Ŝ

j−1
(i) ) =

P̄Sj |Sj−1Y n

(
0|Ŝj−1

(i) Y
n

(i)

)
P̄Sj |Sj−1Y n

(
1|Ŝj−1

(i) Y
n

(i)

)
for j ∈ B4 do

Successively draw the bits according to

Ẑ(i),j =

{
0 if Ln(Xn

(i+1), Ẑ
j−1
(i) ) ≥ 1

1 else

= H(X|Y ) +H(W |X)−H(W |UXY V )

(a)
=I(W ;UXV |Y ) +H(X|YW )

where (a) has been proved in (B.19).

Remark 6.11 - Polar coding for empirical coordination. With a similar coding scheme, we can
prove that polar codes are coordination codes for empirical coordination. The two schemes
only differ on the amount of common randomness that it is possible to recycle, and on the
fact that empirical coordination always allows to loose coordination on one block, making the
request of an error-free channel of negligible rate unnecessary. The complete scheme and the
achievability proof for empirical coordination are in Appendix C.3.
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6.2.2 Achievability

We note with P the joint distribution induced by the encoding and decoding algorithm of Sec-
tion 6.2.1. and we prove that this is an explicit scheme for strong coordination.

Coordination in one block The proof requires a few steps. Similarly to the achievability
proof of Theorem 5.10, we first prove the following lemma, which is a direct consequence of
Lemma 5.9.

Lemma 6.12 For every i ∈ J1, kK, we have

V(PUn
(i)
Xn

(i)
Wn

(i)
, P̄⊗nUXW ) ≤ δ(6)

n

where δ(6)
n := 2

√
log 2
√
nδn

Proof. We prove that in each block i ∈ J1, kK

D
(
P̄⊗nUXW

wwwPUn
(i)
Xn

(i)
Wn

(i)

)
= 2nδn. (6.20)

In fact, we have

D(P̄⊗nUXW‖PUn(i)Xn
(i)
Wn

(i)
) = D(P̄Xn|Un‖PXn

(i)
|Un

(i)
|P̄Un) + D(P̄Wn|XnUn‖PWn

(i)
|Xn

(i)
Un
(i)
|P̄XnUn)

We call D1 and D2 the first and the second term. Then:

D1
(a)
=D(P̄Xn‖PXn

(i)
)
(b)
=D(P̄Sn‖PSn

(i)
)
(c)
=D(P̄S[A1∪A2]‖PS(i)[A1∪A2])

(d)

≤nδn

where (a) follows from the fact that X is independent of U , (b) from the invertibility of Gn,
(c) from the fact that we can consider only the very high entropy bits as in (5.8), and (d) from
Lemma 5.9. Similarly,

D2
(a)
=D(P̄Zn|XnUn‖PZn

(i)
|Xn

(i)
Un
(i)
|P̄XnUn)

(b)
=D(P̄Z[B1]|XnUn‖PZ(i)[B1]|Xn

(i)
Un
(i)
|P̄XnUn)

(c)

≤nδn,

where (a) comes from the invertibility ofGn, (b) from the fact that we can consider only the very
high entropy bits as in (5.8), and (c) follows from Lemma 5.9.Therefore, applying Pinsker’s
inequality to (5.7) we have

V(PUn
(i)
Xn

(i)
Wn

(i)
, P̄⊗nUXW ) ≤ 2

√
log 2

√
nδn := δ(6)

n → 0. �

Note that Y n
(i) is generated symbol by symbol via the channel P̄Y |X . By Lemma 2.13, for

each i ∈ J1, kK,
V(PUn

(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY )=V(PUn

(i)
Wn

(i)
, P̄⊗nUW )≤δ(6)

n (6.21)
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and therefore the left-hand side of (6.21) vanishes.
Observe that V n

(i) is generated using Ŵ n
(i) (i.e. the estimate of W n

(i) at the decoder) and not
W n

(i). By the triangle inequality for all i ∈ J1, kK

V(PUn
(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY ) ≤V(PUn

(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, PUn

(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)

) +V(PUn
(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY ).

(6.22)

We have proved in (6.21) that the second term of the right-hand side in (6.22) goes to zero, we
show that the first term tends to zero as well. To do so, we apply the coupling property to

A = Un
(i)Ŵ

n
(i)X

n
(i)Y

n
(i), A′ = Un

(i)W
n
(i)X

n
(i)Y

n
(i),

P = PUn
(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, P ′ = PUn

(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
,

on A = U ×W ×X × Y . Since by Lemma 5.7 we have

pe := P
{
Ŵ n

(i) 6= W n
(i)

}
≤ δn,

we find that V
(
PUn

(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, PUn

(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)

)
≤ 2pe, and therefore

V
(
PUn

(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY

)
≤ 2pe + δ(6)

n := δ(7)
n → 0.

Since V n
i is generated symbol by symbol from Ŵ n

i and Y n
i , we apply Lemma 2.13 again and

find

V
(
PUn

(i)
Ŵn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
V n
(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY V

)
≤ δ(7)

n → 0. (6.23)

�

Coordination of all blocks First, we want to show that two consecutive blocks are almost
independent.

Lemma 6.13 For i ∈ J2, kK, we have

V
(
PLi−1:iC̄′ , PLi−1C̄′PLi

)
≤ δ(n).

Proof. For i ∈ J2, kK, we have

D
(
PLi−1:iC̄′‖PLi−1C̄′PLi

)
= I(Li−1C̄

′;Li) = I(Li; C̄
′) + I(Li−1;Li|C̄ ′)

(a)
=I(Li; C̄

′) = I(Li;Z(i)[B
′
1])

(b)
=|B′| −H(Z(i)[B

′
1]|Li)

(c)
=|B′1| −H(Z[B′1]|L) + δ(8)

n

(d)

≤|B′1|−
∑
j∈B′1

H(Zj|Zj−1L)+δ(8)
n
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(e)

≤|B′1| − |B′1|(1− δn) + δ(8)
n ≤ nδn + δ(8)

n .

To prove (a), observe that, because of the one-time pads on A3 and B3, (Un
(i−1), X

n
(i−1), Y

n
(i−1),

V n
(i−1)) and (Un

(i), X
n
(i), Y

n
(i), V

n
(i)) are dependent only through the recycled common randomness

C̄ ′. Therefore, the Markov chain Li−1− C̄ ′−Li holds. Then, (b) comes from from the fact that
the bits in B′1 are uniform. To prove (c), note that

H(Z(i)[B
′
1]|Li)−H(Z[B′1]|L) = H(Z(i)[B

′
1]Li)−H(Z[B′1]L)−H(Li) +H(L)

(f)

≤δ(7)
n log

|U × X ×W ×Y × V|
δ

(7)
n

+ δ(7)
n log

|U × X × Y × V|
δ

(7)
n

≤ 2δ(7)
n (log |U × X ×W ×Y × V| − log δ(7)

n ) := δ(8)
n

where (f) comes from Lemma A.16 since by (6.23) we have

V
(
PLi , P̄

⊗n
UXY V

)
≤ V

(
PLiWn

(i)
, P̄⊗nUWXY V

)
≤ δ(7)

n

that vanishes as n goes to infinity.
Finally, (d) is true because conditioning does not increase entropy and (e) comes by defini-

tion of the set B′1. Then we conclude with Pinsker’s inequality.

Now that we have the asymptotical independence of two consecutive blocks, we conclude
using Lemma 5.19 and Lemma 5.20. �



CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this thesis, we have addressed the problem of strong coordination in a two-node network
comprised of an information source and a noisy channel, in which both nodes have access to a
common source of randomness. We have considered a general setting in which state information
and side information about the source may or may not be available at the decoder. By exploiting
the properties of random binning, we have outlined a general joint source-channel achievability
scheme, which has the benefit of being rather simple and flexible enough to be adapted to
different requests.
Despite the fact that in the general case the inner bound does not match the outer bound, the
achievability scheme can be applied directly to three special cases for which we can exactly
characterize the strong coordination region. This suggests that our random binning scheme
is quite general and that we should look for a refinement of the outer bound to characterize
the region. However, this is a difficult problem and has not been solved even for empirical
coordination [44].

In this work, we have only focused on the case of two-node networks. For more general
networks, the current understanding of the fundamental limits of coordination remains rather
limited, and characterizing the strong coordination region (or even finding bounds for it) is
still an open problem. For the simpler case of error-free links, several works have gone in this
direction, see for example [25, 23, 10, 9, 66, 67]. We observe that, even with this less stringent
constraint, characterizing the region for more complicated network topologies becomes quickly
very difficult.

On a different note, the characterization of the region in three special cases has brought light
on one of the most interesting consequences of strong coordination, which is the fact that under
particular circumstances it offers security “for free”. In this thesis, we have proved that strong
coordination implies strong secrecy when an eavesdropper intercepts the same channel output
as the legitimate receiver. However, for the more general model in which the eavesdropper
observes a different signal from the legitimate receiver, we were only able to derive an inner
bound, and investigating this aspect is one of the most promising directions for further work.

Furthermore, perhaps one of the most intriguing aspects is to use the information theoretic
approach that we have developed to study situations in which the agents in a network have
diverging (and perhaps selfish) interests, connecting strong coordination to strategical commu-
nication [48–51]. This perspective can well adapt to situations in which agents want to optimize
their own cost without regard for the welfare of the overall system.

Finally, a whole chapter of this thesis is dedicated to designing polar coding schemes for
strong coordination. The construction of the codes relies on the analogy between the properties
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of source polarization and random binning, but it involves a chaining construction over k blocks:
in order to achieve coordination not only the length n of the polarized sequences has to tend to
infinity, but also the number of blocks has to go to infinity. Although this makes sense from
an information-theoretic point of view, it is not practical for delay-constrained applications. An
improvement of our polar coding scheme (or even a different explicit coding scheme) in which
no chaining is required is left for future work.



A PROPERTIES AND PROOFS OF PRELIMINARY RESULTS

A.1 Information theoretic properties

In this section, we list the information theoretic definitions and properties the we use throughout
this document. Since they are all well-known results, the proofs are omitted.

Definition A.1 - Binary entropy function [18] The binary entropy function h is defined as the
entropy of a Bernoulli process with probability p:

h(p) := −p log p− (1− p) log (1− p).

Lemma A.2 - Chain rule for entropy [26] Let An be a random vector, then

H(An) =
n∑
i=1

H(Ai|Ai−1).

Lemma A.3 - Chain rule for mutual information [26] Given a random vector An and a random
variable B,

I(An;B) =
n∑
i=1

I(Ai;B|Ai−1).

Definition A.4 - Conditional K-L divergence [20] Given A and B two random variables, and P ,
P ′ two probability mass functions, then

D(PB|A‖P ′B|A|PA) :=
∑
a∈A

PA(a)D(PB|A(·|a)‖P ′B|A(·|a))

is the conditional K-L divergence.

Lemma A.5 - Chain rule for K-L divergence [20] Given A and B two random variables, and P ,
P ′ two probability mass functions, then

D(PAB‖P ′AB) = D(PB|A‖P ′B|A|PA).

Definition A.6 - Markov Chain [26] We say that A−B − C form a Markov chain if C is condi-
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tionally independent of A given B, that is

PABC = PAPB|APC|B

or equivalently
I(A;C|B) = 0.

In particular, A−B − f(B) form a Markov Chain.

Lemma A.7 - Data Processing Inequality [26] IfA−B−C form a Markov chain, then I(A;C) ≤
I(A;B). In particular, this implies that I(A; f(B)) ≤ I(A;B).

Definition A.8 - Wyner common information [69] Given a pair of random variables (A,B), the
Wyner common information of the pair (A,B) is

C(A;B) := min
A−W−B

I(AB;W ).

Definition A.9 - Conditional common information [37, Definition 1] Given a triple of random vari-
ables (A,B, Y ), the conditional common information of the pair (A,B) given Y is

C(A;B|Y ) := min
A−(W,Y )−B

I(AB;W |Y ).

Lemma A.10 - Fano’s Inequality [27] Given three random variables A, B, and Â, with A = Â
and such that A−B − Â form a Markov chain with pe := P{A 6= Â}. Then,

H(A|B) ≤ H(A|Â) ≤ h(pe) + pe log |A| ≤ 1 + pe log |A|

where h is the binary entropy function.

Lemma A.11 - Many uses of a DMC do not increase the capacity per transmission [18, Lemma 7.9.2]
Given a pair of random vectors (An, Bn), where B is the output of a discrete memoryless
channel PB|A of capacity C. Then,

I(An;Bn) ≤ nC for all PAn .

Lemma A.12 - Csiszár Sum Identity [26] Given two random vectorsAn andBn, and C a random
variable, we have

n∑
i=1

I(Ani+1;Bi|Bi−1, C) =
n∑
i=1

I(Bi−1;Ai|Ani+1, C)

where Ann+1, B
0 = ∅.

Lemma A.13 - Crypto Lemma [8, Lemma 3.1] Let (G,⊕) be a compact abelian group with binary
operation ⊕ and let X = M ⊕ K, where M and K are random variables over G and K is
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independent of M and uniform over G. Then X is independent of M and uniform over G.

Lemma A.14 - Pinsker’s inequality [59] Given a pair of random variables (A,B) with distribu-
tion PA and PB respectively, we have

V(PA, PB) ≤
√

2 log 2
√

D(PA‖PB).

Lemma A.15 - Coloring Lemma [19, Lemma 1] Given a pair of random variables (A,B) with
joint distribution PAB, marginals PA and PB and |A| ≥ 4, we have

1

2 log 2
V(PAB, PAPB)2 ≤ I(A;B) ≤ V(PAB, PAPB) log

|A|
V(PAB, PAPB)

where the left-hand side is due to Pinsker’s inequality.

Lemma A.16 - [20, Lemma 2.7] Let P and P ′ two probability mass functions on A such that
V(P, P ′) = ε ≤ 1/2, then

|H(P )−H(P ′)| ≤ ε log
|A|
ε
.

Definition A.17 - Histogram of a sequence [26] Let An be a random vector and let a ∈ An be a
sequence with ai ∈ A, i ∈ J1, nK. The histogram or empirical distribution of a is

TAn(a) :=
1

n

n∑
i=1

1{ai = a} for a ∈ A.

Now, we introduce the notion of typicality [26].

Definition A.18 - Typical sequences [26] Let An be a random vector such that, for every i ∈
J1, nK, Ai is generated i.i.d. according to PA. For ε ∈ (0, 1), the set of typical sequences T (n)

ε

with respect to PA is the set of sequences a ∈ An with the property

|PA(a)− TAn(a)| ≤ εPA(a).

Theorem A.19 - Properties of typical sequences [26] The following properties hold:

1. if a ∈ T (n)
ε , then 2−nH(A)(1+ε) ≤ PAn(a) ≤ 2−nH(A)(1−ε);

2. let An be a random vector such that, for every i = 1, . . . , n, Ai is generated i.i.d. accord-
ing to PA. Then, with high probability, the empirical distribution does not deviate much
from the true distribution and the probability of a sequence being typical is very high:

lim
n→∞

P{An ∈ T (n)
ε } = 1;

3. |T (n)
ε | ≤ 2nH(A)(1+ε) ;

4. for n sufficiently large, |T (n)
ε | ≥ (1− ε)2nH(A)(1−ε).
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Lemma A.20 - Conditional Typicality Lemma [26] Given a pair of random variables (A,B)

with joint distribution PAB, consider a ∈ T (n)
ε′ and Bn generated according to PBn|An(b|a)

=
∏n

i=1 PB|A(bi|ai). Then for every ε > ε′,

lim
n→∞

P{(a, Bn) ∈ T (n)
ε (A,B)} = 1.

The definition and properties above correspond to the notion of robust typicality [26]. An-
other widely used notion is weak typicality or entropy typicality [18].

Definition A.21 - Entropy typical sequences [18] The set of weakly typical or entropy typical
sequences A(n)

ε with respect to PA is the set of sequences a ∈ An with the property∣∣∣∣ 1n log
1

PAn(a)
−H(A)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε.

Observe that the latter is a weaker notion, since T (n)
ε′ ⊆ A

(n)
δ for δ = εH(A), while the other

inclusion does not hold in general. For example, every binary sequence is entropy typical with
respect to the uniform distribution Ber(1/2), but not all of them are typical [26].

A.2 Discussion on the boundaries of the strong coordination region

Note that, instead of Definition (2.4), we could have used the slightly different definition of [23]
in which the authors define the achievable region as the closure of the set of rates for a given
distribution. The latter is a more precise characterization of the achievable set and requires
additional precision in the proof. Here, we suppose that we are in the setting of Figure 2.1, but
these definitions have obvious generalizations to other networks.

Definition A.22 - Achievability for strong coordination and strong coordination region [23] A pair of
rates (R,R0) is achievable for synthesizing a memoryless channel P̄V |U with input distribution
P̄U if there exists a sequence (fn, gn) of encoders-decoders with rate of common randomness
R0, such that

lim
n→∞

V
(
PUnV n , P̄

⊗n
UV

)
= 0

where PUnV n is the joint distribution induced by the code.
Then, the strong coordination region R̃ is the closure of the set of achievable pairs (R,R0).

In [23, Theorem II.1], the authors prove that in the setting of Figure 2.1, the strong coordi-
nation region is

R̃Cuff :=


∃PUWV ∈ DCuff

(R,R0) R ≥ I(U ;W )

R +R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )

 (A.1)
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where

DCuff :=


(U, V ) is generated according to P̄U P̄V |U

PUWV U −W − V
|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1

 .

To prove the rate constraints in the converse proof, in [23] the authors introduce the following
regions

R̃Cuff,ε :=


∃PUWV ∈ DCuff,ε

(R,R0) R ≥ I(U ;W )

R +R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )− f(ε)

 ,

DCuff,ε :=


V(PUV , P̄U P̄V |U) ≤ ε

PUWV U −W − V
|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1

 .

The authors show in [23, Lemma VI.4 - Epsilon Rate Region] that, if the rate pair (R,R0) is
achievable for channel P̄V |U and source P̄U , then

(R,R0) ∈ R̃Cuff,ε ∀ε > 0.

Finally, to complete the proof the authors prove in [23, Lemma VI.5 - Continuity of R̃Cuff,ε in
zero] that ⋂

ε>0

R̃Cuff,ε = R̃Cuff.

This could seem trivial, since R̃Cuff,0 = R̃Cuff and therefore
⋂
ε>0 R̃Cuff,ε ⊃ R̃Cuff, but the other

direction is not obvious. In fact, although the inequalities in (A.1) are not strict, R̃Cuff,ε allows
a relaxation in both the rate constraints and in the set of distributions. Then, to prove the other
inclusion, we would have to prove the continuity of R̃Cuff,ε at zero, which requires a careful
discussion. This complication can be avoided by choosing the slightly less precise Definition
2.4, in which the achievable region is defined as the closure of the set of achievable rates and
distributions.

A.3 Proof of preliminary results

In Chapter 2 we have stated the key lemmas that we need to prove inner and outer bound of the
coordination region. Although similar results may be found in the literature, we need slightly
different results which are more convenient to our proofs.
Proof of Lemma 2.20 For β > 0, and γ = (1 + β)H(B|A) we define the following set

Dγ =
{

(a,b) ∈ An × Bn | PBn|An(b|a) < 2−nγ
}
. (A.2)
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Then,

E[D(PAnK‖PAnQK)] =
∑
a∈An

∑
k∈J1,2nRK

E
[
PAnK(a, k) log

PAnK(a, k)2nR

PAn(a)

]

=
∑
a∈An

∑
b∈Bn

∑
k∈J1,2nRK

E
[
PAnBnK(a,b, k) log

∑
b′∈Bn PAnBnK(a,b′, k)2nR

PAn(a)

]

=
∑
a∈An

∑
b∈Bn

∑
k∈J1,2nRK

E
[
PAnBn(a,b)1{ϕn(b) = k} log

∑
b′∈Bn PAnBn(a,b′)1{ϕn(b′) = k}2nR

PAn(a)

]

=
∑
a∈An

∑
b∈Bn

∑
k∈J1,2nRK

PAnBn(a,b)
1

2nR
E∼ϕn(b)

[
log

∑
b′∈Bn PAnBn(a,b′)1{ϕn(b′) = k}2nR

PAn(a)

]
(a)

≤
∑
a∈An

∑
b∈Bn

∑
k∈J1,2nRK

PAnBn(a,b)
1

2nR
logE∼ϕn(b)

[∑
b′∈Bn PAnBn(a,b′)1{ϕn(b′) = k}2nR

PAn(a)

]

(b)
=
∑
a∈An

∑
b∈Bn

∑
k∈J1,2nRK

PAnBn(a,b)
1

2nR
log

2nRPAnBn(a,b)1{ϕn(b) = k}+
∑

b′∈Bn
b′ 6=b

PAnBn(a,b′)

PAn(a)

≤
∑
a∈An

∑
b∈Bn

PAnBn(a,b) log
(
2nRPBn|An(b|a) + 1

)
where E∼ϕn(b) denotes the average over all the random indices except the index ϕn(b), (a)

follows from Jensen’s inequality, and (b) holds because

E∼ϕn(b)

∑
b′∈Bn
b′ 6=b

PAnBn(a,b′)1{ϕn(b′) = k}

 =
1

2nR

∑
b′∈Bn
b′ 6=b

PAnBn(a,b′).

If (a,b) belongs to Dγ , then

log
(
2nRPBn|An(b|a) + 1

)
< log

(
2nR

2nγ
+ 1

)
≤ 2nR

2nγ
= 2n(R−(1+β)H(B|A)) (A.3)

because PBn|An is a discrete memoryless channel. On the other hand, if (a,b) is not in Dγ ,

log
(
2nRPBn|An(b|a) + 1

)
≤ log

(
2nR + 1

)
(A.4)

because PBn|An(b|a) is smaller than 1. By combining (A.3) and (A.4), we have

E[D(PAnK‖PAnQK)] ≤P {(a,b) /∈ Dγ} log
(
2nR + 1

)
+ P {(a,b) ∈ Dγ} 2n(R−(1+β)H(B|A)).

To estimate P {(a,b) /∈ Dγ}, observe that it goes to zero because of the properties of typical
sequences. Let (a,b) ∈ T (n)

ε , then by Property 1 of the typical sequences, (a,b) belongs to
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Dγ . Hence, T (n)
ε ⊆ Dγ and

P {(a,b) ∈ Dγ} ≥ P
{

(a,b) ∈ T (n)
ε

}
→ 1

because of Property 2 of the typical sequences. Then, if H(B|A)−R > 0,

E[D(PAnK‖PAnQK)]→ 0 exponentially. �

Proof of Lemma 2.17 We have

I(At;A∼t) = H(At)−H(A) +H(A)−H(At|A∼t)

and we prove separately that

H(A)−H(At|A∼t) ≤ f(ε),

H(At)−H(A) ≤ f(ε).

We consider the set E := {a ∈ An−1 | V(PAt|A∼t=a, P̄A) ≤
√
ε} and recall the following result.

Lemma A.23 - [70, Lemma 3.2] If V(PAPB|A, P
′
AP
′
B|A) ≤ ε then

P{A ∈ A | V(PB|A=a, P
′
B|A=a) ≤

√
ε} ≥ 1− 2

√
ε.

Then, by Lemma A.23, P{E} ≥ 1− 2
√
ε, and we have

H(A)−H(At|A∼t) = H(A)−
∑

a∈An−1

PA∼t(a)H(At|A∼t = a)

=
∑

a∈An−1

(PA∼t(a)H(A)−PA∼t(a)H(At|A∼t = a)) (A.5)

=
∑
a∈E

(PA∼t(a)H(A)−PA∼t(a)H(At|A∼t = a))+
∑
a∈Ec

(PA∼t(a)H(A)−PA∼t(a)H(At|A∼t = a))

(a)

≤
∑
a∈E

PA∼t(a)δ + P{Ec}(H(At) +H(A)) ≤ δ + 2
√
ε(2H(A) + δ)

where (a) comes from the fact that, by Lemma A.16, for a ∈ E

|H(At|A∼t = a)−H(A)| ≤ ε log
|A|
ε

:= δ.

Lemma A.16 also implies that
|H(At)−H(A)| ≤ δ. (A.6)

Hence by (A.5) and (A.6), we have I(At;A∼t) ≤ 2
√
ε(2H(A) + δ) + 2δ. �
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Proof of Lemma 2.18 The proof of (2.4) comes directly from Lemma 2.17:

n∑
t=1

I(At;A
t−1B∼t|Bt) ≤

n∑
t=1

I(At;A∼tB∼t|Bt) ≤
n∑
t=1

I(AtBt;A∼tB∼t) ≤ nf(ε). (A.7)

To prove (2.5), we have

H(C|Bn) ≥ I(An;C|Bn) =
n∑
t=1

I(At;C|At−1B∼tBt)

=
n∑
t=1

I(At;CA
t−1B∼t|Bt)−

n∑
t=1

I(At;A
t−1B∼t|Bt)

≥
n∑
t=1

I(At;CB∼t|Bt)−
n∑
t=1

I(At;A
t−1B∼t|Bt)

(a)

≥
n∑
t=1

I(At;CB∼t|Bt)− nf(ε) = nI(AT ;CB∼T |BTT )− nf(ε)

= nI(AT ;CB∼TT |BT )− nI(AT ;T |BT )− nf(ε)

≥ nI(AT ;CB∼TT |BT )− nI(ATBT ;T )− nf(ε)

where (a) comes from (A.7). �



B PROOFS OF INNER AND OUTER BOUNDS FOR STRONG

COORDINATION

In this chapter, we present the achievability and converse proofs which we omitted in Chapter 3,
Chapter 4 and Chapter 6.

B.1 Achievability proofs

Here, we detail the proofs of the inner bound for Theorem 3.10 and Theorem 6.3.

B.1.1 Proof of Lemma 3.6

We denote the event that Ân is different from An with E := {An 6= Ân}, where P{Ec} tends to
1. We can write the joint distribution PBnAnÂn as

PBnAnÂn = P {Ec}PBnAnÂn|Ec + P {E}PBnAnÂn|E .

Hence, we have

V(PBnAnÂn , PBnAn1Ân|An) ≤P {E} ‖PBnAnÂn|E‖L1
+ ‖P {Ec}PBnAnÂn|Ec − PBnAn1Ân|An‖L1

where the first term is equal to (1− P {Ec})PBnAn1Ân|An and goes to 0 since P {Ec} tends to 1
and the second term goes to 0 since P {E} does. �

B.1.2 Theorem 3.10

In this section, we generalize the achievability proof of Theorem 3.3 to the broader scenario of
channel with state and side information available at the decoder.

Random binning scheme Assume that the sequences Un, Sn, Zn, Xn, W n, Y n and V n are
jointly i.i.d. with distribution

P̄UnSnZnP̄Wn|UnP̄Xn|WnUnP̄Y n|XnSnP̄V n|WnY nZn .

We consider two uniform random binnings for W n:

107
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- first binning C = ϕ1(W n), where ϕ1 : Wn → J1, 2nR0K maps each sequence of Wn

uniformly and independently to the set J1, 2nR0K;

- second binning F = ϕ2(W n), where ϕ2 : Wn → J1, 2nRK maps each sequence of Wn

uniformly and independently to the set J1, 2nRK.

Note that ifR+R0 > H(W |Y Z), by Lemma 2.19, it is possible to recoverW n from Y n, Zn

and (C,F ) with high probability using a Slepian-Wolf decoder via the conditional distribution
P SW
Ŵn|CFY nZn . This defines a joint distribution:

P RB := P̄UnSnZnP̄Wn|UnP̄Xn|WnUnP̄C|WnP̄F |WnP̄Y n|XnSnP̄V n|WnY nZnP
SW
Ŵn|CFY nZn .

In particular, P RB
Wn|CFUn is well defined.

Random coding scheme Similarly to Section 3.1.1, we assume that in the setting of Fig-
ure 3.3, encoder and decoder have access not only to common randomness C but also to extra
randomness F , where C is generated uniformly at random in J1, 2nR0K with distribution QC

and F is generated uniformly at random in J1, 2nRK with distribution QF independently of C.
Then, the encoder generates W n according to P̄Wn|CFUn defined above and Xn according to
P̄Xn|UnWn . The encoder sends Xn through the channel. The decoder obtains (Y n, Zn) and
(C,F ) and reconstructs W n via the conditional distribution P SW

Ŵn|CFY nZn . The decoder then
generates V n letter by letter according to the distribution

P RC
V n|ŴnY nZn

(û|ŵ,y, z) = P̄V n|WnY nZn(û|ŵ,y, z), (B.1)

where ŵ is the output of the Slepian-Wolf decoder. This defines a joint distribution:

P RC := QCQFP
RC
UnSnZnP

RB
Wn|CFUnP̄Xn|WnUnP̄Y n|XnSnP

SW
Ŵn|CFY nZnP

RC
V n|ŴnY nZn

.

Strong coordination of (Un, Sn, Zn, Xn,W n, Y n, V n) We want to show that the distribution
P RB is achievable for strong coordination:

lim
n→∞

V(P RB
UnSnZnXnWnŴnY nV n

, P RC
UnSnZnXnWnŴnY nV n

) = 0. (B.2)

We prove that the random coding scheme possesses all the properties of the initial source coding
scheme stated in Section B.1.2. Note that

D(P RB‖P RC) = D(P̄UnSnZnP̄Wn|UnP̄Xn|WnUnP̄C|WnP̄F |WnP̄Y n|XnSnP
SW
Ŵn|CFY nZn

‖QCQFP
RC
UnSnZnP

RB
Wn|CFUnP̄Xn|WnUnP̄Y n|XnSnP

SW
Ŵn|CFY nZn) (B.3)

(a)
=D(P̄UnSnZnP̄Wn|UnP̄C|WnP̄F |Wn‖QCQFP

RC
UnSnZnP̄Wn|CFUn)

(b)
=D(P RB

UnSnZnCF‖P RC
UnSnZnQCQF )
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where (a) comes from Lemma 2.14. Note that (b) follows from Lemma 2.14 as well, since W n

is generated according to P RB
Wn|CFUn and because of the Markov chain W − U − ZS, W n is

conditionally independent of (Zn, Sn) given Un. Then if R0 + R < H(W |USZ) = H(W |U),
we apply Lemma 2.20 to Bn = W n, K = (C,F ), An = UnSnZn and claim that there exists a
fixed pair of binnings (ϕ′1, ϕ

′
2), such that,

D(P
RB,(ϕ′1,ϕ

′
2)

UnSnZnCF‖P
RC
UnSnZnQCQF ) = δ(n), (B.4)

which by (3.8) and Lemma A.15 imply

D(P RB‖P RC) = δ(n) and V(P RB, P RC) = δ(n). (B.5)

Now, we want to prove that we have strong coordination for V n as well. As in Section 3.1.1,
the main difficulty is that in the second coding scheme V n is generated using the output of
the Slepian-Wolf decoder Ŵ n and not W n as in the first scheme. Because of Lemma 2.19,
the inequality R̃ + R0 > H(W |Y Z) implies that Ŵ n is equal to W n with high probability
and we will use this fact to show that the distributions are close in total variational distance.
Then, similarly to Section 3.1.1 we apply Lemma 3.6 and, since P{Ŵ n 6= W n} goes to zero
exponentially by Lemma 2.19, we find that

V(P RB
UnSnZnWnXnY nCF , P

RB
UnSnZnŴnXnY nCF

) = δ(n),

and similarly

V(P RC
UnSnZnWnXnY nCF , P

RC
UnSnZnŴnXnY nCF

) = δ(n),

that imply respectively

V(P RB
UnSnZnWnŴnXnY nCF

, P RB
UnSnZnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|Wn) = δ(n), (B.6)

V(P RC
UnSnZnWnŴnXnY nCF

, P RC
UnSnZnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|Wn) = δ(n). (B.7)

By the triangle inequality,

V(P RB, P RC) = V(P RB
UnSnZnWnŴnXnY nCF

P̄V n|WnY nZn , P
RC
UnSnZnWnŴnXnY nCF

P RC
V n|ŴnY nZn

)

≤ V(P RB
UnSnZnWnŴnXnY nCF

P̄V n|WnY nZn , P
RB
UnSnZnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|WnP̄V n|WnY nZn) (B.8)

+ V(P RB
UnSnZnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|WnP̄V n|WnY nZn , P

RC
UnSnZnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|WnP

RC
V n|ŴnY nZn

)

+ V(P RC
UnSnZnWnXnY nCF1Ŵn|WnP

RC
V n|WnY nZn , P

RC
UnSnZnWnŴnXnY nCF

P RC
V n|ŴnY nZn

)

where first and the third term go to zero exponentially by applying Lemma 2.13 to (B.6)
and (B.7) respectively. Then, since by definition of P RC

V n|ŴnY nZn
(B.1),

1Ŵn|WnP̄V n|WnY nZn= 1Ŵn|WnP
RC
V n|ŴnY nZn

,
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by using Lemma 2.13 again the second term is equal to

V(P RB
UnSnZnWnXnY nCF , P

RC
UnSnZnWnXnY nCF )

and goes to zero by (B.5) and Lemma 2.12. Hence, we have

V(P RB, P RC) = δ(n). (B.9)

V(P RB
UnSnZnXnWnŴnY nV n

, P RC
UnSnZnXnWnŴnY nV n

) = δ(n).

Remove the extra randomness F Even though the extra common randomness F is required
to coordinate (Un, Sn, Zn, Xn, Y n, V n, W n) we will show that we do not need it in order
to coordinate only (Un, Sn, Zn, Xn, Y n, V n). Observe that by Lemma 2.12, equation (B.9)
implies that

V(P̄UnSnZnXnY nV nF , PUnSnZnXnY nV nF ) = δ(n). (B.10)

As in [70], we would like to reduce the amount of common randomness by having the two
nodes agree on an instance F = f . To do so, we apply Lemma 2.20 again toBn = W n,K = F ,
and An = UnSnZnXnY nV n. If R < H(W |SUZXY V ), by Lemma 2.20 there exists a fixed
binning ϕ′′2 such that

V(P
RB,ϕ′′2
UnSnZnXnY nV nF , QFP

RB,ϕ′′2
UnSnZnXnY nV n) = δ(n). (B.11)

Because of (B.10), (B.11) implies

V(P RC
UnSnZnXnY nV nF , QFP

RB
UnSnZnXnY nV n) = δ(n). (B.12)

By Lemma 2.15, there exists an instance f ∈ J1, 2nRK such that

V(P RB
UnSnZnXnY nV n|F=f , P

RC
UnSnZnXnY nV n|F=f ) = δ(n).

Then, by fixing F = f and using common randomness C, we have coordination for (Un, Sn,

Zn, Xn, Y n, V n).

Rate constraints We have imposed the following rate constraints:

H(W |Y Z) < R +R0 < H(W |U),

R < H(W |USZXY V ).

Therefore we obtain:

R0 > H(W |Y Z)−H(W |USZXY V ) = I(W ;USXV |Y Z),

I(W ;U) < I(W ;Y Z). �
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B.1.3 Theorem 6.3

Here, we prove that the two schemes defined in Section 6.1.1 have the same statistics.

Coordination of (Un, Xn,W n, Y n, V n)(i) We want to show that the distribution P̂ RC
(i) is achiev-

able for strong coordination, i.e.,

lim
n→∞

V
(
P RB, P̂ RC

(i)

)
= 0. (B.13)

Observe that

- By Lemma 2.13 the total variational distance remains the same without P̄Y n|Xn and
PV n|WnY n in both P RB and P̂ RC

(i) ;

- the random binning distribution becomes

P RB
M1M2M3FXnUnP

RB
M4|M3XnUnP

RB
Wn|M3M4FXn

and P RB
Xn|M1M2M3F

P RB
M4|M3XnUnP

RB
Wn|M3M4FXn can be removed in both P RB and P̂ RC

(i) by
Lemma 2.13;

- now, (3.7) is satisfied if

V
(
P RB
M1M2M3FUn

, P̂ RC
(M1M2M3FUn)(i)

)
= V

(
P RB
M1M2M3FUn

, QM3QFQM1QM2P
RB
Un

)
vanishes. By Lemma 2.20, this would be true if

R1 +R2 +R3 +R < H(WX|U). (B.14)

Since we have imposed the rate condition R3 + R < H(W |XU) and R1 + R2 < H(X)

and H(W |XU) +H(X) = H(WX|U) because X and U are independent, (B.14) holds
and there exists a binning of (W,X) such that

V(P RB
M1M2M3FUn

, QM3QFQM1QM2P
RB
Un ) ≤ δ(n).

Then we conclude that (B.13) holds.

Coordination of (Un, Xn, Y n, V n)(i) by removing the extra randomness F Even though
the extra common randomness F is required to coordinate (Un , Xn, Y n, V n, W n) we will
show that we do not need it in order to coordinate only (Un, Xn, Y n, V n). As in [70], we would
like to reduce the amount of common randomness by having the two nodes agree on an instance
F = f . To do so, we apply Lemma 2.20 again to Bn = W n, K = F , and An = UnXnY nV n.
If R < H(W |UXY V ), there exists a fixed binning such that

V(P RB
UnXnY nV nF , QFP

RB
UnXnY nV n) = δ(n). (B.15)
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which implies

V(P̂ RC
(UnXnY nV nF )(i)

, QFP
RB
UnXnY nV n) = δ(n). (B.16)

By Lemma 2.15, there exists an instance f ∈ J1, 2nRK such that

V(P RB
UnXnY nV n|F=f , P̂

RC
(UnXnY nV n)(i)|F(i)=f

) = δ(n). (B.17)

Then, by fixing F = f and using common randomness C = (M1,(i),M3,(i), Ki), we have
coordination for (Un, Xn, Y n, V n).

Rate of common randomness We have used common randomness to generate M1,M3 and
the key of the one-time pad, which has the same size of M4. Then, upon denoting by R0 the
total rate of common randomness, R0 := R1 +R3 +R4 and

R0 +R > H(X|Y ) +H(W |X)

R < H(W |UXY V )

which implies
R0 > H(X|Y ) +H(W |X)−H(W |UXY V ). (B.18)

Observe that

H(WX|Y ) = H(WX)− I(WX;Y )

= H(X) +H(W |X)− I(X;Y )

= H(X|Y ) +H(W |X)

because the Markov chain W −X − Y implies I(W ;Y |X) = 0 and therefore (B.18) becomes

R0 > H(WX|Y )−H(W |UXY V )

= H(W |Y ) +H(X|WY )−H(W |UXY V ) (B.19)

= I(W ;UXV |Y ) +H(X|WY ).

Coordination of all blocks First, note that two consecutive blocks Li−1 and Li are dependent
only through M4,(i−1). In fact, M4,(i−1) is created at time i using Un

(i−1) and Xn
(i−1) and it is used

to generate M2,(i), which in turn is used at the encoder to generate Xn
(i). Hence, since Y n

(i) is the
output of the channel and V n

(i) is generated using Y n
(i) and the auxiliary random variable, gen-

erated through an estimate of M̂4,(i), uniform common randomness and Xn
(i), we can conclude

that Li−1 and Li are dependent only throughM ′
2,(i) and thereforeM4,(i−1). However, to generate

M2,(i), the encoder applies a one-time pad on M4,(i−1) as shown in (6.7), making M4,(i−1) and
M2,(i) independent of each other and ensuring the independence of two consecutive blocks.

To conclude the proof we need the following results.
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Lemma B.1 We have

V

(
PL1:k−1

,

k−1∏
i=1

PLi

)
≤ δ(n).

Lemma B.2 We have
V
(
PL1:k−1

, P̄
⊗n(k−1)
UXY V

)
≤ δ(n).

We omit the proofs because they are very similar to the proofs of Lemma 5.19 and Lemma
5.20 respectively. �

B.2 Converse proofs

In this section, we prove some technical results which we need to complete the proofs of the
outer bounds for the strong coordination region.

B.2.1 Proof of Lemma 3.13.

We want to prove that I(YtZt;C,X∼tU∼tS∼tY∼tZ∼t|XtUtSt) = 0. We have

I(YtZt;CX∼tS∼tU∼tY∼tZ∼t|XtStUt)

= I(Zt;CX∼tS∼tU∼tY∼tZ∼t|XtStUt) + I(Yt;CX∼tS∼tU∼tY∼tZ∼t|XtStUtZt)

= I(Zt;CXtX∼tS∼tU∼tY∼tZ∼t|StUt)− I(Zt;Xt|StUt)
+ I(Yt;CUtZtX∼tS∼tU∼tY∼tZ∼t|XtSt)− I(Yt;UtZt|XtSt)

≤ I(Zt;CX
nS∼tU∼tY∼tZ∼t|StUt) + I(Yt;CU

nZnX∼tS∼tY∼t|XtSt)

≤ I(Zt;CX
nY nS∼tU∼tZ∼t|StUt) + I(Yt;CU

nZnX∼tS∼tY∼t|XtSt)

where both I(Zt;CX
nY nS∼tU∼tZ∼t|StUt) and I(Yt;CU

nZnX∼tS∼tY∼t|XtSt) are equal to
zero because by (3.27) the following Markov chains hold:

Zt − (Ut, St)− (C,Xn, Y n, U∼t, S∼t, Z∼t),

Yt − (Xt, St)− (C,Zn, Un, X∼t, S∼t, Y∼t). �

B.2.2 Proof of (4.8)

Define the event of error E as follows:

E :=

{
0 if Un = V n

1 if Un 6= V n
.

We note pe := P{Un 6= V n} and recall that by hypothesis the distribution PUnSnZnXnY nV n

is ε-close in total variational distance to the i.i.d. distribution P̄⊗nUSZXY V where the decoder is
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lossless. Then V(PUnV n , PUn1V n|Un) < ε and therefore pe < 2ε since

V(PUnV n , PUn1V n|Un) =
1

2

∑
u∈Un
v∈Vn

|PUn(u)1V n|Un(v|u)− PUnV n(u,v)|

=
1

2

∑
u=v

PUn(u)1V n|Un(v|u)− PUnV n(u,u)|+ 1

2

∑
u6=v

PUnV n(u,v)

=
P{Un 6= V n}

2

By Fano’s Inequality [27], we have

H(Un|C, Y n, Zn) ≤ h(pe) + pe log (|Un| − 1) (B.20)

where h is the binary entropy function. Since pe < 2ε vanishes, h(pe) < f(ε) and the right-
hand side of (B.20) goes to zero. Hence, we have that H(Un|C, Y n, Zn) ≤ (n+ 1)f(ε), where
f(ε) denotes a function which tends to zero as ε does. �

B.3 Proof of Proposition 4.8

In this section, we characterize the regionRUV⊗X of Proposition 4.8, defined in (4.18).

B.3.1 Achievability

We show thatRUV⊗X is contained in the regionRPC ∩RSEP and thus it is achievable.
We consider the subset ofRSEP when P̄Y |X(y|x) = 1Y |X(y|x) as the union of allRSEP(W )

with W = (W1,W2) that satisfies

P̄UW1W2XV = P̄U P̄W2|U P̄V |W2P̄XP̄W1|X ,

I(W1;X) ≥ I(W2;U), (B.21)

R0 ≥ I(W2;UV ).

Similarly,RPC is the union of allRPC(W ) with W that satisfies

P̄UWXV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄V |WX ,

H(X) ≥ I(WX;U), (B.22)

R0 ≥ I(W ;UV |X).

If we choose W = (W1,W2) and we add the hypothesis that (W2, U, V ) is independent of
(W1, X), (B.22) becomes

P̄UW1W2XV = P̄U P̄W2|U P̄V |W2P̄W1P̄X|W1 ,

H(X) ≥ I(W1W2X;U) = I(W2;U), (B.23)

R0 ≥ I(W1W2;UV |X) = I(W2;UV ).
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Note that if we identify W1 = X , we have

H(X) = I(W1;X) and P̄W1P̄X|W1 = P̄XP̄W1|X = P̄X1W1|X .

Then, there exists a subset ofRSEP andRPC defined as the union over all W2 of the distributions
P̄UV X satisfying

P̄UW2XV = P̄U P̄W2|U P̄V |W2P̄X ,

H(X) ≥ I(W2;U), (B.24)

R0 ≥ I(W2;UV ).

Finally, observe that, by definition of the region (4.18),RUV⊗X is the union over all the possible
choices for W2 that satisfy (B.24) and thereforeRUV⊗X ⊆ RPC ∩RSEP. �

B.3.2 Converse

Consider a code (fn, gn) that induces a distribution PUnXnV n that is ε-close in total varia-
tional distance to the i.i.d. distribution P̄⊗nUV P̄

⊗n
X . Let T be the random variable defined in

Section 3.1.2.
Then, we have

nR0 = H(C)
(a)

≥ I(UnV n;C|Xn) = I(UnV n;CXn)− I(UnV n;Xn)

(b)

≥ I(UnV n;CXn)− nf(ε) =
n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;CX
n|U t−1V t−1)− nf(ε)

=
n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;CX
nU t−1V t−1)−

n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;U
t−1V t−1)− nf(ε)

(c)

≥
n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;CX
nU t−1V t−1)− 2nf(ε) ≥

n∑
t=1

I(UtVt;CX
nU t−1)− 2nf(ε)

= nI(UTVT ;CXnUT−1|T )−2nf(ε)=nI(UTVT ;CXnUT−1T )−nI(UTVT ;T )−2nf(ε)

(d)

≥ nI(UTVT ;CXnUT−1T )− 3nf(ε)

where (a) follows from basic properties of entropy and mutual information and (b) from the up-
per bound on the mutual information in Lemma A.15 since we assume V(PUnV nXn , P̄⊗nUV P̄

⊗n
X ) ≤ ε

and |U × V| ≥ 4. Finally, since the distributions are close to i.i.d. by hypothesis, (c) and (d)

come from Lemma 2.17 and [23, Lemma VI.3] respectively.
For the second part of the converse, observe that

0 = H(Xn)− I(Xn;UnC)−H(Xn|UnC)

≤ H(Xn)− I(Xn;Un|C)−H(Xn|UnC)

≤
n∑
t=1

H(Xt)−
n∑
t=1

I(Xn;Ut|U t−1C)−H(Xn|UnC)
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≤
n∑
t=1

H(Xt)−
n∑
t=1

I(Xn;Ut|U t−1C)

=
n∑
t=1

H(Xt)−
n∑
t=1

I(XnU t−1C;Ut) +
n∑
t=1

I(U t−1C;Ut)

(e)
=

n∑
t=1

H(Xt)−
n∑
t=1

I(XnU t−1C;Ut) = nH(XT |T )− nI(XnUT−1C;UT |T )

≤ nH(XT )− nI(XnUT−1CT ;UT ) + nI(T ;UT ) = nH(XT )− nI(XnUT−1CT ;UT ).

where (e) follows from the i.i.d. nature of the source P̄U and the independence of the source
from the common randomness.

Then, we identify the auxiliary random variable Wt with (C,Xn, U t−1) for each t ∈ J1, nK
and W with (WT , T ) = (C,Xn, UT−1, T ). �

B.4 Achievability for secure strong coordination

In this section, we prove the achievability for Theorem 4.15 and Proposition 4.18.

B.4.1 Theorem 4.15

Here, we prove achievability for Theorem 4.15. Let P̄X a distribution on X , then S =
⋃
P̄X
SP̄X

where

SP̄X :=



P̄UV = P̄U P̄V |U
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UV , R0) P̄UWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄V |W
I(W ;U) ≤ I(X;Y )

R0 ≥ I(UV ;W )

|W| ≤ |U × V|+ 1


. (B.25)

We prove that for every P̄X the region SP̄X is achievable. We note P̄Y the distribution on Y ,
given P̄X and the channel P̄Y |X .

Then, the achievability proof proceeds as follows:

- we introduce an auxiliary random variable W ′ = (X,W ) taking values inW × X such
that

P̄UW ′XY V = P̄U P̄W ′|U P̄X|UW ′P̄Y |XP̄V |W ′Y

where P̄X|UW ′ is a target i.i.d. conditional distribution;

- we design a random binning and a random coding scheme for the sequence (Un, W n, Xn,

Y n, V n) each of which induces a joint distribution, and we prove that the two schemes
have the same statistics;

- since we are not interested in jointly coordinating the whole sequence, by reducing the
rate of common randomness we drop the coordination on (W n, Xn) and we obtain strong
coordination on (Un, Y n, V n) only;
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- because of the nature of our setting, we specialize the constraints to the special case in
which the random variables of the channel are independent from the random variables of
the source: (U,W, V ) independent of (X, Y );

- we conclude by showing that (4.21) and (4.22) are verified.

Strong coordination of (Un,W n, Xn, Y n, V n) Here we retrace the same steps of Section
3.1.1. We assume that encoder and decoder have access to common randomness C, generated
uniformly at random in J1, 2nR0K, and extra randomness F , generated uniformly at random in
J1, 2nR̃K. The sequences Un, Xn, W ′n, Y n and V n are jointly i.i.d. with distribution

P̄UnP̄W ′n|UnP̄Xn|W ′nUnP̄Y n|XnP̄V n|W ′nY n .

Then, we consider the random binning and the random coding schemes defined in Section 3.1.1
and if R̃ +R0 > H(W ′|Y ) and R0 + R̃ < H(W ′|U), we have already proved that

V(P RB
UnW ′nŴ ′nXnY nCFV n

, P RC
UnW ′nŴ ′nXnY nCFV n

) = δ(n), (B.26)

V(P RB
UnXnW ′nŴ ′nY nV n

, P RC
UnXnW ′nŴ ′nY nV n

) = δ(n), (B.27)

where Ŵ ′n is the reconstruction of W ′n at the decoder.

Remove the extra randomness F Similarly to Section 3.1.1, we observe that even though
extra common randomness is required to coordinate (Un , Xn, Y n, V n, W n) we do not need it
in order to coordinate only (Un, Y n, V n). Observe that by Lemma 2.12, equation (B.26) implies
that

V(P RB
UnXnY nV nF , P

RC
UnXnY nV nF ) = δ(n) (B.28)

and therefore

V(P RB
UnY nV nF , P

RC
UnY nV nF ) = δ(n). (B.29)

Similarly to [70], we reduce the rate of common randomness by having the two nodes agree
on F = f . To do so, we apply Lemma 2.20 to Bn = W ′n, K = F , and An = UnY nV n. If
R̃ < H(W ′|UY V ), there exists a fixed binning such that

V(P RB
UnY nV nF , QFP

RB
UnY nV n) = δ(n). (B.30)

By Lemma 2.15, (B.29) implies that there exists f ∈ J1, 2nR̃K such that

V(P RB
UnY nV n|F=f , P

RC
UnY nV n|F=f ) = δ(n). (B.31)

Then, by fixing F = f and using common randomness C, we have coordination for (Un, Y n,

V n).
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Information constraints We have imposed the following rate constraints:

H(W ′|Y ) < R̃ +R0 < H(W ′|U),

R̃ < H(W ′|UY V ).

Therefore we obtain:

R0 > H(W ′|Y )−H(W ′|UY V ) = I(W ′;UV |Y ),

I(W ′;U) < I(W ′;Y ).

Separation setting We now consider the case when the random variables of the channel are
independent from the random variables of the source: (U,W, V ) independent of (X, Y ). Since

I(W ′;UV |Y ) = I(WX;UV |Y ) = I(X;UV |Y ) + I(W ;UV |Y X)

= I(XY ;UV )− I(Y ;UV ) + I(W ;UV Y X)− I(W ;Y X)

= I(W ;UV ),

the target distribution and information constraints become:

P̄U P̄W |U P̄V |WPXP̄Y |X ,

I(W ;U) < I(X;Y ),

R0 > I(W ;UV ).

Observe that in this setting the joint distribution is of the form P̄⊗nUV P̄
⊗n
Y . Therefore achieving

strong coordination means that V(P̄⊗nUV P̄
⊗n
Y , P RC

UnV nY n) vanishes. Moreover, by the upper bound
on the mutual information in Lemma A.15, the strong secrecy condition is verified since we
have proved that there exists a sequence of codes such that V(P̄⊗nUV P̄

⊗n
Y , P RC

UnV nY n) goes to zero
exponentially. Moreover, strong coordination for (Un, Y n, V n) implies (4.21). Hence, for every
P̄X we have proved that the region SP̄X is achievable. �

B.4.2 Proposition 4.18

Here, we prove the inner bound for the more general model of Proposition 4.18. Note that with
the random binning and random coding schemes proposed in the achievability proof of The-
orem 4.15, coordinating Zn as well as (Un, Xn,W n, Y n, V n) does not require more common
randomness:

V(P RB
UnXnW ′nŴ ′nY nZnV n

, P RC
UnXnW ′nŴ ′nY nZnV n

)

= V(P̄UnXnW ′nŴ ′nY nV n , PUnXnW ′nŴ ′nY nV n) = δ(n)

by Lemma 2.13 since Zn is the output of the channel P̄Z|X . The only difference with respect
to the achievability proof of Theorem 4.15 is that, when we reduce the rate of common ran-
domness, we want to assure the coordination of (Un, Zn, V n). Similarly to the achievability
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proof of Theorem 4.15, if R̃ < H(WX|UZV ), we have strong coordination for the sequence
(Un, Zn, V n):

V(P RB
UnZnV n , P

RC
UnZnV n) = δ(n). (B.32)

As in Theorem 4.15, we suppose that the random variables of the channel are independent from
the random variables of the source: (U,W, V ) independent of (X,Z, Y ). Hence, since we have
imposed the following rate constraints:

H(WX|Y ) < R̃ +R0 < H(WX|U),

R̃ < H(WX|UZV ),

we obtain:

R0 > H(WX|Y )−H(WX|UZV ) = I(WX;UZV )− I(WX;Y )

= I(W ;UV ) + I(X;Z)− I(X;Y )

I(W ;U) = I(WX;U) < I(WX;Y ) = I(X;Y ). �

B.5 Proof of cardinality bounds

In this section we prove separately the cardinality bound for all the outer bounds in this paper.
Note that since the proofs are basically identical to the cardinality bound of Theorem 3.3 in
Section 3.1.2, we omit most details in all the other cases.

B.5.1 Theorem 3.10

Here, we prove the cardinality bound ofRstate,out in Theorem 3.10. LetA = U×S×Z×X×Y×V
and suppose that hi(π), i = 1, . . . , |A|+ 5, are real-valued continuous functions of π ∈ P such
that:

hi(π) =



π(i) for i = 1, . . . , |A| − 1

H(U) for i = |A|
H(USXV |Y Z) for i = |A|+ 1

H(Y |USX) for i = |A|+ 2

H(V |Y Z) for i = |A|+ 3

H(V |Y ZUSX) for i = |A|+ 4

H(Z|Y USX) for i = |A|+ 5

.

By the Markov chain Z − (U, S) − (X, Y,W ), the mutual information I(Z;XYW |US) is
zero and once the distribution P̄USZXY V is preserved, the mutual information I(Z;XYW |US)

= H(Z|US) − H(Z|USXYW ) only depends on H(Z|Y USX). Therefore there exists an
auxiliary random variable W ′ taking at most |U ×S ×Z ×X ×Y ×V|+ 5 values such that the
constraints on the conditional distributions and the information constraints are still verified. �
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B.5.2 Theorem 4.1

Here, we prove the cardinality bound ofRPC in Theorem 4.1. Similarly, letA = U×Z×X ×V
and suppose that hi(π), i = 1, . . . , |A|+ 4, are real-valued continuous functions of π ∈ P such
that:

hi(π) =



π(i) for i = 1, . . . , |A| − 1

H(U |XZ) for i = |A|
H(UV |XZ) for i = |A|+ 1

H(V |XZ) for i = |A|+ 2

H(V |ZUX) for i = |A|+ 3

H(Z|UX) for i = |A|+ 4

.

The information constraint in Theorem 4.1 can be written as

H(X) + I(W ;Z|X)− I(WX;U) = H(X) + I(WX;Z)− I(Z;X)− I(WX;U)

(a)
=H(X)− I(Z;X) + I(WX;Z)− I(WX;UZ)

= H(X)− I(Z;X) + I(WX;U |Z)

= H(X)− I(Z;X) +H(U |Z)−H(U |WXZ) ≥ 0

where (a) follows from the fact that I(WX;UZ) is equal to I(WX;U) by the Markov chain
Z − U − (W,X). By fixing H(UV |XZ) the constraint on the bound for R0 is satisfied and
similarly to the previous cases the Markov chains are still verified. Thus there exists an auxiliary
random variable W ′ taking at most |U × Z × X × V|+ 4 values. �

B.5.3 Theorem 4.3

Here, we prove the cardinality bound of RLD in Theorem 4.3. First, we rewrite the constraints
in the equivalent characterization of the region (4.9) as:

H(U) ≤ H(Y Z)−H(Y Z|UW ),

R0 ≥ I(W ;USX|Y Z) +H(U |WY Z) = H(USX|Y Z)−H(USX|WY Z) +H(U |WY Z)

= H(USX|Y Z)−H(USX) +H(U) +H(SX|U)−H(SX|UWY Z).

Then, let A = U ×S ×Z ×X ×Y and suppose that hi(π), i = 1, . . . , |A|+ 3, are real-valued
continuous functions of π ∈ P such that:

hi(π) =



π(i) for i = 1, . . . , |A| − 1

H(Y Z|U) for i = |A|
H(SX|UY Z) for i = |A|+ 1

H(Y |USX) for i = |A|+ 2

H(Z|Y USX) for i = |A|+ 3

.
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and therefore there exists an auxiliary random variableW ′ taking at most |U×S×Z×X×Y|+3

values. �

B.5.4 Theorem 4.5

Now, we prove the cardinality bound ofRSEP in Theorem 4.5. First , we consider the following
equivalent characterization of the information constraints:

0 ≤ H(Y Z)−H(Y Z|W1W2)−H(US) +H(US|W1W2),

R0 ≥ H(USXV |Y Z)−H(USXV |Y ZW1W2).

In this case we have W = (W1,W2). LetA = U ×S ×Z×X ×Y×V and suppose that hi(π),
i = 1, . . . , |A|+ 3, are real-valued continuous functions of π ∈ P such that:

hi(π) =



π(i) for i = 1, . . . , |A| − 1

H(US) for i = |A|
H(USXV |Y Z) for i = |A|+ 1

H(V |Z) for i = |A|+ 2

H(V |UZ) for i = |A|+ 3

.

Then, there exists an auxiliary random variableW ′ = (W ′
1,W

′
2) taking at most |U×S×Z×X×

Y × V| +3 values. �

B.5.5 Theorem 6.3

The proof of the cardinality bound RSC,out in Theorem 6.3 for the case of the strictly causal
encoder is nearly identical to the cardinality bound ofRout proved in Section 3.1.2. LetA = U×
X× Y ×V , and suppose that hi(π), i = 1, . . . , |A|+ 4, are real-valued continuous functions of
π ∈ P such that:

hi(π) =



π(i) for i = 1, . . . , |A| − 1

H(U |X) for i = |A|
H(UXV |Y ) for i = |A|+ 1

H(Y |X) for i = |A|+ 2

H(V |Y ) for i = |A|+ 3

H(V |UXY ) for i = |A|+ 4

.

We can rewrite the inequalities and the Markov chains in (6.2) as

H(U)−H(U |WX) ≤ I(X;Y ),

R0 ≥ H(UXV |Y )−H(UXV |WY ),

I(Y ;W |X) = H(Y |X)−H(Y |XW ) = 0,
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I(V ;UX|YW ) = H(V |YW )−H(V |UXYW ) = 0.

Then, there exists an auxiliary random variable W ′ taking at most |U ×X ×Y ×V|+ 4 values
such that the constraints on the conditional distributions and the information constraints are still
verified. �



C POLAR CODING ACHIEVABILITY PROOFS

In this chapter, we detail the achievability proofs of Chapter 5.

C.1 Proof of Remark 5.8

We define the distributions

PZnZnBn(z, z′,b) :=PZnBn(z,b)1Zn|Zn(z′|z) =
n∏
i=1

PZi|Zi−1Bn(zi|zi−1,b)1Z|Z(z′i|zi),

PZnẐnBn(z, z′,b) :=PZnBn(z,b)PẐn|ZnBn(z′|z,b)

=PZnBn(z,b)
n∏
i=1

PẐi|Ẑi−1ZnBn(z′i|z′i−1, z,b)

=PZnBn(z,b)
∏

i∈HA|B

1Z|Z(z′i|zi)
∏

i/∈HA|B

PZi|Zi−1Bn(z′i|z′i−1,b).

Hence, we have

D(PZnZnBn‖PZnẐnBn) =
∑

z,z′∈Zn
b∈Bn

PZnZnBn(z, z′,b) log
PZnZnBn(z, z′,b)

PZnẐnBn(z, z′,b)

=
∑

z,z′∈Zn
b∈Bn

PZnZnBn(z, z′,b) log

 ∏
i∈HcA|B

1Z|Z(z′i|zi)
PZi|Zi−1Bn(z′i|z′i−1,b)


=
∑

i∈HcA|B

H(Zi|Zi−1Bn)

≤ |Hc
A|B|δn ≤ nδn.

Therefore, by Pinsker’s inequality,

V(PZnZnBn , PZnẐnBn) ≤
√

2 log 2
√
nδn.

123
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To conclude, note that:

V(PZnZnBn , PZnẐnBn) =
1

2

∑
z,z′∈Zn
b∈Bn

|PZnZnBn(z,b)1Zn|Zn(z′|z)− PZnẐnBn(z, z′,b)|

=
1

2

∑
z∈Zn
b∈Bn

|PZnBn(z,b)− PZnẐnBn(z, z,b)|

+
1

2

∑
z∈Zn
b∈Bn

∑
z′∈Zn
z′ 6=z

PZnẐnBn(z, z′,b)

=
P{Zn 6= Ẑn}+ P{Zn 6= Ẑn}

2
.

Therefore, P{Zn 6= Ẑn} → 0. �

C.2 Proofs of Lemma 5.9

Here, we prove the polar coding counterpart to channel randomness extraction for discrete mem-
oryless sources and channels proved in Lemma 2.20. First, we prove the statement about the
K-L divergence. For every j ∈ J1, nK, we generate Ẑn stochastically from the conditional
distribution PẐj |Ẑj−1Bn defined as

PẐj |Ẑj−1Bn :=

{
QZ if j ∈ VA|B,
PẐj |Ẑj−1Bn if j ∈ VcA|B.

Then, we have

D(PZ[VA|B ]Bn‖QZ[VA|B ]PBn) = D(PZ[VA|B ]Bn‖PẐ[VA|B ]Bn)

(a)
=D(PZ[VA|B ]|Bn‖PẐ[VA|B ]|Bn|PBn)

(b)
=

n∑
j=1

D(PZj |Zj−1Bn‖PẐj |Ẑj−1Bn|PZj−1Bn)

(c)
=
∑

j∈VA|B

D(PZj |Zj−1Bn‖PẐj |Ẑj−1Bn|PZj−1Bn)

(d)
=
∑

j∈VA|B

(1−H(Zj|Zj−1Bn))
(e)
<δn|VA|B| ≤ nδn

where (a), and (b) come from the chain rule for divergence (Lemma A.5), (c), (d) and (e)

follow from the definition of Ẑn and VA|B.
Then Pinsker’s inequality implies

V(PZ[VA|B ]Bn , QẐ[VA|B ]PBn) ≤
√

2 log 2
√
nδn. �
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C.3 Empirical coordination

Here we prove that the empirical coordination region can be achieved using polar codes. For
brevity, we only detail the results for the case when the encoder and decoder are both non-causal.

C.3.1 Non-causal encoder and decoder

Before describing the polar coding scheme, we recall the definitions of empirical coordination.

Definition C.1 - Achievability for empirical coordination [24, 22] A distribution P̄UXY V is achiev-
able for empirical coordination if there exists a sequence (fn, gn) of encoders-decoders such
that for all ε > 0, there exists n̄ such that for all n ≥ n̄:

P
{
V
(
TUnXnY nV n , P̄UXY V

)
> ε
}
< ε

where

TUnXnY nV n(u, x, y, v) :=
1

n

n∑
i=1

1{(ui, xi, yi, vi) = (u, x, y, v)}

is the joint histogram of the actions induced by the code (fn, gn).

Definition C.2 - Empirical coordination region [24, 22] The empirical coordination region Re is
the closure of the set of achievable distributions P̄UXY V .

As anticipated in Section 3.1, in the case of non-causal encoder and decoder, the problem
of characterizing the empirical coordination region is still open, but the following inner bound
was proved in [24].

Theorem C.3 - Non-causal encoder [24, Theorem 1] Let P̄U and P̄Y |X be the given source and
channel parameters. When the encoder and decoder are allowed to be non-causal, the region
Re,in ⊂ Re defined below is included in the empirical coordination region.

Re,in :=


P̄UXY V = P̄U P̄X|U P̄Y |XP̄V |UXY
∃W taking values inW

(P̄UXY V ) P̄UXYWV = P̄U P̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(W ;U) ≤ I(W ;Y )

 . (C.1)

For brevity, we only focus on the set of achievable distributions in Re,in for which the aux-
iliary variable W is binary. The scheme can be generalized to the case of a non-binary random
variable W using non-binary polar codes.

Theorem C.4 For all PUXY V for which there exists W taking values inW = {0, 1} such that

PUWXY V = P̄U P̄W |U P̄X|UW P̄Y |XP̄V |WY ,

there exists an explicit polar coding scheme that achieves empirical coordination with rate of
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common randomness that goes to zero as n goes to infinity.

Polar coding scheme We suppose that PUXY V belongs to Re,in and show how to achieve
empirical coordination with polar codes. Consider the random vectors Un, W n, Xn, Y n and
V n generated i.i.d. according to PUWXY V that satisfies (C.1). Let Zn = W nGn the polarization
of W n, where Gn is the source polarization transform. We consider the sets A1, A2, A3, A4

defined in (5.3).

Encoding The encoding algorithm is similar to the algorithm in Section 5.3.1, but for empir-
ical coordination it is possible to recycle more common randomness. The encoder generates
W n

(i) following Algorithm 5. The chaining construction proceeds as follows:

- The bits in A1 ⊂ VW |U in block i ∈ J1, kK are chosen with uniform probability using a
uniform randomness source C̄1 shared with the decoder, and their value is reused over all
blocks;

- In the first block the bits in A2 ⊂ VW |U are chosen with uniform probability using M , a
local randomness source;

- For the following blocks, let A′3 be a subset of A2 such that |A′3| = |A3|. The bits of A3

in block i are sent to A′3 in the block i+ 1 using a one-time pad with key C2 and they are
uniform thanks to the Crypto Lemma.

- The bits inA2\A′3 are chosen with uniform probability using the local randomness source
M ;

- The bits in A3 and in A4 are generated according to the previous bits using successive
cancellation encoding as in Definition 5.6. Note that it is possible to sample efficiently
from P̄Zi|Zi−1Un given Un.

Figure C.1: Chaining construction for block Markov encoding
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Algorithm 5: Encoding algorithm at Node 1
Input : (Un

(1), . . . , U
n
(k)), M local randomness (uniform random bits) and common randomness

C = (C1, C2) shared with Node 2: C1 of size |A1| and C2 of size |A3|.
Output: (Zn(1), . . . , Z

n
(k))

if i = 1 then
Z(1)[A1]←− C1 Z(1)[A2]←−M

for j ∈ A3 ∪A4 do
Given Un

(1), succ. draw the bits Zj,(1) according to

PZj |Zj−1Un(Zj,(1)|Z
j−1
(1) Un

(1)) (C.2)

end
end
for i = 2, . . . , k do

Z(i)[A1]←− C1 Z(i)[A
′
3]←− Ṽi−1[A3]⊕ C2

Z(i)[A2 \A′3]←−M

for j ∈ A3 ∪A4 do
Given Un

(i), succ. draw the bits Zj,(i) according to

PZj |Zj−1Un(Zj,(i)|Z
j−1
(i) Un

(i)) (C.3)

end
end

Then, the encoder computes W n
(i) = Zn

(i)Gn for i = 1, . . . , k and generates Xn
(i) symbol by

symbol from W n
(i) and Un

(i) using the conditional distribution

P̄Xj,(i)|Wj,(i)Uj,(i)(x|w̃, u) = P̄X|WU(x|w̃, u)

and sends Xn
(i) over the channel.

We use an extra (k+ 1)-th block to send a version of Z(k)[A3] encoded with a good channel
code. In particular, this can be done using the polar code construction for asymmetric channels
stated in [33]. Let Sn = XnGn be the polarized version of Xn. We place the information
Z(k)[A3] in the positions of Sn indexed by VX ∩Hc

X|Y . We note that VX ∩Hc
X|Y has cardi-

nality approximately equal to nI(X;Y ) [33]. We have |A3| ≤ |A2| ≤ |VV ∩Hc
V |Y |, which is

approximately nI(W ;Y ). By hypothesis, we have the Markov chain W −X−Y and therefore
|A3| ≤ nI(X;Y ). We can send the bits in A3 with vanishing error probability. The scheme
in [33] requires common randomness, which will have vanishing rate when k is large enough
since it’s used only in the last block, and uniform messages, which can be achieved using a
one-time-pad as before. Finally, X̃n

(k+1) is the output of the channel code described above.

Remark C.5 - Last block is not coordinated. Observe that, contrary to the more stringent require-
ments of strong coordination, when dealing with empirical coordination we do not strictly need
to coordinate all k+ 1 blocks. In fact, if k is large enough, the coordination of the first k blocks
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is enough to ensure empirical coordination, but we still need to send V(k)[A3] to the decoder in
order to initialize the decoding process.

Decoding The decoder observes (Y n
(1), . . . , Y

n
(k+1)) and the (k+1)-th block allows it to decode

in reverse order. The decoding algorithm, described in Algorithm 6, is similar to the one for
strong coordination, detailed in Section 5.3.1.

Algorithm 6: Decoding algorithm at Node 2
Input : (Y n

(1), . . . , Y
n

(k+1)), C = (C1, C2) common randomness shared with Node 1

Output: (Ẑn(1), . . . , Ẑ
n
(k))

for i = k, . . . , 1 do
Ẑ(i)[A1]←− C1

if i = k then
Ẑ(i)[A3]←− Y n

(k+1) as in [33]
end
else

Ẑ(i)[A3]←− Ẑ(i+1)[A
′
3]

end
for j ∈ A2 ∪A4 do

Successively draw the bits according to

Ẑj(i) =

{
0 if Ln(Y n

(i), Z
j−1
(i) ) ≥ 1

1 else

where Ln(Y n
(i), Z

j−1
(i) ) =

P
Zj,(i)|Z

j−1
(i)

Y n
(i)

(
0|Ẑj−1

(i) Y n
(i)

)
P
Zj,(i)|Z

j−1
(i)

Y n
(i)

(
1|Ẑj−1

(i) Y n
(i)

)
end

end

Rate of common randomness The rate of common randomness C is negligible since:

lim
n→∞
k→∞

|A1 ∪ A3|
kn

= lim
n→∞
k→∞

|HW |Y |
kn

= lim
k→∞

H(W |Y )

k
= 0.

Preliminary results We first state a few lemmas that we will need to prove Theorem C.4.

Lemma C.6 For any i ∈ J1, kK, for all ε0 > 0,

lim
n→∞

P
{
V
(
TUn

(i)
Wn

(i)
, P̄UW

)
> ε0

}
= 0.

Proof. For all ε0 > 0, we define

Tε0(P̄UW ) := {(Un,W n) | V(TUnWn , P̄UW ) ≤ ε0}
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PP̄UW {(u,w) ∈ Tε0(P̄UW )} :=
∑
u,w

P̄UnWn(u,w)1{(u,w) ∈ Tε0(P̄UW )}.

Note that limn→∞ PP̄UW {(u,w) ∈ Tε0(P̄UW )} = 1.
Let i ∈ J1, kK, we have:

PP̄UW {V(TUn
(i)
Wn

(i)
, P̄UW ) > ε0}

=
∑
u,w

P̄Un
(i)
Wn

(i)
(u,w)1{(u,w) /∈ Tε0(P̄UW )}

=
∑
u,w

(P̄Un
(i)
Wn

(i)
(u,w)− P̄UnWn(u,w) + P̄UnWn(u,w))1{(u,w) /∈ Tε0(P̄UW )}

≤ V(P̄UnWn , P̄UnWn) + PP̄UW {(u,w) /∈ Tε0(P̄UW )}

which tends to 0 thanks to a typicality argument and the fact that for any i ∈ J1, kK, let δn = 2−n
β

for some 0 < β < 1/2

V(P̄UnWn , P̄Un
(i)
Wn

(i)
) ≤

√
2 log 2

√
nδn (C.4)

which follows from (5.7).

Lemma C.7 Let PA a distribution, An a random vector, Bn a random vector generated from
An with i.i.d. conditional distribution PB|A and suppose lim

n→∞
P {V (TAn , PA) > ε} = 0. Then,

for all ε′ > ε we have:
lim
n→∞

P {V (TAnBn , PAB) > ε′} = 0.

Proof. We have:

P{V(TAnBn , PAB) > ε′} ≤ P{V(TAn , PA) > ε}
+ P{V(TAn , PA) ≤ ε}P{V(TAnBn , PAB) > ε′ | V(TAn , PA) ≤ ε}.

Then as n goes to infinity, the first term tends to zero by the conditional typicality lemma
and the second tends to zero by hypothesis.

Lemma C.8 Let Xn, X̃n two possibly dependent random sequences taking values in X n and
define

T(Xn,X̃n)(x) :=
1

2n

n∑
i=1

(1{Xi = x}+ 1{X̃i = x}).

Then for any distribution P on X ,

V(T(Xn,X̃n), P ) ≤ 1

2
V(TXn , P ) +

1

2
V(TX̃n , P ).

Proof. The statement follows from the inequalities:

∣∣T(Xn,X̃n)(x)− P (x)
∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣12
n∑

i=1

(
1{Xi = x}

n
+
1{X̃i = x}

n

)
− P (x)

2
− P (x)

2

∣∣∣∣∣
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≤ 1

2

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

i=1

1{Xi = x}
n

− P (x)

∣∣∣∣∣+
1

2

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑

i=1

1{X̃i = x}
n

− P (x)

∣∣∣∣∣. �

Lemma C.9 V(TXn , PX) ≤ V(TXnY n , PXY ).

The proof of Lemma C.9 is straightforward and thus omitted.

Achievability proof Now, we want to show that the polar coding scheme achieves empirical
coordination. Given ε > 0, we want to prove that:

lim
n→∞
k→∞

P{V(TUn
(1:k+1)

Xn
(1:k+1)

Y n
(1:k+1)

V n
(1:k+1)

, P̄UXY V ) > ε} = 0.

In order to simplify the notation, we set the joint types as

T := TUn
(1:k+1)

Wn
(1:k+1)

Xn
(1:k+1)

Y n
(1:k+1)

V n
(1:k+1)

,

Ti := TUn
(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
V n
(i)

i ∈ J1, k + 1K.

Lemma C.6 states that for i ∈ J1, kK and for all ε0 > 0,

lim
n→∞

P{V(TUn
(i)
Wn

(i)
, P̄UW ) > ε0} = 0.

Then, because of Lemma C.7, we have that for all ε′ > ε0

lim
n→∞

P{V(TUn
(i)
Wn

(i)
Xn

(i)
Y n
(i)
, P̄UWXY ) > ε′} = 0.

We can apply Lemma C.7 again and add V , but since V is generated by Ŵ and not by W̃ , we
need the conditional probability: ∀ε > ε′ for i ∈ J1, kK we have

lim
n→∞

P{V(Ti, P̄UWXY V ) > ε | Ŵ 1:n
(i) = W̃ n

(i)} = 0

We can write:

P{V(Ti, P̄UWXY V ) > ε}
= P{V(Ti, P̄UWXY V ) > ε | Ŵ n

(i) = W̃ n
(i)}P{Ŵ n

(i) = W̃ n
(i)}

+ P{V(Ti, P̄UWXY V ) > ε | Ŵ n
(i) 6= W̃ n

(i)}P{Ŵ n
i 6= W̃ n

i }.

Note that the last term tends to 0 since W̃ n is equal to Ŵ n with high probability because of
Theorem 5.5. Hence for i ∈ J1, kK we have

lim
n→∞

P{V(Ti, P̄UWXY V ) > ε} = 0.

The convergence in probability of T to PUWXY V follows from the convergence in probability
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of Ti to PUWXY V for i ∈ J1, kK (coordination in the first k blocks). In fact, observe that by
Lemma C.8,

V(T, P̄UWXY V ) ≤ 1

k + 1

k+1∑
i=1

V(Ti, P̄UWXY V ).

This implies that:

ET
[
V
(
T, P̄UWXY V

)]
≤ 1

k + 1

k+1∑
i=1

ET
[
V
(
Ti, P̄UWXY V

)]
. (C.5)

The right hand side in (C.5) goes to zero since:

- for i ∈ J1, kK we already have the convergence in probability of V
(
Ti, P̄UWXY V

)
to zero,

therefore the convergence in mean since V
(
Ti, P̄UWXY V

)
is bounded for all i;

- for i = k+1, since Tk+1 and P̄UWXY V are probability distributions, V
(
Tk+1, P̄UWXY V

)
≤ 2.

For k large enough 2/(k + 1) goes to zero, then E[2]/(k + 1) = 2/(k + 1) goes to zero
and empirical coordination still holds.

Then, the left hand side in (C.5) goes to zero and because convergence in mean implies con-
vergence in probability, we have the convergence in probability of V

(
T, P̄UWXY V

)
to zero. To

complete the proof we recall that because of Lemma C.9, V
(
T, P̄UWXY V

)
< ε implies that

V
(
TUn

(1:k+1)
Xn

(1:k+1)
Y n
(1:k+1)

V n
(1:k+1)

, P̄UXY V

)
< ε. �

C.3.2 Strictly causal encoder

As anticipated in Section 6.1, in the case of strictly causal encoder and non-causal decoder, [24]
characterizes the empirical coordination region.

Theorem C.10 - Strictly causal encoder [24, Theorem 3] Let P̄U and P̄Y |X be the given source
and channel parameters. When the encoder is strictly causal, the empirical coordination region
RSC,e is given by

RSC,e :=



P̄UXY V = P̄U P̄XP̄Y |XP̄V |UXY
∃W taking values in U

P̄UXY V PUWXY V = P̄U P̄XP̄W |XU P̄Y |XP̄V |WY

I(X,W ;U) ≤ I(X,W ;Y )

|W| ≤ |U × X × Y × V|+ 4


. (C.6)

Theorem C.11 For all P̄UXY V ∈ RSC,e such thatW = {0, 1}, there exists an explicit polar cod-
ing scheme that achieves empirical coordination with vanishing rate of common randomness.

Remark C.12 - Cardinality ofW . SinceW is binary we only achieve a subset ofRSC,e. The proof
can be generalized to the case where |W| is a prime number using non-binary polar codes.
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Polar coding scheme Let Sn = XnGn be the polarization of Xn, and Zn = W nGn be the
polarization of W n and consider the sets A1, A2, A3, A4 and B1, B3 and B4 as defined in (6.15)
and (6.17) respectively.

Figure C.2: Chaining construction for block Markov encoding

Encoding The encoding algorithm, detailed in Algorithm 7, is similar to the one in Section
6.2.1, but, as in Section C.3.1, for empirical coordination it is possible to recycle more common
randomness, as shown in Figure C.3.2 The encoder observes Un

(0:k) := (Un
(0), U

n
(1), . . . , U

n
(k)),

where Un
(0) is a uniform random sequence and Un

(i) for i ∈ J1, kK are k blocks of the source.
Then, the chaining construction, detailed in Algorithm 7, proceeds as follows:

- The bits in A1 ⊂ VX in block i ∈ J1, kK are chosen with uniform probability using a
uniform randomness source C1 shared with the decoder;
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Algorithm 7: Encoding algorithm at Node 1
Input : (Un

(0), . . . , U
n
(k)), local randomness (uniform random bits) M and common

randomness C = (C1, C2, K1, K2) shared with Node 2: C1 of size |A1| and K1

of size |A3|, C2 of size |B1|, and K2 of size |B3|
Output: (Sn(1), . . . , S

n
(k)), (Zn

(1), . . . , Z
n
(k))

if i = 1 then
S(1)[A1]←− C1, S(1)[A2]←−M
for j ∈ A3 ∪ A4 do

Successively draw the bits Sj,(1) according to

P̄Sj |Sj−1(S(i),j |S
j−1
(i) ) (C.7)

Z(1)[B
′
1]←− C2

for j ∈ B3 ∪B4 do
Given Un

(1), successively draw the bits Zj
(1) according to

P̄Zj |Zj−1XnUn(Z(i),j |Z
j−1
(i) Xn

(i)U
n
(i−1)) (C.8)

for i = 2, . . . , k do
S(i)[A1]←− C1, S(i)[A

′
2]←−M,

S(i)[B
′
3]←− Z(i−1)[B3]⊕K2, S(i)[A

′
3]←− S(i−1)[A3]⊕K1

for j ∈ A3 ∪ A4 do
Successively draw the bits S(i),j according to (C.7)
Z(i)[B

′
1]←− C2

for j ∈ B3 ∪B4 do
Succ. draw the bits Z(i),j according to (C.8)

- In the first block the bits in A2 ⊂ VX are chosen with uniform probability using a local
randomness source M ;

- The bits in B1 ⊂ VW |XU in block i ∈ J1, kK are chosen with uniform probability using a
uniform randomness source C2 shared with the decoder, and their value is reused over all
blocks;

- The bits in A3 ∪ A4 and B3 ∪ B4 are generated according to the previous bits using
successive cancellation encoding as in Definition 5.6. Note that it is possible to sample
efficiently from P̄Sj |Sj−1 and P̄Zj |Zj−1XnUn (given Un and Xn) respectively;

- From the second block, the encoder generates the bits of A2 in the following way. Let
A′3 and B′3 be two disjoint subsets of A2 of cardinality |A′3| = |A3| and |B′3| = |B3|. The
existence of those disjoint subsets is guaranteed by Remark 6.9 and Remark 6.10. The
bits of A3 and B3 in block i are used as A′3 and B′3 in block i + 1 using one-time pads
with keys K1 and K2 respectively and are uniform thanks to the Crypto Lemma. Finally,
the bits in A′2 := A2 \ (A′3 ∪ B′3) are chosen with uniform probability using the local
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randomness source M .

The encoder then computes Xn
i = Sni Gn for i = 1, . . . , k and sends it over the channel. We

use an extra (k+ 1)-th block to send a version of S(k)[A3] encoded with a good channel code as
in Section C.3.1.

Decoding Similarly to the decoding algorithm for strong coordination of the previous section,
the decoder proceeds in reverse order. Here, we detail the procedure in Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8: Decoding algorithm at Node 2
Input : (Y n

(1), . . . , Y
n

(k)), S(k)[A3] ∪ Z(k)[B3] and C = (C1, C2, K1, K2) common
randomness shared with Node 1

Output: (Ŝn(1), . . . , Ŝ
n
(k)), (Ẑn

(1), . . . , Ẑ
n
(k))

for i = k, . . . , 1 do

Ŝ(i)[A1]←− C1, Ẑ(i)[B1]←− C2

if i 6= k then
Ŝ(i)[A3]← Ŝ(i+1)[A

′
3]⊕K1, Ẑ(i)[B3]← Ŝ(i+1)[B

′
3]⊕K2

for j ∈ A2 ∪ A4 do
Successively draw the bits according to

Ŝ(i),j =

{
0 if Ln(Y n

(i), Ŝ
j−1
(i) ) ≥ 1

1 else

where Ln(Y n
(i), Ŝ

j−1
(i) ) =

P̄Sj |Sj−1Y n(0|Ŝj−1
(i) Y

n
(i))

P̄Sj |Sj−1Y n(1|Ŝj−1
(i) Y

n
(i))

for j ∈ B4 do
Successively draw the bits according to

Ẑ(i),j =

{
0 if Ln(Xn

(i+1), Ẑ
j−1
(i) ) ≥ 1

1 else

Rate of common randomness The rate of common randomness is negligible since:

lim
n→∞
k→∞

|A1 ∪ A3|+ |B1 ∪B3|
kn

= lim
n→∞
k→∞

|HX|Y |+ |VW |X |
kn

= lim
k→∞

H(X|Y ) +H(W |X)

k
= 0.

Achievability proof We omit the proof since it follows the same steps as the achievability
proof for the non-causal encoder, but we use (6.20) instead of (5.7). �
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Coordination of autonomous devices over noisy channels: capacity results and coding techniques

Abstract : 5G networks will be characterized by machine to machine communication and the Internet of Things,
a unified network of connected objects. In this context, communicating devices are autonomous decision-makers
that cooperate, coordinate their actions, and reconfigure dynamically according to changes in the environment. To
do this, it is essential to develop effective techniques for coordinating the actions of the nodes in the network.
Information theory allows us to study the long-term behavior of the devices through the analysis of the joint
probability distribution of their actions. In particular, we are interested in strong coordination, which requires the
joint distribution of sequences of actions to converge to an i.i.d. target distribution in L1 distance.
We consider a two-node network comprised of an information source and a noisy channel, and we require the
coordination of the signals at the input and at the output of the channel with the source and the reconstruction. We
assume that the encoder and decoder share a common source of randomness and we introduce a state capturing the
effect of the environment.
The first objective of this work is to characterize the strong coordination region, i.e. the set of achievable joint
behaviors and the required minimal rates of common randomness. We prove inner and outer bounds for this
region. Then, we characterize the exact coordination region in three particular cases: when the channel is perfect,
when the decoder is lossless and when the random variables of the channel are separated from the random variables
of the source. The study of the latter case allows us to show that the joint source-channel separation principle does
not hold for strong coordination. Moreover, we prove that strong coordination offers “free” security guarantees at
the physical layer.
The second objective of this work is to develop practical codes for coordination: by exploiting the technique of
source polarization, we design an explicit coding scheme for coordination, providing a constructive alternative to
random coding proofs.

Coordination d’appareils autonomes sur canaux bruités: régions de capacité et algorithmes de codage

Résumé : Les réseaux de 5ème génération se caractérisent par la communication directe entre machines (M2M)
et l’Internet des Objets, un réseau unifié d’objets connectés. Dans ce contexte, les appareils communicants sont
des décideurs autonomes qui coopérent, coordonnent leurs actions et se reconfigurent de manière dynamique en
fonction de leur environnement. L’enjeu est de développer des algorithmes efficaces pour coordonner les actions
des appareils autonomes constituant le réseau.
La théorie de l’information nous permet d’étudier le comportement à long-terme des appareils grâce aux distribu-
tions de probabilité conjointes. En particulier, nous sommes intéressés par la coordination forte, qui exige que la
distribution induite sur les suites d’actions converge en distance L1 vers une distribution i.i.d. cible.
Nous considérons un modèle point-à-point composé d’une source d’information, d’un encodeur, d’un canal bruité,
d’un décodeur, d’une information commune et nous cherchons à coordonner les signaux en entrée et en sortie du
canal avec la source et sa reconstruction.
Nos premiers résultats sont des bornes intérieures et extérieures pour la région de coordination forte, c’est-à-dire
l’ensemble des distributions de probabilité conjointes réalisables et la quantité d’information commune requise.
Ensuite, nous caractérisons cette région de coordination forte dans trois cas particuliers: lorsque le canal est par-
fait, lorsque le décodeur est sans perte et lorsque les variables aléatoires du canal sont indépendantes des variables
aléatoires de la source. L’étude de ce dernier cas nous permet de remettre en cause le principe de séparation source-
canal pour la coordination forte. Nous démontrons également que la coordination forte offre “gratuitement” des
garanties de sécurité au niveau de la couche physique.
Par ailleurs, nous étudions la coordination sous l’angle du codage polaire afin de développer des algorithmes de
codage implémentables. Nous appliquons la polarisation de la source de manière à créer un schéma de codage
explicite qui offre une alternative constructive aux preuves de codage aléatoires.
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